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Executive Summary

Recent changes in the U. S. Department of Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety regulatory requirements mandate transmission pipeline operators develop formal integrity management plans that address threats to their system. The objective of this work was to develop a quantitative assessment of time-dependent threats, with a focus on vintage onshore gas transmission pipelines. Characteristics of the vintage pipeline system were established in terms of diameters, wall thickness, service conditions, grade and toughness and pipeline designs typical of this system identified. Analyses to quantify mean-time-between-failure and related re-inspection intervals were performed for these typical vintage pipelines addressing time-dependent degradation and possible failure due to corrosion, fatigue, and stress corrosion cracking. Hydrogen embrittlement also was considered, although not in regard to mean-time-between-failure (MTBF). Results developed were used to quantify pipeline life as a function of the sizes of defects that have caused incidents in vintage pipeline systems.

Tools and technology were developed and used to generate results and trends useful in assessing the severity of threats due to anomalies introduced by historic steel-making, pipe-making, construction, and fabrication. Such information was used to develop guidance in implementing integrity management plans.

Important conclusions regarding re-inspection intervals that can be derived from this work and the MTBF results generated include:

- Re-inspection intervals for corrosion targeted at the order of seven to ten years appear to be viable based on the present results.
- Re-inspection intervals involving fatigue will depend on the pipeline’s operating pressure history. For the high-stress ratio (minimum stress/maximum stress) infrequent cycling that is typical of most gas-transmission pipeline service fatigue is an unlikely cause of failure, such that fatigue is not a viable threat for such gas-transmission pipelines. However, where the stress ratio falls below about 0.7 fatigue does become a concern. Re-inspection intervals for such pipelines should be evaluated as a function of the current condition of the pipeline and its operating pressure history.
- Re-inspection intervals involving high pH SCC will depend on the pipeline’s current condition, past experience with SCC, the pipelines right-of-way, and its operating pressure history in reference to pressure as it affects temperature and pressure cycles. For Class 1 scenarios the wall stress at MAOP is above typical high pH SCC thresholds such that this threat should be evaluated, whereas where the pressure or right-of-way-induced stresses are well below apparent thresholds this threat is diminished. Typical laboratory test conditions used to study high pH SCC under accelerated conditions produce growth rates orders of magnitude faster than often observed in the field. While acceleration is useful and essential to evaluate factors controlling SCC, care must be used where such data guide integrity management decisions. Right-of-way and operational factors have a first-order effect on SCC kinetics and must be addressed when making integrity management decisions. Where growth rates are high, in-line inspection will have diminished value, while hydrotesting remains effective with the added benefit of blunting deeper cracks and diminishing the microplastic strain essential for SCC nucleation.
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Introduction

Background

Recently the U. S. Department of Transportation (DoT) through the Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) issued guidance for transmission pipeline operators that require formal integrity management plans (IMPs) for portions of systems that run through so-called high consequence areas (HCAs). These “protocols” were issued for the gas transmission industry operating under Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 192 (49 CFR Part 192) in 2004. This was preceded by definition of HCAs. Corresponding protocols were issued a few years earlier for hazardous liquid pipelines operating under Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 195 (49 CFR Part 195). Such protocols require that pipeline operators establish and demonstrate the safe condition of their pipeline system passing through HCAs, with the requirement to periodically revalidate that safe condition.

One aspect of demonstrating the safe condition of a pipeline is evaluation of potential threats to pipeline safety. Causes of pipeline failure and their consequences can change along a pipeline within an HCA, as well as change over time along the right-of-way (RoW). Consequences involve factors often independent of the pipeline, as for example the public exposure along the RoW within an HCA, but also depend on pipeline in regard to operating pressure and the product transported. Threats to safety reflect pipeline design and operation, as well as the current condition of the pipeline and contributory conditions along the RoW.

Threats to pipeline safety when considered in light of historical causes of transmission pipeline incidents provide perspective for their significance in terms of pipeline integrity. Figure 1 presents results for US gas transmission pipelines for the period from 1984 through 2000. Results are shown therein as a bar graph that partitions each threat into a portion that reflects “pipe” incidents versus “non-pipe” incidents. This indicates that integrity management embraces more than the pipeline. For most HCAs, the focus is on pipe-related events, but as time passes more than the line pipe could become a factor. Currently, as evident from Figure 1, most threats involve pipe much more so than non-pipe concerns, which perhaps reflects the extent to which pipeline systems comprise mostly line pipe.

Consider next the left side of the chart in Figure 1, which addresses the nature of the incident and its cause. Causes shown in Figure 1 reflect potential threats to pipeline integrity as identified in work by Kiefner et al. These threats were subsequently grouped into the nine broad categories shown in Table 1, which evolved as part of the consensus development of ASME B31.8S. With some modification and additions, the threat categories identified by Kiefner et al have since been incorporated into the formal incident reporting required by DoT OPS, which started in 2002. “Reportable” incidents are now characterized for the formal reporting in terms of 25 causes grouped by the Government into seven categories. In contrast, ASME B31.8S introduces nine categories, as indicated in Table 1. These nine categories encompass those of the OPS, but

1 For the requirements, definitions, and related guidance, see Reference 1.

* Numbers in superscript parenthesis refer to the list of references compiled at the end of this report.
subdivide some categories in reference to cause. The categories used in Figure 1 make reference to those adopted in B31.8S.

![Figure 1. Reportable natural gas transmission incidents 1984-2000](image)

The threat categories in Table 1 can be differentiated by their time-based behavior, as indicated in the fourth column. “Time Dependent” behavior indicates such threats can increase or decrease over time. Time-based inspection and maintenance practices can be effective in managing such threats. “Stable” behavior indicates such threats do not change over time, unless a change in the service conditions occur, such as a pressure increase, which activates the threat. Once activated, the otherwise stable threat can become time dependent. One-time inspection and/or maintenance practices can be effective in managing stable threats. The final grouping is “Time Independent” or threats whose occurrence is random in time. Because they lack a time dependence, such threats are managed best by protecting against their occurring or by limiting their consequences (e.g., see 7,8).

The threat categories in Table 1, whether from the OPS reporting form or in B31.8S, apply to all pipelines regardless of age. However, as much change has occurred over time in both line pipe and its construction into pipelines (9-11), incidents and their causes in Categories 4 and 5 reflect the era the line pipe was made and the pipeline was constructed. As such, consideration of these threat categories is unique when assessing vintage pipeline integrity. For purposes of this report, pipe making and construction practices that are no longer used, including some early variations of current practices, are herein considered “historic.” “Vintage” pipelines are taken as those lines built using historic steel and pipe making pipe technology and related construction practices. Analysis of steel and pipe making practices and construction methods used to characterize the US gas-transmission pipeline infrastructure in Reference 11 indicates the vintage pipeline system involves construction prior to about 1970.
This report presents tools, technology, and related results useful in assessing the severity of threats due to anomalies introduced by historic steel-making, pipe-making, construction, and fabrication. Such information serves as guidance in developing and implementing an IMP, as an aid to managing the integrity of the vintage pipeline system.

### Table 1. Categories of threats to integrity of natural-gas transmission pipelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>Time Based Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPS</td>
<td>B31.8S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>1 External corrosion</td>
<td>Time Dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>2 Internal corrosion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>3 Stress corrosion cracking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>4 Manufacturing defects</td>
<td>Stable unless activated by a change in service conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>5 Fabrication and construction defects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>6 Equipment related defects</td>
<td>Time Independent or Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>7 Third party or mechanical damage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F6</td>
<td>8 Incorrect operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>9 Weather and outside force related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This report complements other work done under the auspices of the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA) in cooperation with the Gas Technology Institute, which was the cost-share project for this effort. One objective of that project was to identify which vintage line pipe and construction practices were more likely to involve historic defects in reference to B31.8S Categories Four and Five[11]. In turn, that project complements parallel efforts of the Pipeline Research Council International (PRCI), and others, to help formalize the IMP efforts of their member companies. Central to this work was the consensus development of ASME B31.8S, whose provisions play an integral role in Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 192 (49 CFR Part 192), Subpart O, Pipeline Integrity Management. ASME B31.8S recommends that gas pipeline operators identify and evaluate potential threats to the integrity of each pipeline segment within HCAs. This report uses the tools and technology discussed to trend the time-dependent growth of defects to help operators develop rational integrity management plans in reference to the potential for defect growth and the revalidation of lines that might involve such defects.

### Objectives and Scope

The objective of this project was to develop a quantitative basis for evaluating the significance of specific time-dependent threats on steel pipelines, which can be used to assist in evaluating the viability of mitigative measures used in integrity management. This report is specific to the threats covered by the shading in Table 1, and so addresses categories one through five. This report does not address the remaining threat categories (i.e., equipment related defects, third party or mechanical damage, incorrect operations, and weather/outside-force).

As proposed, the scope embraced time-dependent material and construction threats including defects in pipe seams, pipe bodies, pipe-to-pipe girth welds and other fabrication welds, and
defects that result from pipe making or pipeline construction. Time-dependent threats to be covered include: external corrosion, internal corrosion, and stress-corrosion cracking. Defects as defined above embraced those present in the pipe steel and/or coating, but not with respect to problems with corrosion protection and/or avoidance systems.

By virtue of its INGAA cost-share, the focus here is transmission pipelines, which for present purposes are defined in reference to 49CFR Part 192. Issues unique to larger-diameter trunk-lines operating at low-wall-stress pipelines can be found in Reference 12. While the planned focus was transmission pipelines operating at higher pressures, the results developed could be used in situations involving lower pressures for otherwise identical circumstances, although the results adapted to other applications like lower-pressure pipelines could be quite conservative. Finally, because the cost-share project for this work involves gas-transmission applications, the focus here is operational scenarios considered representative of the typical operation of such pipelines.

The report does not address offshore pipelines or service lines, nor does it address pipelines not made of typical historic line-pipe steel or constructed with other than usual historic practices. The cost-share companion study for this project done under the auspices of the INGAA Foundation\(^{(11)}\) provides guidance on determining whether a given type of flaw is likely to be present on a given historic pipeline, and if so, indicates whether the flaw may grow or otherwise presents a current threat to integrity.

### Definitions

Terms are introduced in pipe-related codes and specifications to discriminate operating and related design circumstances and to describe abnormalities that may exist. Terms involving features introduced in manufacturing and construction are defined consistent with the definitions adopted in ASME B31.8S, whereas terms involving operation and design reflect 49CFR Part 192, which regulates these aspects.

For the present the design factor (DF) and the specified minimum yield stress\(^2\) (SMYS) are as defined by 49CFR Part 192, which regulates these parameters (e.g., see §105, §107, and §111). The American Petroleum Institute (API) Specification 5L\(^{(13)}\) also includes definitions for SMYS and ultimate tensile stress (UTS), denoted specified minimum tensile stress (SMTS), the latter being adopted for present purposes. To ensure consistent understanding of terms beyond those defined in 49CFR Part 192 and API Specification 5L, the following definitions are introduced:

- **Anomaly** – Any deviation in the properties of the engineered product, typically found by nondestructive inspection. (The term indication is sometimes used in place of anomaly.)
- **Flaw** – A deviation in the properties or function of the engineered product that is outside of the engineering specifications for the type of service anticipated in design.
- **Imperfection** – A flaw that an analysis shows does not lower the failure pressure below the specified minimum yield pressure or limit functionality of the engineered product.

\(^2\) Regulations, codes, and specifications tend to use strength, which has units of force, in this usage, whereas this term defines a value with units of force per unit area, which is stress. To be consistent with its use and units, the term stress is used herein. Such is also done for UTS.
• Defect – A flaw that an analysis shows could reduce the failure pressure to below the minimum specified yield pressure or limit functionality of the engineered product.

• Critical Defect\(^3\) – A flaw that an analysis predicts could fail below the pipeline’s maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP), or precludes in-service function.

• Transmission Pipeline – By 49 CFR 192.3, these are pipelines operating at over 20-percent of the yield pressure. Typically, transmission pipelines are larger diameter steel lines operating at higher pressures transporting gas from a gathering line or storage facility to a distribution center, storage facility, or large volume customer.

In regard to these definitions, Reference 11 elaborates 1) the types of anomalies produced by historic manufacturing, fabrication, and construction practices, 2) the qualitative conditions necessary to “activate” the anomalies whereby otherwise dormant anomalies become active threats, and 3) mitigation practices used to control the growth of the anomalies in reference to buried vintage pipelines. Reference 11 should be consulted for guidance in these aspects, which are not considered – except that qualitative conditions that “activate” defects noted in that work are herein translated into quantitative measures that can be used by pipeline engineers.

**Approach – Quantitative Threat Assessment**

Technology for assessing defect severity and the interval for revalidation for any structure has been presented and discussed in textbooks since the early 1970s, when the necessary technology reached widespread practical utility. Its utility and popularity are evident in textbooks focused on its use that include specific structural applications\(^{e.g., 15-17}\). The ensuing decade gave rise to handbooks to facilitate broader use of such technologies, which further illustrate their utility and application\(^{e.g., 18,19}\). As the aerospace, nuclear, ground vehicle, and offshore industries were among the first to capitalize on this technology, the early manuals and advanced-technology conference proceedings focused on related problems\(^{e.g., 19-22}\).

The utility of such technology was likewise adapted for pipeline applications. The initial work was largely empirical\(^{e.g., 23}\), apparently because transmission pipelines neither behaved linearly as was the case for the aluminum alloys popular in the aerospace industry, nor did they show the large-scale plasticity evident in nuclear piping operating at higher temperatures. More formal adaptation that recognized the moderate plasticity shown by the line pipe predominant in the industry through the 1970s began for axial cracking in 1984\(^{24}\). This work culminated in a time-marching adaptation of technology developed for nuclear piping that targeted the response typical of then available line-pipe steels\(^{25}\), which since has been extended to include a plastic-collapse formulation\(^{e.g., \text{see} 26}\). The time-dependence of this fracture formulation, when coupled with appropriate analysis for cycle dependent processes like fatigue\(^{e.g., 27}\), or other time and/or stress dependent mechanisms like stress-corrosion cracking\(^{e.g., 28}\) (SCC) provides the basis to assess the response of defects in transmission pipeline systems.

This report makes use of available technology to develop pipeline-specific results to help in integrity management of vintage pipeline systems. The approach taken to implement this technology is presented in the flowcharts in Figure 2.

---

\(^3\) The term critical defect is often used to identify a defect that will rupture\(^{14}\). Such use is not implied here.
High-Level View of Threat Assessment

Figure 2a outlines the threat assessment approach and so presents its implementation from a high level. Figure 2a indicates threat assessment involves three major activities sequenced in the order noted, which are associated with:

1. the likelihood the flaw is present,
2. the effect of mitigation and/or control, and
3. the presence of other conditions that increase or decrease the likelihood a flaw will grow or become “active.”

The chosen sequence reflects the level of complexity involved in addressing threats, with the first focused on its existence, and the second whether actions have been taken to mitigate or otherwise offset concern for the threat. Each of the first two steps can be evaluated based on company records, with consideration of both steps possible during that evaluation, as follows.

As guidance for the first step, Appendix A tabulates information in reference to pipe supplier, seam type if any, year of production, grade, and construction practices. This first step requires evaluation of company files and the experience of operators with similar vintage pipelines. For well developed IMPs, such information should be readily available in the IMP database. This consideration of whether defects could be present or a threat exists is done without reference to the technology issues dealt with herein.

The second step is taken only when the first step indicates it is necessary. As needed, the files or database are evaluated to assess the effects of actions taken to mitigate the threat or defect, or to control its future development or consequences. For example, where the likelihood of weld-seam defects is indicated in step one, where the files indicate a high-pressure hydrotest has been done and the historical operation is unchanged, long dormant defects are unlikely to become active. Alternatively, where vintage construction practices introduced features like couplings or oxyacetylene welds that have since been rehabilitated or otherwise shown to be stable, these long stable features are unlikely to become an integrity issue. However, when threats of defects cannot be concluded inactive, then step three is implemented.

While Steps One and Two can be implemented without resort to technology, Step Three typically requires quantitative rather than qualitative evaluation. Exceptions to this include scenarios addressed directly in the literature, for which available data or published integrity assessments facilitate simple and direct evaluation. Examples of construction features for which analysis exist include wrinklebends\(^{(29)}\). Likewise, where mechanisms like SCC or hydrogen-stress cracking (HSC) are involved but can be shown inactive by reference to a published threshold stress or other characteristics of the line pipe\(^{(e.g., 30,31)}\), Step Three can be straightforward. However, all other scenarios require detailed consideration of the approach and results presented herein, or to other similar results.

**Threat Assessment Process for Crack-Like Defects**

Prior work\(^{(7)}\) has considered material and construction threats as well as the in-service growth of defects associated with such threats, and developed a plan to implement such results in an IMP\(^{(8)}\). Reference 8 deals with blunt corrosion defects quite simply, but presents only a high-level approach for crack-like defects, as their analysis and the related kinetics is much more complex. As is evident later, issues related to blunt corrosion defects are rather directly evaluated. For this reason, this report addresses crack-like defects in more detail, dealing with them in the manner outlined by textbooks and conference papers beginning in the 1970s. Such references indicate the evaluation of crack-like defects, in reference to activation and the related kinetics concerns identified in Figure 2a, tracks the process presented in the flowchart presented in Figure 2b.

Figure 2b indicates the generic analysis process for crack-like defects requires information that characterizes the population of defects (type, size, shape, and orientation) as well as information
that characterizes the line pipe wherein the defects are found and the pipelines operational and RoW factors that can promote growth of such features.

The approach to address the scope of crack-like defect type, size, shape, and orientation involves first considering all such features as sharp, and thereafter assessing what is found in the field as either predominantly circumferential or axial. In this context, results will be developed specific to these two orientations. Finally, a range of defect sizes and shapes will be considered, with depth evaluated relative to the wall thickness and length evaluated over a range from one inch up to a length equal to the pipe diameter, with results presented for combinations of depth and length over that range of values.

Ideally, the flowchart in Figure 2b would evaluate all plausible combinations of pipe geometry and properties of practical interest, and all possible service/operational loadings and RoW scenarios of concern. Quantifying the response of defects in pipe seams, pipe bodies, pipe-to-pipe girth welds and other fabrication welds, and defects that result from pipe making or pipeline construction to service loadings is practically impossible given the endless possible combinations of defect type, size, shape, and orientation for every plausible combination of pipe geometry and properties, over all possible service loading and RoW scenarios.

The approach taken to address the breadth of vintage pipeline scenarios involves identifying and evaluating cases that represent the extremes of the vintage pipeline system, and an intermediate scenario. This will be done for corrosion and the cracking mechanisms that pose a first-order threat to pipelines: specifically fatigue, SCC, and HSC. Thresholds and kinetics will be developed that characterize typical response. Axial crack-like defects respond to pressure, which herein will be generalized in reference to pressure-induced stress. Pipeline service will be considered in a generic fashion in terms of maximum pressure coupled with pressure cycles, where as noted in the introduction the focus is operational histories common to gas-transmission service. In contrast, circumferential defects respond to axial loads that for the present will be assessed in reference to the axial wall stress. As the behavior of pipelines is elastic and the stresses are simply related to pressure and axial or bending loads, results presented in terms of stress reflect broad coverage of possible field scenarios.

**Key Tasks and Report Organization**

Tasks to meet the objectives can be directly identified in reference to Figure 2b. Six tasks can be so identified to establish the technical basis to assess effect severity and revalidation intervals for pipelines that involve such defects:

1. characterize the vintage pipeline system and identify representative scenarios,
2. identify factors controlling degradation at time-dependent fabrication and construction defects,
3. determine the condition of the subject pipeline and establish the likely presence of defects that are likely active and so can fail in a time-dependent manner, and determine their terminal sizes,
4. mathematically characterize defects as a function of size and shape as the basis to assess material and construction defects, and develop an algorithm that embeds these factors and thereafter develop results to assess their significance,
5. extend the flow-chart of Figure 2b to lead users on a go – no-go path to determine if their crack-like defect is a concern, and over what timeline, and
6. use full-scale tests and incident trends and/or experience to validate the results.

The report develops in the sequence indicated above, beginning by identifying scenarios that represent the vintage pipeline system in terms of the parameters essential to integrity analysis of crack-like defects. Thereafter, factors controlling degradation at time-dependent defects are developed, along with screening to determine whether the subject pipeline is likely to involve crack-like defects that are active and so can fail in a time-dependent manner. Next, previously developed software is used to mathematically characterize crack-like defects and develop results to evaluate their significance. Finally, a flowchart is presented to determine if a defect is a concern, and over what timeline, and thereafter the results are validated.

The Vintage Pipeline System and Representative Scenarios

As indicated above it is impractical to consider all plausible service/operational loadings and RoW scenarios, but it is practical to evaluate representative scenarios characterized in reference to line pipe properties that control pipeline integrity. Such can be done via parametric analyses of defect size and shape for the range of line pipe diameter and wall thickness that define typical vintage line pipe geometric properties, over the range of line pipe steel grades and toughness considered typical of the vintage pipeline system.

The vintage pipeline system might be defined in reference to line pipe properties (pipe geometry and steel properties) that have caused recurrent problems for vintage pipelines by trending the OPS incident database(e.g., 2). However, this database reflects incidents from the period from 1984, and so reflects scenarios other than that typical of the vintage pipeline system. For this reason, resources other than the OPS incident database have been used to scope line pipe properties that dominate the vintage pipeline system, beginning in reference to pipeline mileage and then progressing through diameter, wall thickness, grade, design factor, and toughness.

Vintage Pipeline System: Mileage

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of gas-transmission pipeline mileage for construction over the interval from before 1940 through 2002. This information was compiled from data on the OPS website based on data submitted by the operating companies concerning their transmission-pipeline network. This annual data has been downloaded from the same website that addresses the incident data(2).

Figure 3 indicates that in 2002 the natural-gas pipeline infrastructure in the US comprised ~300,000 miles of transmission pipelines. Of this, ~13,000 miles (~4-percent of the total) was built before 1940, ~29,000 miles (~10-percent of the total) was in service through 1950, ~53,000 miles (~18-percent of the total) through 1960, ~125,000 miles (~43-percent of the total) through 1970, and ~200,000 miles (~69-percent of the total) through 1980, which can be determined from Figure 3. Consequently, the vintage pipeline system as defined herein comprises about 68-percent of the gas-transmission infrastructure.
Vintage Pipeline System: Diameter and Wall Thickness

Insight into line pipe geometry (diameter and wall thickness) that comprises the vintage pipeline system can be developed from several sources. For example, Figure 4 derived from the same OPS infrastructure database used to generate Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of line-pipe diameter for the pipeline infrastructure completed prior to 2002. It is evident from this figure that as the mileage increased the diameter of line pipe used also increased. Unfortunately, diameter is not so characterized in reference to construction period nor is such information available to quantify the distribution of wall thickness as such data have not been compiled.

Fortunately, other sources are available to characterize the line pipe geometries that comprise the vintage pipeline system. A web-crawl of steels suppliers directed at the evolution in the width of steel strip and plate, which are dictated by mill rolling capacity, could be used to establish the maximum diameter of seamed pipe as a function of time. But, this is impractical as many mills have closed, with this data otherwise lost save for the history compiled by Keifner and Clark(9). Subsequent comments by Kiefner(10) and Clark et al(11) serve to distill the extensive detail of Reference 9. For example, Kiefner(10) indicates that larger diameter line pipe – the order of 24 inches – was available in the 1920s, produced with an electric-resistance-weld (ERW) long seam, with diameters from 24 to 30 inches available beginning in the 1940s produced with a double-
submerged-arc-weld (DSAW) long seam, as well as by other processes. Kiefner further notes that 36-inch diameter line pipe becomes available in the 1950s, citing its availability in grades X42 and X52. Clark et al. indicate the timeline for various steel-making and pipe production practices. Still larger diameters and higher strength grades became available in the 1960s, with the trend to larger diameter and higher strength continuing today, driven by economics and related concerns. The data available imply the distribution of mileage shown in Figure 4 reflects use of increased diameter as it became available, with construction continuing to use smaller diameters as economics dictated.

Finally, because the comments by Kiefner and Clark et al. provide little quantitative data, the distribution of line pipe sizes in use in vintage pipeline systems has been characterized by use of the assumption that on average incidents on cross-country (remote) pipelines do not correlate directly with design factor of the pipeline or the properties of the line pipe. The viability of this assumption and the resulting data can be demonstrated in regard to Figure 5, reproduced from Reference 35. This figure presents results for the then current OPS incident database (circa 1984 to 2000) sorted by Class Location, which defines the design factor (except for unusual circumstances). Thereafter, the data were normalized by pipeline mileage as a function of Class Location to offset the significant differences in mileage distribution between these locations. Because the mileage for the design factors representing Class 3 and 4 Locations was relatively small, this mileage was combined to reduce inaccuracy that could otherwise be introduced in this normalization.

Figure 5 indicates that normalized incident frequency does not increase with increasing design factor, but rather suggests the reverse trend. As can be seen in the figure, such was observed for each of the OPS incident categories in use when this data was assembled, which were corrosion, outside forces, material/construction defects, and other causes. That increased design factor did not correlate well with the likelihood of failure was rationalized in Reference 35 for two reasons. First, the design factor immediately adjacent to area where failure originates is identical to the design factor just inches away from the origin, which proves design factor is not a first-order factor controlling incident likelihood. Second, considerations other than the design factor were noted to control the likelihood of an incident, whereas line pressure was noted as a possible influence.

4 For further details, see Reference 35 where these results are compiled and analyzed.
on consequences. For example, stray currents or other RoW aspects drive corrosion and related processes, which are independent of design factor. Material and construction incidents reflect the location of defects introduced by an upset in pipe steel or making, or in pipeline construction, which are random with reference to design factor. Outside force incidents equally reflect otherwise uncontrolled events, which are random in regard to design factor. As a similar rationale applies to pipeline properties, they too are uncorrelated with design factor. On this basis, the assumption that incidents on cross-country (remote) pipelines do not correlate with design factor or line pipe properties is viable as are data developed through its use.

Figure 6 presents trends derived based on the just-noted assumption. Figure 6a represents the vintage system based on the Federal Power Commission (FPC) database in terms of incidents occurring over the interval from 1950 to 1965. Consequently, this distribution reflects pipeline construction and line pipe produced through 1965. Figure 6b presents the results from Figure 6a as dashed lines and contrasts these to results from the OPS database representing incidents that occurred from 1984 through 2002, which reflects construction and line pipe through 2002. While not shown for the sake of clarity, similar trends develop for the incident database covering the period from 1970 through 1983.

It is apparent from Figures 6a and 6b that the vintage system can be represented by extremes in diameter chosen at 4-inches and 24-inches, with 12-inches being a reasonable mean diameter. Similarly chosen extremes on wall thickness are 0.187-inch and 0.375-inch, with 0.225-inch being a reasonable mean. In reference to Figure 4, the indicated range of diameters and wall thicknesses represent

Figure 6. Trends in vintage diameter and wall thickness
about two-thirds of the gas-transmission pipeline infrastructure. This outcome is consistent with the independent indication of the vintage system based on mileage evident in Figure 3.

**Interplay between Diameter, Wall Thickness, Grade, and Design Factor**

While Figure 6 indicates the vintage gas-transmission pipeline system can be represented by a set of diameter and wall thickness combinations chosen independently by inspection of this figure, this approach to identify these parameters is in conflict with 49CFR Part 192 (§105, §107, and §111). The equation in Part 192 §105 shows these parameters are not independent, and also indicates they are coupled to grade and design factor, the latter being elaborated on in Part 192 §107 and §111.

The relationship between wall thickness and diameter conditioned by design factor and grade is evident in the trends presented in Figure 6b. As indicated above, this figure contrasts the vintage system characterized by dashed trends with the more modern system represented by data trends. It is evident there that there is little difference in the wall thickness distributions for incidents reported beginning in 1950 and those beginning in the mid-1980s. This outcome reflects the effects of steel grade, which has increased continually and significantly over this period as is evident in Figure 7. This outcome also reflects the overarching economic push to limit the cost of steel and construction costs, both being driven by wall thickness\(^{(34)}\). Finally, it reflects the interplay between pipe diameter, wall thickness, and grade according to working stress (elastic) design (WSD) as detailed in textbooks on the theory of elasticity\(^{(36)}\).

The regulations (49CFR Part 192) in sections 105, 107, and 111 outline this relationship, wherein maximum allowable stress (MAS) can be written as:

\[
\text{MAS} = \text{DF} \cdot \text{SMYS} ,
\]

where \(\text{DF} = \text{design factor whose value is less than one to provide a margin of safety to ensure the response remains elastic in service, with:}

\[
\text{MAOP} = \text{DF} \cdot \text{SMYS} \cdot \left( \frac{t}{R} \right)
\]

where \(t = \text{wall thickness} \) and \(2R = \text{pipeline outside diameter (OD). Early pipeline designs used a single design factor} = 0.72^{(37)}\), while design under 49CFR192 involves three design factors. One
is a class-location factor that accounts for population density near the pipeline, which ranges
from 0.4 for pipelines in heavily populated areas to 0.72 for lines in less populated or rural areas.
The second is a longitudinal joint factor that accounts for seam welds that had a higher flaw
frequency, which ranges from 0.6 for early welding processes up to 1.0. The third is a
temperature de-rating factor, which applies at operating temperatures above 250°F (uncommon
because gas transmission pipelines typically operate at 140°F and less). Of these, the first is
relevant across the vintage pipeline system, while the second two would be evaluated on a case
specific basis.

**Vintage Pipeline System: Grade and Design Factor**

It remains to quantify the time variation of SMYS and DF in order to use Equation 2 to identify
wall thickness trends consistent with Figures 3 through 6. Unfortunately, no known database has
been developed that tabulates line pipe grade, diameter, wall thickness, or design factor by
vintage, mileage, or any other useful metric. However, other publications and related analyses
can be used to quantify these parameters.

The range of grades that can be considered typical of the vintage system can be inferred from
Figure 7. These archival Battelle data reflect actual yield stress for more than 700 joints of line
pipe produced over the interval from the 1930s to the present. These results indicate that SMYS
in the vintage system can be represented by Gr A or Gr B at the lower end, with X52 or X60
representing the upper end, and X42 being a reasonable mean level. These grades remain viable
when considered in reference to publications that explore the historic availability of certain
classes of steel and the introduction of new grades\(^{(e.g., 9-11,35)}\), but suggest Gr B be adopted as the
lower limit, with X52 taken as the upper limit. Such considerations lead to Table 2, which
summarizes line pipe grades that typify transmission pipeline construction in the US. Given
these results, Gr B, X42, and X52 are adopted to represent the majority of the line pipe in the
vintage US transmission pipeline system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>1930s</th>
<th>1940s</th>
<th>1950s</th>
<th>1960s</th>
<th>1970s</th>
<th>1980s</th>
<th>1990s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GrA/GrB</td>
<td>≤ 1930s</td>
<td>GrB/X46</td>
<td>X42/X52</td>
<td>X52/X60</td>
<td>X60/X65</td>
<td>X65/X70</td>
<td>X75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noteworthy that technology is evolving to better characterize the mechanical properties of
line pipe in-situ, which could be useful in managing some unique vintage scenarios. Field
hardware and techniques exist to measure the hardness of the pipe in-situ\(^{(e.g., 38)}\), and correlations
exist between hardness and the mechanical properties by which to infer the yield stress\(^{(e.g., 39)}\).
Commercial equipment has been developed to both make the field measurement and infer the
mechanical properties\(^{(i.e., 38)}\). Databases also are being developed to supplement operating
company files\(^{(e.g., 40-42)}\). As the IMP process continues to be implemented, further information
will become available in complement to that recently published\(^{(e.g., 43,44)}\), broadening these
databases even further.

It remains to establish the likely variation in the design factor for the vintage system in order to
identify values of wall thickness that couple with diameter, to fully characterize the vintage
pipeline system for subsequent analyses of crack-growth thresholds and inspection intervals.
The distribution of the design factor can be bracketed for the vintage pipeline system in reference to Figure 8, which is reproduced here from Reference 7. Figure 8 presents the distribution of gas-transmission pipeline mileage grouped by geographic region, and then subdivided by class location for about 50,000 miles of the ~30,000 miles that comprise the US system. While only about 17-percent of the system was characterized when these data were gathered in 2001, the trends in these data are clear. Figure 8 indicates that in 2001 even highly urbanized areas were 65 to 70-percent Class 1, whereas much of the rest of the system was at 90 to 95-percent Class 1. Given this dominance and the observation that much of this encroachment to the transmission pipeline system has been recent\(^{(45)}\), the vintage pipeline system can be reasonably represented by DF = 0.72.

**Design Parameters that Characterize the Vintage Pipeline System**

In view of the above discussion, with DF = 0.72 the values of MAS representing Gr B, X42, and X52 are 25.2 ksi, 30.2 ksi, and 37.4 ksi, respectively. On this basis, values of wall thickness for Gr B, X42, and X52 for 4-, 12-, and 24-inch diameter pipelines operating at the same design pressure are as indicated in Table 3. As can be seen from this table, wall thickness ranges from quite thin at 0.040 inch, up through 0.357 inch for pipelines designed for MAOP = 750 psi, a not uncommon design pressure based on the data assembled by the Federal Power Commission (FPC)\(^{(32)}\). Such bounds on thickness are consistent with the limits evident in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Wall thickness (inch) at 750 psi</th>
<th>Pipe diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 inch</td>
<td>12 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr B</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X42</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X52</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If viable, these values and the underlying trends in Figures 7 and 8 should be consistent with the historic evolution in diameter and wall thickness evident in Figure 6b. Recall that Figure 6b
contrasts data that begins in 1950 with that beginning in the mid-1980s. Figure 6b indicates that the distribution of wall thickness has remained more or less constant over this period, whereas the ratio of the slopes for the 1950s and mid-1980s diameter trends indicates diameter increased by a factor of 1.5 or 50-percent. If the earlier assumption that incidents are random in reference to design parameters is adopted, and the design factor is taken constant over this period, the increase in diameter must be due to increased grade line pipe available over this period, all else being equal. That is, the increased diameter should occur in proportion to the increase in SMYS over this time period. Figure 7 indicates that SMYS has increased from ~52 ksi to ~80 ksi over the period beginning in 1950 and ending in mid-1980, for an increase of 80/52 = 1.54 or 54-percent. Thus, the data in Figure 6 indicate a 50-percent increase in diameter whereas the results in Figure 7 point to an increase over this same period of 54-percent. This consistency among these independently determined trends lends credence to the line-pipe properties adopted in terms of SMYS, diameter, and wall thickness, and indicates the parameters are viable metrics for the vintage system.

Fracture Properties for the Vintage Pipeline System

The remaining parameters needed to assess pipeline integrity and revalidation intervals become important when the pipe wall thickness required according to WSD is diminished locally by the presence of an anomaly. The other parameters important in such situations involve fracture initiation. Textbooks address fracture initiation and fracture-initiation resistance or toughness in general terms, while References 14 and 35 focus on line pipe steels and pipeline issues. The toughness of typical vintage line pipe is difficult to determine, as little has been written on this topic. The literature (e.g., 14-17,35,46-48) addresses the need for toughness or tend to trend it in terms of so-called upper shelf energy (USE) based on Charpy-vee-notch (CVN) test(49) data. However, little is available in reference to the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT), a potentially important parameter in specifying steel(50), whose behavior has been shown to vary significantly depending on the steel involved(e.g., 51). The exceptions to this involving vintage line-pipe steel covering both toughness and DBTT include References 40-44 and 52. References 40 and 52 include data for vintage longitudinal weld seams.

Figure 9 presents one assessment of the evolution of toughness available over the time interval of interest, beginning in the 1930s and
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continuing to recent time. These archival Battelle data reflect toughness characterized by the full-size equivalent (FSE) USE for in excess of 600 joints of line pipe. Carbon-Manganese (C-M) steels, which typify steels available through the 1960s, show a trade-off between strength and ductility. Thus, the trend to increasing SMYS in these steels evident in Figure 7 indicates a decrease can be anticipated in ductility over this interval. In turn, this limits the strain over which strain hardening develops, which implies the UTS will lie closer to SMYS. Accordingly, the ratio of yield stress, Y, to ultimate stress, T, that is Y/T, will tend toward unity as SMYS increases. Figure 10 confirms this expectation in reference to C-M steels, indicating that a 30-percent reduction in ductility can be expected by increasing SMYS from Gr B to X52.

While not directly related, a decrease in ductility can signal a related decrease in fracture toughness such that the strength increase evident in Figure 7 for C-M steels could promote a decrease in USE. While the data are sparse, the results in Figure 9 show this tendency. Therein the toughness data for early-vintage steels is found to be slightly superior to that of the 1940s through the 1960s. Fortunately, the push for higher strength in trade for ductility and toughness ended in the late 1950s with the appearance of running brittle fracture.(14) Control of this phenomenon came by developing steels that were ductile at the service temperature, which reduced USE at that temperature at least initially.(e.g., 53). The tradeoff between strength and ductility (and implicitly toughness) characteristic of the C-M steels drove the evolution of modern high strength weldable steels beginning in the mid to late 1960s(11). The trends in Figure 9 indicate that this evolution resulted in a major increase in USE as compared to the differences apparent over the interval associated with the vintage pipeline system. These trends and the results of References 40-44 and 52 suggest the vintage system can be characterized by USE values that range from 10 to 30 ft-lb. However, where concern exists for anomalies in vintage weld seams, toughness an order of magnitude less can be anticipated for worst-case scenarios.(40,52).

Because the vintage steels had values of DBTT that often were above the line pipe’s service temperature, the USE can overestimate the toughness available in service. The DBTT and related temperature dependence of the CVN energy through the transition region are essential to determine if the USE is applicable or transform the USE into a value that applies at the service temperature of the pipeline. Databases currently being collected(40-42), which include these
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properties for vintage systems will help diminish this knowledge gap, as will publications of work done to rehabilitate such systems where such properties are included\(^{(e.g.,43,44,52,54)}\). While technology exists to support quantifying mechanical properties specific to a given pipeline, field techniques designed to infer toughness properties from measured hardness of the pipe remain unproven through blind testing. Thus, care should be taken when considering such practices until commercial equipment evolving for this purpose is appropriately proven in blind tests.

The available data and the historical evolution of line pipe steels suggest that toughness be combined with the grades noted in Table 3 in the manner shown in Table 4. These combinations underlie the choice of toughness values for the analyses that follow much later. In using such results it must be noted that the toughness values added to Table 3 are considered representative of the decade and the grades indicated. However, exceptions exist across this table, with values lying well above as well as well below the tabulated values known to exist. Further, it is known that selected grades and specific production practices led to line pipe whose toughness falls well below the toughness levels tabulated. For example, X60 produced in Europe and elsewhere in the late 1960s exhibits quite low toughness and high transition temperatures\(^{(54)}\). Other similar scenarios are known for selected grades, vintages, and steel chemistry/production practices. Suffice it to note that care must be taken in using the results that follow in applications to vintage pipelines, as toughness at service temperature controls the defect size for failure, which in turn influences the time over which the defect can grow stably. It also is appropriate to indicate that toughness levels well above those in the table exist, even for vintage line pipe. In regard to results indicated for the recent decades, toughness levels well above these also exist, as the values indicated as well as levels much higher were available in the 1990s without price penalty. The Alliance Pipeline\(^{(55)}\) is a prime example, with toughness predicted and demonstrated for fracture control the order of 175 ft-lb\(^{(56)}\) being produced in the 1990s without problem or price penalty.

**Table 4. Summary of property combinations by decade for the pipe body**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade</th>
<th>(\leq 1930s)</th>
<th>1940s</th>
<th>1950s</th>
<th>1960s</th>
<th>1970s</th>
<th>1980s</th>
<th>1990s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>GrA/GrB</td>
<td>GrB/X42</td>
<td>X42/X52</td>
<td>X52/X60</td>
<td>X60/X65</td>
<td>X65/X70</td>
<td>X75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE, ft-lb</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>65-90</td>
<td>80-120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Failing Defect Sizes for the Vintage Pipeline System**

The first step in evaluating the long-term stability of a defect involves determining the sizes of defects that fail as a function of pressure-induced wall stress for axially oriented features and axial stress for circumferentially oriented features. Such results will be determined for each of the pipe geometries and grades identified in Table 3, subject to the corresponding toughness levels indicated in Table 4. This follows the next section, which outlines the methods used to determine the sizes of defects that fail as a function of pressure-induced wall stress.

**Prediction Methods**

Whether based on an empirical solution or theoretical fracture mechanics analysis, failing defect sizes depend on two parameters. One is the wall stress in defect-free pipe while the second is the
size, shape, and orientation of the defect. Equation 3 expresses their coupled effect in a simple form consistent with theoretical and empirical solutions:

\[ S_f = S_R \cdot f(\text{defect geometry}). \] (3)

In this equation, \( S_f \) denotes the stress at failure, and \( S_R \) is a reference stress whose value should reflect the defect-free failure stress and \( f(\text{defect geometry}) \) embeds the effects of the defect geometry. This form of equation applies uniquely to circumferential and axial defects. In this form, the value of \( f(\text{defect geometry}) \) tends to unity as the size of the defect decreases to zero.

**NG-18 Equations**

Early predictions of failing defect sizes in pipelines dealt with axially oriented defects through empirically calibrated expressions known as the NG-18 equations\(^5\). Defect size was embedded as function in terms of its area, and the effects of bulging due to the defect that involved the length of the defect, \( L \), the line pipe radius, \( R \), and wall thickness, \( t \). The reference stress was termed a “flow stress”\(^23\), denoted here \( S_{fs} \), whose value was empirically calibrated in reference to data that included the effects of geometry. The NG-18 Equation has the form:

\[
S_f = S_{fs} \left[ \frac{1 - A/A_0}{(1 - A/A_0)(M^{-1})} \right],
\] (4)

with the bulging factor \( M \) represented as \((1 + 0.6275 \frac{L^2}{2Rt} - 0.003375 \frac{L^4}{4R^2t^2})^{0.5}\). As time passed, Equation 4 was adapted for use with crack-like surface flaws\(^23\) and also blunt defects, the latter in the form of ASME B31G\(^58\), which transitioned to Modified B31G\(^59\) for simple geometries and RSTRENG\(^59,60\) for use with complex defects.

Initially the value of \( S_{fs} \) was expressed as a function of the flattened-transverse-strap yield stress, \( S_y \), in the form:

\[ S_{fs} = S_y + 10 \text{ ksi} \] (5)

In the transition from NG-18 Equations to ASME B31G this gave way to:

\[ S_{fs} = 1.1 \times \text{SMYS} \] (5a)

which was used in conjunction with \( f(\text{defect geometry}) \) expressed in terms of a modified value of \( M \) and a parabolic defect shape as \( 0.67 \frac{d \times L}{d^2} \), where \( d \) denoted the maximum defect depth. The transition to Modified B31G and RSTRENG reformulated the effective defect area and dealt with what was viewed as excessive conservatism, wherein the above definition of flow stress shifted back to the earlier form:

\[ S_{fs} = \text{SMYS} + 10 \text{ ksi} \] (5b)

---

\(^5\) Much of the early work on transmission pipelines was done under the auspices of the American Gas Association (AGA) as part of their project Number 18, which historically has been referred to as Project NG-18. This was the forerunner to the Pipeline Research Committee, which today is the Pipeline Research Council International.
except here $S_y$ is replaced by SMYS, which was necessary for field applications where strap test results are unknown. This flow stress was used with $f$ (defect geometry) expressed in the form $0.85 \ (d \times L)$, with related forms of $M$. For details see the references indicated.

**Fracture-Mechanics and Plastic-Collapse Based Formulations**

Textbooks indicate that structures like pipelines can fail in two ways – if the strength is exceeded or if the resistance to crack extension is exceeded – with either causing failure in a pipeline when the pressure boundary is breached. Either a leak or rupture ensues.

Where failure occurs because the strength is exceeded, the failure process in structures made of ductile metals is known as plastic collapse, which occurs at a stress level corresponding to the UTS of the metal involved. Because pipelines are designed to remain elastic, and do so under normal operation through use of a design factor that keeps the stresses well below yield, plastic collapse under normal operation can occur only where the cross-section area is reduced as compared to design. As such, plastic collapse in applications like pipelines is often termed “net-section collapse”. And, as failure cannot occur under normal loadings because the stresses are limited to elastic levels, cases where failure occurs through the full cross-section are often termed “overload” failures.

Solutions for plastic collapse are unique to the orientation of the defect, which as noted earlier is herein taken as axial or circumferential, with the failure stress by definition being the lowest stress indicated for these extremes. General solutions for plastic collapse at circumferential defects are published for bending as well as tension loading (e.g., 48, 61, 62), as are solutions for axial defects (e.g., 63-65) for pressure loading, which include analyses for defect-free pipe as well as for defects (66). As under collapse conditions sharp defects blunt prior to failure due to the high toughness necessary to ensure collapse occurs, such solutions are viable for blunt as well as sharp defects, the difference associated with the blunting process being small. The general form of such collapse solutions is that of Equation 3.

As with plastic collapse, fracture solutions for pipelines are unique to the orientation of the defect, which again is taken as either axial or circumferential, with failure defined by the lowest stress indicated for these extremes. Fracture mechanics solutions are published for external surface defects in pipelines under linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) (e.g., 67, 68) conditions and for nonlinear fracture mechanics (NLFM) scenarios (e.g., 69). The driving force for LEFM fracture, $D_f$, can be written in general in the form:

$$D_f = S \ f(a/W)(\pi \ a/Q)^{0.5},$$

where $S$ = wall stress normal to the defect (considered to be axial or circumferential), $a$ = crack dimension considered perpendicular to the surface, $Q$ = shape factor that embeds crack length and assumes a semi-elliptical form, and $f(a/W)$ is a geometry-dependent function, which can be found in handbooks (e.g., 18, 70) or determined analytically or numerically (e.g., 71-73).

Equation 2 is specific to LEFM, wherein the symbol $D_f$ is the LEFM stress intensity factor, a universal measure of crack driving force more commonly represented by the symbol $K$.

---

6 The units evident on the right-hand-side of Equation 6 indicate the term driving force is a misnomer – nevertheless its use is conventional and so adopted herein.
References 67 and 68 present values of $K$ of interest in transmission pipeline applications. A form comparable to Equation 6 exists for NLFM (e.g., see 69), including large-scale plasticity (e.g., see 70), which are based on the $J$-integral and the theory of tearing instability (74-77). Failure is indicated in reference to Equation 6 when $D_f$ exceeds a critical value, which for this form is the critical toughness, $K_c$. This parameter can be measured under either quasi-static or dynamic loading rates according to standardized practices (e.g., 78), with analogous standards to measure NLFM fracture resistance (79). All values of fracture resistance depend on considerations like crack-tip constraint, discussion of which is addressed elsewhere in detail (e.g., see 80, 81).

**Selection of Failure Criteria Used Herein**

Key considerations in the selection of a failure criterion include accuracy to the extent that overly conservative criteria lead to maintenance without value, with a bias to safety. Safety in the present context implies a conservative bias in predicted wall stress at failure and indicated defect size. Unfortunately, a failure criterion that is inherently conservative in predicting wall stress is non-conservative in predicting defect size. This follows from the form of Equation 3 (equally Equation 6). For example, Equation 3 indicates that a bias to decreased failure stress on the left-hand-side (LHS) must because of the equality include the same numerical bias on the right-hand-side (RHS). Thus, a factor introduced to reduce the failure stress to lead to conservative predictions must be present on both sides of the equation, thus leading to a similar reduction in the critical defect size.

The interplay between the LHS and RHS of Equation 3 is illustrated in regard to failure pressure for axial defects in Figure 11. This figure presents the usual plot of failure pressure on the y-axis as a function of failing defect length on the x-axis for a given depth defect represented by the contours shown on the plot. The upper contour shown as the solid line represents the actual failure pressure, which would be predicted if the failure criterion adopted were exact, or “accurate” as indicated in the figure. Any conservative prediction fails at pressures below this “exact” result, which for this illustration is represented by the dashed line. Also shown in Figure 11 is a horizontal trend that for this illustration indicates the actual failure pressure, which leads to indicated defect lengths shown in the figure. The disparity between the predicted and actual lengths at failure is highlighted by the dashed ellipse, and noted below in reference to the actual and predicted lengths on the x-axis. It is apparent from this illustration that this non-conservative error in defect length increases as the predicted failure pressure becomes more

![Conservative pressure predictions cause Non Conservative defect sizes](image)

**Figure 11. Underestimated crack size as a consequence of a conservative pressure prediction**
conservative. Moreover, this error increases as the slope of these predicted trends diminishes, as occurs for longer defects and for pressures more typical of service as compared to for example hydrostatic testing.

It follows that the basis for selecting the failure criteria used herein is accuracy, rather than a conservative bias in predicted failure pressure. Because the empirical versus fracture and collapse-based formulations differ in regard to their defect-free reference stress, the choice of criteria is assessed first in terms of reference stress.

Reference Stress for Defect-Free Pipelines

Recall that the empirical NG-18 Equations and plastic collapse-based formulations share the same form, represented by Equation 3, while the fracture formulations are of the form of Equation 6. Equation 3 is written such that when the structure, which here is a pipe, is defect free, the value of the function of geometry tends to unity. Where toughness is sufficient or the pipe is defect free, fracture does not control failure as the critical fracture resistance is not reached before plastic-collapse occurs, which as indicated above occurs at a stress corresponding to the UTS. In contrast, for the NG-18 Equations, failure in a defect-free pipe is predicted at the flow stress defined by Equation 5. As more than one definition of flow stress has been suggested, values of flow stress from Equations 5a and 5b will be considered in contrast to the UTS associated with plastic-collapse formulations.

Figure 12 contrasts predictions of failure in defect-free line pipe for grades of steel from Gr B through X60, which are the grades that Table 2 indicates represent the vintage pipeline system. These results reflect file data for burst tests done on vintage pipe that was either removed from service or otherwise made available for testing at
Battelle. Figure 12a presents flow stress predictions in comparison to actual failure pressure, while Figure 12b presents the same results in reference to UTS. It is clear from Figure 12b that the defect free failure stress is on average characterized very well by the UTS. The range of the ratio of UTS / actual failure stress for these data runs from 1.09 to 0.88, or data scatter of roughly ±10 percent that lies uniformly about the one-to-one trend. In contrast, the range of the ratio of flow stress / actual failure stress for these data runs from 0.60 to 0.87 for B31G and from 0.68 to 0.95 for Modified B31G and RSTRENG. Data scatter here is roughly the order of 30-percent uniformly biased conservatively in regard to the one-to-one trend.

In reference to Figure 12b, the ratio of the UTS to SMYS is on average 1.48, while by code the maximum allowable stress is at its highest 72-percent of SMYS, which provides a factor of safety the order of (SMYS / (0.72)) = 1.39. This means that, on average, the difference between failure at the UTS and operating stress for Class 1 Locations is 1.39 x 1.48 = 2.05. Thus, even at the highest service stress, defect-free vintage pipelines operate with an average factor of safety of more than two on the pressure induced hoop stress.

The results in Figure 12 indicate the UTS will on average accurately predicts the defect-free failure response of vintage line-pipe steels, doing so with slightly less overall scatter and no bias as compared to the flow-stress-based NG-18 Equations. These results point to the utility of collapse and fracture based formulations, provided such are shown to accurately predict failure pressure for vintage pipeline applications. This is evaluated next, first in terms of failure pressure and thereafter in terms of defect geometry.

### Validity of Collapse and Fracture Based Formulations

Perhaps the most comprehensive evaluation possible in reference to predicting failure at defects in vintage line-pipe steels comes in terms of axial defects through analysis of the almost 50 full-scale burst tests involving part-through-wall sharp axial slits cut into line pipe produced primarily in the 1960s. This database reflects X52, X60, and X65 grades, the latter representing a variety of high-strength-low-alloy steels.

In developing the empirical data used to “calibrate” the NG-18 Equations, some tests were done for conditions considered to be “flow-stress” controlled failures\(^{(23)}\), wherein the toughness was sufficient to produce failure at or above the flow-stress. Figure 13 presents results for these flow-controlled scenarios, along with predictions based on the flow-stress form of the NG-18 Equations. Figure 13 also presents predictions made using the plastic-collapse solution embedded in the PRCI ductile flaw growth model (DFGM) developed at Battelle to predict failure at axial defects, through use of the software-based version of this technology termed PAFFC (Pipe Axial Flaw Failure Criterion). The y-axis in this figure is predicted failure pressure, while the x-axis is failing defect length, as was the case for Figure 11. Contours of predicted failure pressure are presented for four or more defect depths, with five shown for the NG-18 Equation and four shown for PAFFC. Results of the full-scale testing developed at several defect lengths representing defect depths of about 40, 60, and 80-percent through wall are shown as data points. Results of other select combinations of defect length and depth evaluated are also included as data points. These “flow-controlled” tests represent 12 unique combinations of defect length and depth, with four tests repeated for one of these, which provides some measure of scatter under flow-stress controlled conditions. In each case the depth of the defect is indicated, along with an L or R, which signifies failure as a leak or a rupture.
Predictions based on the flow-stress form of the NG-18 Equation shown in Figure 13a reflect predictions for full-scale testing also used to empirically calibrate these equations, so quality predictions are anticipated. However, the figure shows this approach gives quite conservative predictions for shallow defects. It is evident that this approach consistently under-predicts the result for each defect at 41-percent of the wall thickness, being conservative here in failure pressure by the order of 10 percent. In reference to the defect whose actual length is 14.6-inches, this 10-percent conservative prediction on failure pressure corresponds to an under-prediction on defect length the order of 7 inches – that is, it is non-conservative on defect length by roughly 100-percent, which underscores the need for accuracy made earlier in reference to Figure 11. In addition to being conservative on failure pressure for shallow defects, this equation also is conservative for short defects. Finally, while not an issue for vintage pipelines, this technology becomes increasingly conservative for higher-strength grades. However, the NG-18 flow-stress equation does an excellent job of predicting failure for longer defects, and usually is accurate for deeper defects.

Figure 13b presents the corresponding failure trends predicted using the plastic collapse model in the DFGM / PAFFC. It can be seen that the DFGM / PAFFC more consistently predicts these so-called flow-stress controlled failures as compared to that achieved using the empirical model calibrated in reference to these tests. Suffice it to note that this more recent collapse-based model will therefore make more consistent predictions of failing defect size, which are essential in analyses of revalidation intervals that follow later in this report.

Figure 13. Failure pressure for axial defects
Finally, Figure 14 presents comparison of the DFGM and PAFFC in predicting failure pressure for the NG-18 database considered “fracture-controlled” failures\(^{(23)}\). As can be seen, the fracture-mechanics based model in the DFGM and PAFFC accurately predicts these failure pressures and so can make consistent predictions of failing defect size, as required later in assessing revalidation intervals. It is noteworthy that similarly accurate predictions have been made for a variety of burst pressure tests, as well as defect growth and crack instability. Reference 82 provides a detailed evaluation of its validity and a comprehensive listing of references addressing validation for PAFFC. It has been demonstrated to produce accurate predictions of failing defect sizes and defect criticality, which reflects the transition from leak to rupture based on axially stable versus unstable response for steels typical of vintage line pipe.\(^{(14,82)}\) This included pipe diameters ranging from 8 through 42 inches and grades from X42 through X80, for failures in the body of the pipe as well as in ERW long seams. Its accuracy also has been demonstrated in a blind round-robin comparison of such models, and through recent full-scale testing of higher toughness steels in grades through X80\(^{(85)}\). For reasons evident in Figure 11, PAFFC does not include any embedded factors of safety, leaving the choice of an appropriate safety margin to be selected and applied on a case-specific basis.

**Predicted Failing Defect Sizes**

Experimental studies\(^{(e.g., 57)}\) indicate that axial part-through-wall (PTW) defects in a pressurized pipeline fail via plastic collapse or fracture, with growth through the wall occurring in a three-step failure process. Reference 44 details the steps in this process and essential differences for low toughness steels, through moderate to high toughness steels. Simulating the three-step failure process described in the following paragraphs is central to predicting whether fracture or plastic collapse controls failure, and the corresponding failure pressure and failing defect sizes. This is done here in reference to axial defects, although these steps are paralleled in the failure of all defects.

Full-scale experiments indicate failure of a sharp axially oriented defect first involves gradual bulging of the pipe local to the defect as the pressure is increased. Such bulging becomes more evident as the pressure increases and in tough steels can occur without measurable defect growth. For ductile thin-wall pipe and deep defects, bulging is noticeable to the unaided eye, but for heavier-wall pipe, shallow defects, or lower toughness steels, relatively less bulging occurs prior...
to failure. The second step involves nucleation of cracking and its possible stable extension into
the wall and along the pipe that continues as the pressure increases. The final step involves
initially stable time dependent crack extension at constant pressure, which eventually transitions
to unstable crack growth, and rapid penetration into and through the wall thickness.

The amount and nature of the crack extension depends on the steel’s fracture resistance,
measured commonly in terms of the CVN fracture energy, with the most complex response
developing for modern higher-toughness steels, and least for the early vintage steels of interest
herein. Higher toughness steels experience blunting along their initially sharp crack fronts that
makes them very resistant to fracture. In the same way tough steels blunt initially sharp defects,
their growth involves the extension along a blunted crack-tip. An upper-bound toughness exists
beyond which failure pressure ceases to increase as toughness increases, with little difference
evident beyond this toughness level\textsuperscript{(14)}. Such behavior indicates the transition from toughness-
controlled failure to plastic-collapse-controlled failure for a given line pipe geometry, although
such behavior can occur at much lower toughness particularly for shorter defects, or very deep or
very shallow defects. Whether the breach created in the pipe wall as the crack transitions
through-wall leads to a leak or a rupture (and fracture propagation along the length of the pipe)
depends on the length of the break, the geometry of the line pipe and its mechanical and fracture
properties, and the properties of the pressurizing media\textsuperscript{(14)}. Very short breaks and leaks are
likely for very tough steels, while lower toughness steels are prone to longer splits and ruptures.

**Failing Defect Sizes**

As evident in the prior subsection, analyses methods have been developed that accurately
recreate the experimental trends in defect failure and accurately predict failure pressure, which
facilitate calculating defect sizes that fail by plastic collapse, common at blunt defects or in high-
toughness steels, as well as fracture, which is more common at initially sharp defects in lower
toughness steels. Results generated with PAFFC are used next to illustrate typical failing defect
sizes and their dependence on the line pipe’s properties and its loading.

Defect dimensions that lead to failure are a function of the type, magnitude, and manner in which
loading is applied, the pipe geometry, and the material properties of the pipe steel. The most
important line pipe properties affecting critical dimensions are the UTS and the toughness. Since
there are property differences between vintage pipelines and modern pipelines, it is useful to
illustrate this as an aid to formulating IMPs for vintage versus more modern pipeline systems.

**Effect of Toughness on Failing Defect Sizes**

Examples follow that contrast a vintage scenario in terms of line pipe toughness with a situation
where the toughness reflects more modern construction. The modern scenario is represented by
line pipe with full-size equivalent (FSE) CVN USE energy (toughness) of 100 ft-lbs, which lies
toward the upper end of conditions in Table 4, while CVN energy of 10 ft-lb is used for the
vintage scenario, which according to Table 4 lies slightly below levels considered common for
those applications. The vehicle used for this illustration is a 30-inch diameter pipeline made with
a 0.312-inch-thick wall of X52 steel. This pipe geometry lies at the upper end of the sizes
identified in Figure 6 in regard to pipe diameters representative of the vintage pipeline system, so
this geometry is an effective bridge between vintage and more modern scenarios. In all cases
failure stress is simulated in reference to sharp axial defects under pressure loading using
software developed at Battelle (PAFFC).
Figure 15a represents results for X52 steel with FSE USE of 100 ft-lbs, while Figure 15b addresses FSE USE of 10 ft-lb. As in Figures 11 and 13, the vertical axis is failure pressure, which here is presented as hoop stress normalized by SMYS. The horizontal axis is the axial extent or length of the crack-like defect, as it was in Figures 11 and 13. The curved lines represent defect depth relative to the pipe’s wall thickness (e.g., the curve labeled 70 percent deep represents defects that have a maximum depth of 70-percent through the wall). The dashed horizontal lines correspond to low-wall stress operation (30 percent SMYS), operation in Class 2 (50 percent SMYS) and operation in Class 1 (72 percent SMYS). The horizontal line at the y-axis value of ~1.4 corresponds to the ratio of the UTS to SMYS for this X52 pipe. Defect sizes associated with failure at MAOP are considered critical defects in the definitions introduced at the start of this report. Critical defect sizes corresponding to each of these class locations can be found by inspection of Figure 15 in reference to length and depth combinations that lie above the horizontal lines at the associated respective pressures noted in this figure.

Each point along a contour of constant depth in Figure 15 represents a combination of failing length and depth for a given pressure. For example, in reference to the higher toughness steel reflected in the trends in Figure 15a – at 50 percent SMYS, a defect that is 90 percent of the wall thickness deep and 3.7 inches long (point 1 in the figure) will fail, as will a defect that is 70 percent deep and about 13 inches long (point 2 in the figure). Similar values can be determined for other combinations of depth and pressure. At higher pressures, the critical defect sizes are smaller, and at lower pressures, they are larger.
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**Figure 15. Failing defect sizes vs. toughness**
While not evident from the information supplied in reference to Figure 15a, the trends for defect depths 40-percent and 90-percent through wall represent failures that are controlled by the strength of the pipeline steel. This occurs for these depths because the toughness supplied (at 100 ft-lb) leads to toughness independent failure, or plastic collapse. If the toughness were much lower (as occurs for some vintage pipelines), the failure response of some defect depths and lengths would be controlled by toughness rather than strength. This is the case in reference to Figure 15b, which represents CVN energy of 10 ft-lb. Notice first that for this lower-toughness steel that defect-free failure is indicated at a y-axis value of ~1.4, just as it did for the higher-toughness scenario in Figure 15a. Thus, defect-free lower-toughness pipe fails by plastic collapse.

For the lower-toughness steel, Figure 15b indicates the critical defect length at 50 percent SMYS for a 90 percent deep defect is 3.3 inches long, while that for a 70 percent deep defect is ~4.8 inches long. In contrast to Figure 15a, lower toughness pipelines have smaller critical defect sizes, although there is little difference for very deep defects as these remain close to a plastic-collapse condition. Aside from somewhat smaller defect sizes and failure more often under fracture rather than collapse control, there is little difference in the performance between vintage pipelines and those made of modern steels.

**Trends in Failures Controlled by Plastic Collapse versus Toughness**

As the toughness increases, analyses discussed in reference to Figures 13 and 14 indicate there is a transition from fracture controlled failure to collapse controlled failure. Beyond this transition toughness, all failure boundaries evident in Figure 15 are independent of toughness. In addition to being independent of toughness, collapse-controlled failure boundaries are smooth and continuous, and are spaced uniformly as a function of defect depth. The uniform spacing between plastic collapse-controlled failure boundaries as a function of defect depth reflects the net-section limit-state for very long defects, which is determined simply from the plastic collapse stress and the net thickness. Where the collapse stress is taken as the UTS, the hoop stress at failure for longer defects is $(1-d/t) \times UTS$. For shorter cracks, the length of the crack also is a factor, which is obvious in reference to the defect-free limit state where the limit state has a constant value for all defect lengths.

Figure 16a, which considers the same 30-inch by 0.312-inch X52 pipeline considered in Figure 15, illustrates the just-noted collapse-controlled traits for sharp defects at toughness equal to 180 ft-lb (244 J) FSE CVP. Comparing these failure boundaries to the trends in Figure 15a (100 ft-lb FSE) indicates these failing defect sizes are identical, which indicates for this line pipe geometry and grade that collapse controls failure at toughness levels as low as 100 ft-lb. Figure 16b, which reflects 75 ft-lb (102 J), broadens this illustration, where comparing the trends between Figures 16a and 16b all failure boundaries are the same with the exception of that for $d/t = 0.60$. Expanding this comparison to Figure 15b, which deals with 15 ft-lb toughness, shows that at this toughness all the failure boundaries differ from the collapse controlled boundaries.

---

7 While extreme in reference to vintage pipelines, comparable and higher toughness levels have been built into pipelines constructed in the 1990s, and were available then without a price penalty. Their inclusion here is to illustrate differences in failure behavior for plastic collapse versus those controlled by toughness, whose practical value lies in the observation that toughness which is often unknown is not a factor where collapse controls.
evident at 100 ft-lb and 180 ft-lb. Where the failure boundaries differ from those due to collapse, fracture must control. Portions of the failure boundaries where this occurs have been circled (as best as possible). As expected, comparing fracture-controlled failure boundaries to collapse-controlled boundaries shows that fracture-controlled failures occur at lower pressure.

The smooth, continuous, uniformly spaced appearance of failure boundaries for sharp defects evident in Figure 16a disappears where toughness controls. This is evident in contrasting the trends evident in Figure 16a to those in Figures 16c and 16d. Figures 16c and 16d present results for the same 30-inch by 0.312-inch X52 pipeline addressed above, but at toughness equal to 30 ft-lb and 10 ft-lb, respectively. This comparison indicates there is a gradual transition from collapse to fracture control that spreads across the range of defect sizes considered as toughness decreases. As can be seen by comparing the trends in Figures 16b to 16d with those in Figure 16a, this spread begins for longer defects whose depth is about mid-wall, moving
gradually toward comparable length defects that are either deeper or shallower. Likewise the spread moves toward shorter defects. Work reported elsewhere\(^\text{(82)}\) indicates that while very deep defects do become fracture controlled at low toughness, such tends not occur for shallow defects. This can be seen in Figure 16d, which is comparable to Figure 15b except for that more failure boundaries are shown in Figure 16d. Comparison of the extreme trends for defect depth (i.e., at \(d/t = 0.1\) and \(d/t = 0.9\)) indicates slightly lower failure pressures at 10 ft-lb for \(d/t = 0.90\), whereas the trend for 10 ft-lb for \(d/t = 0.10\) shows collapse controls at shorter lengths, but gives way to fracture control for longer defects. As can be seen by comparing these figures, fracture-controlled failure can significantly shift the relative location of adjacent failure boundaries, significantly reducing both the length and depth available for stable growth.

Analyses similar to those discussed here have been conducted over the years to determine when plastic collapse controls failure (e.g., see \(82,83\)). Those results indicate the trends in these figures are typical of the behavior of a broad range of pipe sizes and grades, and so can be used to infer trends for a range of practical scenarios. These results indicate that at wall stresses that occur in cross-country service defects shallower than \(d/t = 0.2\) fail by plastic collapse at lengths up to about 12 inches for toughness levels typical of much of the vintage.

**Figure 17. Consolidated collapse-controlled failure**
system as defined in Table 4. Shorter defects likewise tend to experience collapse control, which can be traced to the reinforcement associated with the surrounding full pipe wall. Finally, collapse controls for most defect geometries and steels, except for defects with moderate depths in moderate to lower-toughness steels.

The practical significance of collapse control in contrast to fracture control lies in the observation that toughness which is often unknown is not a factor where collapse controls failure. Analysis of defect response for vintage pipeline systems is therefore more certain as well as simpler where collapse controls failure. Plastic collapse is a preferred failure mode, as it involves widespread plastic deformation and capitalizes on the reserve strength of steel, which provides an additional safety margin, well beyond that implied in WSD, as noted in reference to Figure 12b.

**Consolidated Failure Boundaries Exist Where Collapse Controls Failure**

The patterned response evident in Figure 16a suggests these failure boundaries can be consolidated, with the virtue of simply determining failing defect sizes under such conditions. The parameter \( L / (R \cdot t)^{0.5} \) can be expected to consolidate the effects of defect length and line pipe geometry where collapse controls failure, but not fracture controls \(^{83}\). As collapse controlled failures are most likely for all defect sizes in the transition from the vintage pipeline system into more modern construction scenarios, this section explores possible consolidation in reference to such scenarios. Results for plastic collapse in a 30-inch diameter X52 line pipe with a 0.375-inch-thick wall will be contrasted to a 42-inch diameter pipeline with a 0.660-inch-thick wall made of the same X52 line pipe steel. In regard to Figure 6, these line-pipe geometries reflect the upper end of what comprises the vintage system and so are well suited to present purposes.

Figure 17a illustrates the degree of consolidation achieved by the parameter \( L / (R \cdot t)^{0.5} \) for these different pipe geometries when plastic collapse controls failure, and SMYS is used to normalize the failure response. Results for the larger diameter, heavier wall pipeline are represented in this figure by data points at three values of normalized defect depth – \( d/t = 0.3, 0.6, \) and \( 0.9 \). These depths are represented by the x, *, and + symbols, respectively. This figure demonstrates that exact consolidation is achieved in reference to net-section failure in these line pipes, which for purposes of this illustration are made of the same X52 line pipe steel.

In contrast, when this same comparison is made where the mechanical properties differ this consolidation is lost when SMYS is used to normalize the wall stress at failure. This occurs because plastic collapse occurs at the UTS, which does not scale linearly with SMYS. But, as might be anticipated, where the respective values of UTS are used to normalize the wall stress at failure, exact consolidation is again achieved. This is illustrated in Figure 17b for the same two pipelines, with this comparison made more extreme through evaluation of the 42-inch pipeline made of X70 rather than X52. Again, the results for the 42-inch-diameter X70 pipeline are represented by data points for normalized defect depths of \( d/t = 0.3, 0.6, \) and \( 0.9 \). As is evident, this figure shows exact consolidation when the UTS is used to normalize failure pressure. It follows that by appropriate substitution of line pipe properties Figure 17b could be used to predict failure of all possible scenarios where plastic collapse controlled failure – a true one-size-fits-all solution.
Leak versus Rupture

As alluded to in reference to Figure 13, pipeline failures can occur as either a leak or a rupture, depending on the defect size and the loading on the defect (17). In a leak, the release of gas is small and controlled, and the consequences more limited as compared to a rupture. This is a critical aspect in risk analyses of pipelines, which might be done as a part of a system-wide IMP. Figure 18 depicts the calculated demarcation between leak and rupture for the two cases discussed in Figures 15a and 15b. Below and to the left of each curve in Figure 16 the defect will fail as a leak, whereas defects that are above and to the right of the curves will rupture. Still higher toughness has a limited effect on the leak versus rupture boundary, as slightly higher toughness leads to plastic-collapse controlled failure for which toughness level is not a factor.

Longer defects are more likely to rupture than shorter defects, but the effect of material toughness can be relatively small, particularly at higher stress. As indicated in Reference 11, with the exception of weld-seam anomalies, most historic anomalies are short in length. Thus, these defects are more likely to fail by leak rather than by rupture. Weld-seam anomalies, which can be long, can fail by rupture.

Lower pressure lines (e.g., lines in Class Locations 3 and 4, operated at their MAOP (40 and 30 percent, respectively) can in light of Figures 15 and 18 tolerate longer defects without rupturing as compared to higher-pressure pipelines. Consequently, pipelines operated at MAOP for Class Location 3 and 4 locations are more likely to leak than rupture for a given defect size as compared to the same scenario in lines operating at MAOP for Class Locations 1 and 2. On this basis, analysis results that follow later for pipelines operating in Class 1 Locations provide a conservative indication of consequences for pipelines that operate at lower pressure, all else being equal.

Brittle versus Ductile Fracture

Whether pipe rupture behavior is brittle or ductile can affect the consequences of a failure if there is a likelihood of propagating brittle fracture. Brittle fractures are hard to contain because they run at speeds higher than the acoustic velocity, which means the pressure ahead of the crack

---

8 For a general overview of this topic and methods for control, see Reference 17.
remains high and arrest therefore is unlikely. For this reason propagating brittle fractures can open long distances of a pipeline without arrest as compared to running ductile fracture. For this reason running brittle fracture is considered more serious than propagating ductile fracture, as more pipe fails with greater exposure to the public in the wake of the fracture. Accordingly, the toughness for brittle fracture arrest is evaluated, with the results for an example vintage pipeline scenario shown here in Figure 19.

Public safety at a particular site along the right of way can be viewed in terms of the thermal exposure associated with a fracture. C-FER has developed a model\(^{41}\) that has been widely accepted to estimate thermal exposure. The model assumes a full guillotine fracture with jet fires impinging from both ends of the rupture. The intensity of the resulting fire if the gas ignites varies as the distance between possibly impinging jet fires. If ignited at the time of the rupture, the worst-case scenario develops so long as the impinging jet fires remain in close proximity, as this leads to the highest thermal exposure for the surrounding area. However, when fracture propagation ensues, the jet fires rapidly separate and for brittle fracture likely do so prior to significant local exposure. As the fractures propagate away from the origin, the ends of the pipe separate resulting in decreased thermal exposure at either site because of the reduced fuel available. It follows that the potential thermal exposure is greater for shorter fracture lengths, because of the proximity of the two fuel sources. Ductile fracture arrest can occur quickly, particularly for pipelines so designed, all else being equal. Thus, the thermal exposure in such cases can be more intense as compared to brittle fracture propagation that significantly separates the fuel sources. While brittle fracture produces reduced thermal exposure, the downside is such exposure threatens two sites. Retrofit arrestors are an option to control fracture propagation in such cases. Reference 86 reviews related issues and presents a design basis for arrestors.

The material property that controls whether a propagating fracture will stop is the arrest toughness of the line pipe steel. Figure 19 presents the minimum arrest toughness for steady-state running brittle fracture on the horizontal axis, as a function of wall stress plotted on the y-axis. The curves represent 16-inch diameter line pipe with a 0.250-inch thick wall made of one of three grades of steel – Grade B, X42, and X52. For this example, toughness equivalent to CVN FSE energy of 2 to 3 ft-lbs provides sufficient resistance to arrest a running brittle fracture for operation at 30 percent SMYS. At 72 percent SMYS, somewhat higher toughness is needed: between 6 and 16 ft-lbs. In reference to Table 4, very early vintage systems have toughness toward the upper end of this toughness interval such that designs such as this example are not at great risk. However, larger diameter or thinner wall pipelines

![Figure 19. Toughness for brittle fracture arrest](image)
require proportionally higher toughness, which means care should be taken in regard to possible brittle fracture in formulating IMPs for larger diameter, thinner wall vintage pipeline systems operating at pressures approaching MAOP. Some, but not all, early Class 1 and 2 pipelines have sufficient toughness to arrest propagating brittle fractures. Retrofit fracture arrestors are an option to control fracture propagation in such cases. Reference 86 reviews the issues in such applications and presents a design basis for such arrestors.

Many early pipelines in Class Locations 3 and 4 were of smaller diameter and were built from materials with lower strength (typically Grades A, B, X42). In light of the trends in Figure 19 and typical toughness available for such steels, these pipelines operate with limited concern for propagating brittle fracture. Consequently, brittle propagation is not considered a significant issue for such vintage pipelines.

Critical and Failing Defect Sizes for Vintage Pipelines

Whereas Figure 17b provides a general solution for all crack-like defect sizes where collapse controls failure, as the remaining parts of Figure 16 indicate it is necessary to develop critical defect sizes for fracture controlled failure. The present section uses the same approach to quantify failing defect sizes for blunt and sharp defects. Blunt defects are evaluated even though collapse controls their failure because results for collapse-controlled sharp defects are slightly conservative for such applications. Cases involving blunt defects are simulated using PCORRC (Pipeline CORRosion)(e.g.,65,131), while PAFFC introduced earlier in regard to Figure 15 is used to simulate failure pressure for sharp defects. PCORRC has its foundation in plastic collapse, while PAFFC has its basis in plastic collapse and fracture mechanics. Failure has been simulated for PTW axial defects, which for pipelines free of secondary stress represent the worst-case scenario. Failing crack sizes have been calculated for present purposes for depths from zero up to 90 percent of the wall thickness and for lengths up to L / ( R t )^{0.5} = 7.5 for the blunt defects and up to 15 inches for the sharp defects. Parametric studies have been made for the scope of vintage pipelines whose geometries are defined in Table 3, for the mechanical and fracture properties defined in Table 4. The plastic collapse limit state is taken as the UTS throughout these analyses, with SMTS used to represent specified minimum properties.

Blunt Defects

Figure 20 presents the results for failing defect sizes involving blunt defects in the format discussed in regard to Figure 16a. Thus, the y-axis presents the failure stress (or pressure) normalized by SMYS (or the pressure corresponding to SMYS). The x-axis presents the defect length normalized as L / ( R t )^{0.5}, while defect depth is represented by contours of constant d/t. Results are presented in Figure 20, parts a), b), and c) respectively, for Gr B, X42, and X52 for the vintage pipeline scenarios summarized in Table 3 as representative of that system. Contours of constant d/t at failure are presented in each part of this figure for the 24-inch diameter pipeline, with results presented for the 4-inch diameter pipeline scenarios as confirmation of data consolidation for plastic collapse failures when using this figure format.

The upper-most contour in each part of Figure 20 is for d/t = 0, which is defect-free line pipe. In reference to the use of the UTS as the plastic-collapse stress as validated in Figure 12b, this contour at d/t = 0 lies at a value of the y-axis = SMTS/SMYS, as SMTS^{13} has been used in these analyses. As can be seen in these figures, L / ( R t )^{0.5} provides consolidation for plastic-collapse
controlled failures as the solid data points for the 4-inch diameter line pipe fall exactly on the appropriate trends for the 24-inch diameter pipeline. Failing defect sizes for defects 90-percent through the wall are found to be quite large even for the lower-strength grade at a wall stress corresponding to Class 1 Locations (y-axis value = 0.72). Inspection of the figure indicates values of $L / (R \cdot t)^{0.5}$ respectively for Gr B, X42, and X52 of about 1.5, 1.2, and 1, which for the 24-inch diameter pipeline correspond to lengths of about 4.7, 3.6, and 2.5 inches, respectively. At a depth of 20-percent of the wall thickness, these results indicate that defects more than a 12 inch long are unlikely to fail a high-pressure hydrotight, which lends credence to shallower depths being code allowable. In reference to the nine pipeline designs in Table 3, there is roughly a five-fold difference in values of $L / (R \cdot t)^{0.5}$ for these designs. All else being equal, this spread can be associated with significantly different failing defect sizes in light of Figure 20.

The trends in Figure 20 provide the basis to determine the limiting sizes of corrosion defects, but are equally valid for any blunt feature.

**Sharp Defects**

Results comparable to that for blunt defects shown in Figure 20, but for initially sharp

Figure 20. Failing sizes for blunt defects
Figure 21. Failing sizes for sharp defects at 15 ft-lb toughness
defects are presented in Figure 21. In contrast to blunt defects and their anticipated plastic-collapse controlled failure, fracture can occur for initially sharp defects. When fracture controls failure, the linear dependence of failure pressure on defect depth for long defects is lost. Instead, fracture mechanics as evident in Equation 6 indicates the influence of defect size and shape is nonlinear. It is for this reason that fracture-controlled failure boundaries cannot be simply consolidated by \( L / (R \cdot t)^{0.5} \) and SMYS or SMTS. Accordingly, where three plots were sufficient to represent collapse-controlled failure boundaries referenced to SMYS in Figure 20, and one would suffice based on SMTS, these boundaries are unique where fracture controls failure. Consequently, failure boundaries must be developed for the nine grade and line-pipe geometry combinations listed in Table 3.

The several parts of Figure 21 present failure boundaries for initially sharp defects in the same format used for Figures 15 and 16. The y-axis is the failure stress (or pressure) normalized by SMYS (or pressure corresponding to SMYS), while the x-axis presents the defect length, \( L \). Defect depth is represented in these figures by contours of constant \( d/t \). As for those figures, horizontal trends are used to indicate wall stresses or pressures that correspond to Class 1 and 3 Locations, as well as a value typical of high-pressure hydrostatic testing. As Table 3 indicates,
the combinations of pipe geometry and grade presented in Figure 21 represent pipelines designed for operation in Class 1 Locations at a pressure equal to 750 psi. Thus, the horizontal line at a design factor of 0.72 in each part of Figure 21 corresponds to a pressure of 750 psi, and failure at 100-percent of SMYS is in all cases 1042 psi. The collapse pressure for defect-free failure can be found for each part of this figure as SMTS/SMYS x 1042 psi, which gives 1786 psi, 1488 psi, and 1322 psi, for the Gr B, X42, and X52, respectively. The results for all parts of this figure have been shown on identical scales to facilitate comparing failure pressure relative to that for represents this defect-free scenario. As expected in light of Figure 12, the y-axis value for d/t = 0 defect free line pipe. As in Figure 20, the upper-most contour in each part of Figure 21 corresponds to SMTS/SMYS, as SMTS\(^{(13)}\) has been used in these analyses.

Figure 21 presents results for the nine possible combinations of vintage pipeline geometry and properties that arise from Table 4. Two levels of toughness are used – with 15 ft-lb appropriate for the Gr B and X42, and 30 ft-lb appropriate for the X52. Recognizing the influence of toughness discussed earlier in regard to Figures 15 and 16, the trends evident in comparing the parts of this figure reflect four primary drivers – diameter, wall thickness, grade and toughness. Diameter to thickness ratio varies from ~70 to ~100, which is not a large range nor does it reflect other than a thin-wall scenario. In light of Figure 16, the effect of toughness can be significant where collapse does not control, while grade has an obvious influence as was evident above. Comparison of trends as a function of geometry for a given grade indicates that the smaller diameter, thinner wall pipelines fail at smaller defects as compared to larger pipelines when fracture controls failure. While not evident in Figure 20 because of the normalized form of the x-axis, this same tendency occurs for plastic collapse, to roughly the same extent. As can be seen in the relative shapes of the failure boundaries in Figure 21, this can have a significant effect on the failing defect sizes for shorter defects in thinner-wall pipe as compared to what fails in heavier-wall pipe. Grade likewise has a strong influence on failing defect sizes when fracture controls failure, which likewise is paralleled for collapse-controlled cases. This is evident in Figure 21 as well as Figure 20 wherein higher strength grades that show characteristically lower yield to tensile stress ratio as compared to lower strength grades show a much broader spread of the failure boundaries. All else being equal, this leads to a larger increment of wall thickness that must be traversed for failure to occur. Accounting for the effect of grade, comparison of the trends as a function of grade for a given geometry indicates that line pipe with the higher UTS tolerates larger defects. This influence becomes increasingly significant as the defect becomes shallower. As expected, the influence of toughness can be significant, but is strongest for defect size and shape combinations that for the higher toughness fail by plastic-collapse versus toughness control at the lower toughness. Once the shift to plastic-collapse control occurs for a given defect size and shape combination, increasing toughness has no influence on failure pressure.

Failing defect sizes are longer for larger-diameter pipelines. For comparable depth defects, failing defect lengths are comparable to those for blunt defects where plastic collapse controls failure, as occurred for many defect sizes and shapes for the 24-inch diameter X52 and X42 line pipes, but to a lesser extent for the Gr B line pipe. For defects whose depth was 90-percent of the wall thickness, inspection of these figures indicate failing lengths of about 1.7, 2.1, and 2.5 inches, respectively for Gr B, X42, and X52 for the 24-inch diameter pipeline at a wall stress corresponding to Class 1 Locations (y-axis value = 0.72). These lengths are shorter than that for their blunt counterparts, significantly so for the Gr B, which serves to emphasize the influence of
fracture versus collapse controlled failure on failing defect size (equally pressure). At a depth of 20-percent of the wall thickness, these results indicate that such shallow defects are unlikely to fail a high-pressure hydrotest, and are stable at lengths of more than 12 inches. In the Gr B and the X42, this resistance is due to the significant difference between SMYS and SMTS, while for the X52 it reflects use of 30 ft-lb toughness versus the lower value used for the other grades.

The trends in Figure 21 provide the basis to determine failing defect sizes which when coupled with the initial defect size defines the increment for growth available for stable in-service growth. The remaining life of such crack-like defects is determined by the time it takes to traverse this increment of wall thickness subject to the kinetics and thresholds presented in Figures 24 and 25, with due consideration for the leak versus rupture boundaries evident in Figure 21 as the dashed trend from upper-left to the lower right of these figures. Significantly the failure boundaries in Figure 21 show significantly different increments of wall development as a function of crack length. In some cases the failure boundaries reflect plastic collapse, whereas in other cases fracture controls. For all nine example vintage pipelines considered the design pressure corresponds to 72-percent of SMYS, which in these figures corresponds to a line across each figure at a y-axis value equal to 0.72. The complex nature of these failure boundaries indicates that predicted MTBF for crack-like defects will not necessarily follow simple or consistent patterns as a function of grade or pipe geometry. However, differences in the relative kinetics between corrosion, fatigue, and SCC should be evident subject to their respective thresholds and the above-noted effect of the failure boundaries on the available increment of wall to support in-service growth.

**Summary for Failing Defect Sizes**

Tools exist to accurately simulate defect shapes and sizes across the range of interest in formulating IMPs for vintage systems. The capability also exists to discriminate between leak and rupture, such that the significant influence of gas release can be addressed in evaluating the consequences of potential failures. Finally, while brittle fracture is a possibility particularly in the more highly stressed thin wall large diameter pipelines in the vintage system, the results do not point to this as a critical concern, a fact evident in incident experience.

Figures 15, 16, and 19 to 21 showed that critical defect sizes for in-service failures are quite large, even for anomalies in lower-toughness steels. Blunt anomalies and those that are not axially aligned have much larger critical dimensions. A tolerance for relatively large defects, even in lower-toughness steels, implies that pipelines can operate safely with stable anomalies less than critical size. Use of high-pressure or code required hydrostatic testing could expose defects whose size lies above the test pressure. Thus, although as-produced vintage pipe contained anomalies, pressure testing, whose use began on a widespread basis in the 1960s, served to expose critical or near-critical defects and so limit their significance.

In reference to Figure 2b, consideration turns next to criteria to quantify thresholds for defect activation, and the kinetics of processes that can continue their in-service growth. Thereafter, typical loadings will be considered, followed by analysis to establish revalidation intervals. While the relative differences in kinetics between corrosion, fatigue, and SCC, should evident in the MTBF, simple and consistent patterns are not expected as a function of grade or pipe geometry because of differences in their respective thresholds and the complex nature of the failure boundaries.
Growth Mechanisms, Thresholds, and Kinetics

Consideration of the incident database and detailed failure analysis of such incidents indicates that failure in pipelines has occurred most commonly as a result of corrosion, a time dependent mechanism involving dissolution\(^{(87)}\). Hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC) also called HSC, which also is time dependent, and cycle-dependent mechanisms like fatigue also contribute as does the coupled time-at-stress- and cycle-dependent mechanism known as SCC.

The MTBF\(^9\) for mechanisms like those noted varies with the kinetics of the process. For environmentally dependent processes the kinetics depend on conditions that vary along the RoW, which control the ground-water chemistry, and the long-range electrochemistry when coupled with the cathodic protection imposed to limit corrosion, and ambient temperature. Operating circumstances enter through their influence on temperature, and the stress history induced by pressure as a function of time, which are factors for stress at time and cycle-dependent processes. The RoW also influences stress at time processes through external loading due to outside forces. The properties of the line-pipe steel, such as strength and toughness, also are factors as they condition the stresses and strains that develop due to the loading, and limit the critical crack size. Secondary factors include system maintenance driven by direct assessment, hydrostatic retesting, or in-line inspection (ILI), as these actions affect which defects remain in the pipeline, and can alter the stresses and strains at defects just as the in-service loads do.

Of the above noted factors contributing to the MTBF, prior sections have addressed issues like toughness and its influence on critical defect size, while the subsequent section will deal with the stresses and strains caused by pressure and external loads. Consequently, this section focuses on data that characterize thresholds for defects to become active, and the kinetics for their possible growth for the more common mechanisms that degrade the wall thickness provided according to elasticity theory and working stress design. Each mechanism is addressed in regard to the factors that control the degradation process, after which thresholds for defect activation are presented when they exist. Finally, kinetics data are presented. In all cases the data presented is drawn from the literature, with references cited as the data are introduced.

Possible Approaches to Assess Thresholds and Kinetics

It follows from the above discussion that determining thresholds that quantify activation and the kinetics that quantify a safe revalidation interval depend on details of the pipeline and its operations and its maintenance history. It follows that thresholds and kinetics generally cannot be determined from information on other pipelines, unless all measures of degradation resistance and all metrics driving degradation are identical. Given this fact, information that characterizes MTBF must have a rudimentary form that is easily transferable between pipelines, which hopefully also can be simply evaluated by pipeline engineers. The easiest and most transferable format is wall stress for stress-based applications and stress intensity factor for fracture-based situations. Plausible data sources to quantify thresholds and kinetics for use in assessing MTBF include:

\(^9\) Use of MTBF is appropriate, as average properties and typical circumstances are evaluated.
• review of the OPS incident database,
• surveys of pipeline companies,
• full-scale experiments,
• data generated by each pipeline company based on specific uniform guidelines, and
• synthesis using field-proven models of the degradation processes.

The literature indicates that the information needed to determine intervals have not been gathered by survey, nor have full-scale tests been done to generate necessary and/or sufficient data.

Two generic approaches exist to determine intervals for maintenance and revalidation of pipeline condition and serviceability. One generic approach is empirical, based on field experience, or available databases. To meet the present needs, this requires a database that is populated by serviceability problems as a function of the factors controlling the occurrence of these problems. Such could evolve from the current OPS database, but as yet such a database has not been considered. The second generic approach involves analytical simulation, supplemented or calibrated as appropriate with field data. As this second approach is the only viable one, it has been adopted, with the data presented next in this section used to support this approach. The ensuing sections first address factors controlling each of the above-noted mechanisms, and thereafter present thresholds and relevant kinetics data, considering corrosion first followed by fatigue, SCC, and HSC.

**Corrosion Threshold and Kinetics**

**Controlling Factors**

Corrosion-induced metal-loss on pipelines occurs by dissolution\(^{(87)}\). First-order factors affecting the dissolution kinetics for pipelines include:

- Parameters that control the local environment at the steel’s surface (soil, moisture, coating type/condition/disbonds, temperature, electrochemical conditions, etc) and
- Line-pipe wall thickness.

Second order factors involve the mode of failure, and include:

- Line pipe strength and toughness and pipeline operating pressure, which determine leak versus rupture and influences the consequences of failure.

**Threshold**

As long as the conditions necessary for dissolution are present, the process occurs, so a threshold for corrosion exists in reference to the above-noted first-order factors. Where these conditions are satisfied corrosion occurs, whereas where they are absent it does not. There is no stress level below which corrosion does not occur, although increased stress can enhance corrosion kinetics in reference to pitting as an example. Other interactions between stress and corrosion kinetics have been documented as for example the Reibinder effect\(^{(88)}\), hydrogen-enhanced localized plasticity\(^{(89)}\) (HELP), with indirect effects also evident on the open-circuit potential\(^{(90)}\). NACE\(^{(91)}\) has published a handbook dealing with corrosion on pipelines that provides useful information.
Corrosion Kinetics

Much has been done to quantify the electrochemical reaction between steel and ground water, with textbooks (e.g., 87) and handbooks detailing this process (e.g., 92, 93). Corrosion kinetics depend on a host of parameters that are unique to each type of reaction, and tend to be pipeline specific or site specific along a pipeline. Dissolution occurs on bare pipe, as well as on pipe that is under cathodic protection (CP), where this protection system fails because of local shielding, or other field-related complexities. Corrosion kinetics can depend on local stray currents or involve microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC), or other case-specific processes that accelerate the degradation rate. Finally, corrosion kinetics also could involve reactions occurring on the inside of the pipeline involving moisture in the product, and acid forming gases present at low partial pressures in the product. In all cases, integrity is threatened as this corrosion grows and penetrates the pipe wall. Kinetics unique to such situations can be much accelerated in comparison to the more usual steel exposed to soil and ground water, as considered here in reference to typical data obtained from field coupon studies derived from Reference 92, and supplemented later by field results.

Figure 22 presents two sets of corrosion rate data for steels observed under field conditions. The data in Figure 22a are trends from results of field tests done with bare, unprotected coupons, with a view to simulate corrosion rates for buried steel structures (92, 93). The trends shown in this figure bracket the results reported, with the bounds being reinforced by the dashed lines. Corrosion “rate” as shown here has been calculated by dividing corrosion weight-loss averaged over a time interval on the order of a few days. Figure 22a shows the lower-bound rate is about 0.001 inch per year, while the upper-bound rate is stable at about 0.003 inch per year. For the higher-rate data the results imply the corrosion process was initially much more reactive, as compared to the stable behavior that developed after a few days. The bounds shown in Figure 22a represent general corrosion, and differ in rate by a factor of about three. This scatter in rate is indicative of the variability in the general corrosion process, even though these data reflect the same steel, in the same soil, with the same moisture conditions, under controlled testing conditions. A factor of three seems large until the variability for this process is compared, for example, to fatigue where a factor of ten can be viewed as “low” scatter.

For present purposes, data such as that in Figure 22a are credible only if they reflect the actual behavior of in-service pipelines. To this end, times to failure were determined for cases representing bare but protected pipelines using data in the OPS database10. Because data for bare pipelines have been considered, no “adjustment” is required to account for the time for coating failure. The rate has been calculated by dividing the full wall thickness by the pipeline’s time in service. The data representing bare but protected pipelines are split almost evenly between leaks and ruptures, with no pattern evident in rate as a function of failure mode. The results have been culled to exclude pipe with diameters smaller than 12 inches, and cases involving SCC. The

---

10 This database reflects mainly first-to-occur incidents for the pipeline segments involved, and covers lines put into service over more than a 50-year interval, that are operated and maintained differently. Because it represents primarily first-to-occur incidents, it reflects corrosion “hot-spots” along those pipelines, and provides a reasonable worst-case estimate of corrosion rate. For these same reasons, pooling these data for purposes of other analysis reflect an uncertain practice because most first-time incidents are cause for systemic response in terms of both operations and maintenance practices.
small diameter pipe has been excluded because steel and pipe making for smaller diameter pipe can be much different than for larger-diameter transmission line pipe. SCC has culled from the data as this process involves cracks, as opposed to metal loss corrosion that typically involves much blunter features.

Using corrosion kinetics derived from the OPS incident database means the kinetics reflect worst-case field corrosion conditions as compared to circumstances elsewhere in transmission pipeline systems, where degradation must be occurring at a slower rate over the pipeline’s life. Because the kinetics used reflect the leading edge of the population of corrosion rates, this analysis has been made in regard to three specific corrosion rates. A worst-case rate has been determined that reflects the fastest rate for all of the incidents on bare, protected pipe. In addition, rates that reflect average kinetics for the bare, protected pipe incident population have been determined in reference to the 90th percentile\textsuperscript{11} for the population. For the general corrosion data the rate-data scatter by about a factor of two, while the extremes for the pitting data differ by about a factor of five. The worst-case corrosion rate for pitting is found to be \(~0.022\) inch-per-year\textsuperscript{12}, while that for general corrosion is about half the pitting rate, at \(~0.012\) inch-per-year. The corresponding 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile rate is found to be \(~0.012\) inch-per-year for both pitting and general corrosion, while the average rate for the worst-case situations is found to be 0.009 inch-per-year. The similarity between the average and 90\textsuperscript{th} percentile rates for general corrosion and pitting corrosion is expected in light of the trends shown in Figure 22b, as is the difference in the upper-bound rates which reflects the differences in scatter at the extremes of
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\caption{Corrosion kinetics trends for buried steel coupons and pipelines.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{11} That is 90 percent of the population had this rate, or a rate slower than this value. Thus, this value represents 90 percent of the worst-case corrosion scenarios that led to incidents.

\textsuperscript{12} This rate reflects an upper bound, and should not be taken as typical.
these two populations.

Analysis of the OPS database for corrosion incidents leads to a maximum corrosion rate that is comparable to the upper bound for the bare, protected pipelines, while the average corrosion rate for all corrosion data is about a factor of three slower. The similar upper-bound values may reflect the fact that the first-to-occur field failures on coated lines happen at areas of poor coating, such that it takes little time for coating failure. Another factor is that where corrosion occurs on a coated line, the process tends to be “focused” there for cathodically protected pipelines. But, regardless of the cause, the results in Figure 22b remain credible worst-case values for the full database, and are even more so a worst case when compared to the rest of the pipeline system. This likewise is the case for the 90th percentile and average rates, as demonstrated by the fact that the average rate for these corrosion data are about three times faster as compared to the full OPS corrosion database.

**Fatigue Thresholds and Kinetics**

The fatigue process involves a period spent wherein damage accumulates in the microstructure that eventually precipitates the formation of a crack whose dimensions are physically measurable\(^{94}\). Thereafter, this crack whose size can be measured continues to grow until it reaches a critical size. Like corrosion, the fatigue process is well characterized in textbooks and handbooks, from a microstructural perspective\(^{94}\) through phenomenological approaches\(^{15-17}\).

Factors controlling fatigue crack initiation and propagation are comparable, provided the fundamentally different scale of the processes they represent is considered. Crack nucleation is a bulk process and so can be represented by bulk parameters like wall stress or its equivalent in terms of pressure or other external loads like axial tension or bending to the extent they occur. In contrast, crack propagation is highly localized at a crack tip, which means the dimensions of the crack, its shape, and its location and orientation must be considered. But, as for nucleation, this process can be represented in terms of remote parameters like wall stress or its equivalent provided that the presence of the crack is considered.

**Controlling Factors**

Fatigue damage per cycle of loading during initiation develops in response to the maximum stress in a given cycle and the ranges of the stress and the strain\(^{17}\), which are proportional if the response is locally elastic. The amount of damage accumulated depends on the number of times that cycle is applied, with damage assessment and accumulation becoming complicated when dealing with variable-amplitude mechanical loading histories\(^{95}\). First-order parameters in assessing the effect of increased wall stress on the kinetics (i.e., rate of fatigue damage accumulation during initiation) include:

- Pressure-cycle-induced stress range, mean stress, and strain range,
- Number of times that cycle is experienced,
- The size of the crack beyond initiation,
- Stress concentrations local to welds and other geometric features, and
- Inherent (line-pipe) fatigue resistance.
Second order factors that enter through their effect on critical flaw size include:

- Line-pipe diameter and wall thickness and
- Line-pipe strength and toughness.

The literature indicates that the fatigue mechanism exhibits a threshold stress level below which the kinetics diminish to the point they no longer are a practically significant concern\(^{(94,99)}\). Such thresholds are evident for smooth-bar data for line-pipe steels, which reflect the fatigue resistance to crack initiation, as well as for pre-cracked specimens that reflect fatigue crack propagation behavior. Above the threshold, the crack initiation kinetics tend to depend on grade at longer lives, whereas fatigue crack propagation (FCP) rates tend to be largely independent of grade. Thresholds for use in pipeline applications are quantified shortly along with the kinetics data.

**Driving Force for Fatigue Crack Initiation and Propagation**

The influence of a given pressure cycle on fatigue crack initiation is measured through use of a fatigue damage parameter (FDP) that accounts for the effects of stress range, mean stress, and strain range caused by the cycling in a universal way. This FDP is taken in the form\(^{(96)}\):

\[
FDP = \left\{ (\Delta s + s_{\text{mean}} \cdot E \cdot \Delta \varepsilon) \right\}^{0.5},
\]

where \(\Delta s\) = stress range, \(s_{\text{mean}}\) = mean stress, \(E\) = elastic modulus, and \(\Delta \varepsilon\) = strain range. This parameter is evaluated in terms of local stresses and strains, such that it is evaluated after other factors like stress concentration are taken into account. Accordingly, analysis that addresses local geometric factors precedes use of this parameter. Such is referred to as the critical location approach\(^{(e.g., 97)}\).

Because pipelines operate at nominally elastic conditions, when dealing with nominal stresses and strains the quantity \(E \cdot \Delta \varepsilon\) is simply equal to the stress range, \(\Delta s\). The slope of the fatigue-initiation resistance curve, \(m\), expressed in terms of this damage parameter can be used to estimate the relative effect of differing stress cycles on the fatigue life. For fully-reversed cycling under nominally elastic conditions, the damage parameter has the form of the stress range, which means the slope of the fatigue-initiation resistance curve is negative one-twelfth. This value is typical of most C-Mn line-pipe steels, and most other steels at longer lives. Assuming, as is reasonable for elastic (linear) systems, that the range of the stress cycle decreases in proportion to the decrease in maximum stress, the relative service life can be determined from the damage parameter, which after raising both sides by the \(m^{th}\) power and implementing this assumption has the form:

\[
FDP = \left\{ (\Delta s + s_{\text{mean}}) \Delta s \right\}^{m/2}. \tag{8}
\]

The factors controlling fatigue crack propagation are comparable to those for initiation, provided the fundamentally different processes they represent are accounted for. A damage rate parameter (DRP) is again used to account for the effects of stress range and mean stress, on fatigue crack-growth rate. This is in analogy to the approach applied to analyze fatigue-crack initiation kinetics.

A DRP is again used for the sake of illustrating the effects of stress range and mean stress on fatigue crack-growth rate. This is analogous to the approach applied to analyze fatigue-crack
initiation kinetics in Equation 8. For present purposes the form of the DRP adopted follows from the usual power-law expression \(^{e.g., 15-17}\) between crack-growth rate and Mode I stress-intensity factor, denoted \(K_t\), whose form was introduced earlier in Equation 6. As noted in reference to Equation 6, values of this stress intensity factor are tabulated in handbooks for typical geometries \(^{e.g., 18}\), and evaluated for typical pipeline applications \(^{e.g., 31,67,68}\). Assuming the range of the pressure cycles increase in magnitude in proportion to maximum pressure increase as occurs for linear elasticity, the DRP has the form:

\[
DRP = C_a \Delta K_t^n \propto C_e \Delta P^n. \tag{9}
\]

The value of \(K\) in this equation reflects the effects of stress perpendicular to the axis of the defect and the defect size. In the worst case, the axis of the defect lies along the length of the pipeline, in which case the value of \(K\) is given in the form of Equation 6 as:

\[
K = S f(a/w)(\pi a/Q)^{0.5}, \tag{6a}
\]

where the symbols are as defined earlier. As indicated there, \(K\) denotes the LEFM stress intensity factor, which serves as a universal measure of crack driving force.

When the right-hand-side of Equation 6a is measured in the laboratory for a specific material, the corresponding value of \(K\) reflects the material’s resistance, particularly in reference to thresholds for crack growth, usually denoted as \(K_{th}\). In contrast, when \(S\), the function \(f(a/w)\), and the crack dimension represents the pipeline operating situation, the corresponding value of \(K\) represents the crack driving force.

Based on literature data \(^{e.g., 15-17,52}\), the value of the constant \(n\) in Equation 9 is about 3.5 for typical C-Mn and other similar steels. Fatigue life during crack propagation is obtained by integrating Equation 6a expressed in differential form. Where the threshold is a consideration, more complex forms of Equation 9 are required.

**Fatigue Kinetics and Thresholds**

Figures 23a and 23b present fatigue data typical of line-pipe steels generated using smooth-bar and pre-cracked specimens, respectively, while Figure 23c presents results for various welds for which it is usual not to discriminate between crack initiation and propagation. This figure makes use of the American Welding Society \(^{98}\) (AWS) designations for typical weld configurations. Figures 23a and 23c presents the crack initiation resistance in terms of cycles to failure on the x-axis, while the y-axis presents corresponding values of the damage parameter expressed above in Equation 7. Figure 23b presents the crack growth resistance. The y-axis in these figures is the rate of cracking, while the x-axis indicates the driving force for cracking in terms of the stress-intensity factor of LEFM, defined earlier for Equation 6a.
The damage parameter in Equation 7 is a function of stress range, mean stress, and strain range. It is adopted here because these variables influence fatigue initiation resistance, which can be reasonably consolidated through use of this parameter under different stressing conditions\(^{(99)}\). Results are presented in Figure 23a in terms Equation 7 for three line pipe steels representing grades from Gr B through X42, X46, X52, X65, and X70. This figure indicates the fatigue resistance of these steels differs slightly. The X52 and X65 falls on the lower side of the scatter band compared to X70, while grades produced earlier tend to fall in a band below that for X65 and X52. Such banding is anticipated on both grade and vintage for these and other comparable grades and vintages of line pipe steels for two reasons. First, the long-life fatigue resistance
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**Figure 23. Fatigue resistance of several grades of line pipe steel**
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depends on strength, with increased resistance occurring with increased strength. Second, fatigue initiation resistance is imperfection sensitive. As indicated in Reference 11, the cleanliness of steels improved significantly in the 1960s and 1970s, such that more recent vintage steels such as the X70 evaluated here have fewer and smaller sites for crack nucleation, which leads to longer lives as compared to early vintage, lower-strength grades.

Figure 23c presents results for welds, which as the trends imply depend on the configuration of the weld and the manner it is loaded. Fatigue initiation and propagation at welds and stress concentrations in general is much less sensitive to steel imperfections, because the stress concentration and microstructure of the weld dominates imperfections at a micro level. Because the stresses are elevated by the stress concentration at the weld, local residual stresses or mean stresses imposed in the loading are diminished by the effects of local plasticity induced by the stress concentration. For this reason, such scenarios often are less sensitive to factors that can otherwise show a significant effect on smooth specimen data. Additional data on welds and the effects of certain treatments such as dressing can be found in Reference 100.

Figure 23b presents data for crack growth resistance for four line pipe steels representing early vintage Gr B through more recent X70. The y-axis in this figure is the rate of cracking, while the x-axis indicates the driving force for cracking in terms of the stress-intensity factor of LEFM, defined earlier for Equation 6a. As evident on this figure, the slope of this trend is 3.2, which lies in the range typical of construction steels. Also, these data show the usual power-law cracking response. The kinetics for the more recent line pipe grades is similar to that of earlier grades, apparently because the scale at which cracking occurs is above that affected significantly by changes in steel cleanliness. This too is typical of literature trends. On this basis, the resistance of line-pipe steels is comparable to that of other similar steels. Note that these cracking kinetics indicate a stress intensity below which the rate of cracking tends to zero, which indicates a threshold level of K below which crack growth is imperceptible. Such a value can be used to judge whether crack-like defects will become active due to fatigue (i.e., have a size large enough under a given loading to continue to propagate).

As implied above, thresholds for the effects of fatigue can be inferred in reference to stress levels below which continued cracking leading to failure no longer occurs. For the crack initiation results in Figure 23a, this threshold beyond which failure no longer occurs defines the so-called fatigue limit. The stress level that defines the fatigue limit can depend on the nature of the loading. For example, periodic overloads in otherwise constant amplitude cycling can reduce the stress level evident in Figure 23a(19). This “overload” scenario is unlikely a practical factor in regard to pressure loading for compressible systems like gas transmission pipelines, as pressure overloads are controlled by regulators and fail-safe limits. Figure 23b also implies a threshold below which failure does not occur, and indicates a typical value of the so-called threshold for crack propagation13. Again, this threshold for crack propagation can depend on the nature of the loading and the length of the crack and related stress level, whose effects are potentially more complex than experienced with the fatigue limit. For example, an overload can arrest cracking while a significant compressive “under-load” can accelerate cracking or activate otherwise

---

13 Note as evident in Figure 23b that the stress intensity at which crack-propagation testing starts also produces a “tail” of data that has the appearance of a threshold, but actually reflects the “start-up” stress intensity factor. Care should be taken to distinguish between this artifact and the actual threshold.
dormant cracks, with both effects reflecting the near-crack-tip residual stress fields and so-called load-interaction effects\(^1\)\(^7\). Constraint and the scale of plasticity at the crack tip, which contribute to the so-called “short-crack effect” also influence the threshold value for crack propagation. Such aspects are reviewed in the literature\(^\text{(e.g.,} 101,102\text{)}\) and can significantly confuse the utility of typical testing practices\(^1\)\(^0\)\(^3\). However, with care use can be made of the apparent thresholds evident in Figures 23a and 23b.

Figure 23d combines threshold data for crack initiation and propagation evident in reference to Figures 23a and 23b. The y-axis in the figure is the stress at the threshold or fatigue limit plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of the crack depth at these conditions plotted on the y-axis on a logarithmic scale. In light of the form of Equation 6a, the LEFM threshold result in Figure 23b whose value is about 4 ksi-inch\(^{0.5}\) lies along a line whose slope is minus one-half. This trend and the corresponding data pair from Figure 23b are shown in Figure 23d along with the fatigue limit stress level for X70 from Figure 23a, whose value projected as a horizontal line from the y-axis. Also shown are the corresponding data pairs for Gr B, X52, and X70 at crack depths roughly corresponding to the grain size of these steels. The intersection of the two lines representing respectively crack nucleation and crack propagation thresholds can be viewed as a measure of the transition between control of the failure process by nucleation or propagation. At crack sizes smaller than that for their intersection, crack nucleation controls, whereas at larger sizes crack propagation according to LEFM controls.

**Stress-Corrosion Cracking Kinetics and Thresholds**

**Controlling Factors**

For SCC to occur, three concurrent conditions must be mutually satisfied:

- Operating environment that can develop a cracking environment adjacent to the pipe wall,
- Susceptible pipeline steel in that cracking environment, and
- Tensile stress (applied or residual), which exceeds the threshold for cracking in that cracking environment.

A fourth condition must be satisfied for SCC to threaten pipeline integrity:

- Multiple, adjacent, small cracks, which taken alone are effectively benign, must coalesce axially creating a crack length and depth that cause a break.

Because three concurrent conditions must be mutually satisfied for SCC, the first-order factors affecting SCC include:

- Parameters that produce and control the cracking environment at the steel’s surface (soil, moisture, coating type/condition/disbonds, temperature, electrochemical conditions, etc),
- Parameters that control the cracking response to that environment (steel temperature, or effectively the product and soil temperatures, the local electrochemical potential), and line-pipe susceptibility, and
- The stressing conditions (pressure and pressure cycles) expressed in terms of stress range
and mean stress for a given cycle, and stress concentrations local to welds and other geometric features.

Second-order factors that enter through their effect on critical flaw size include:

- Line-pipe diameter and wall thickness, and
- Line-pipe strength and toughness.

Two cracking environments have developed within the ground-water operating environment of a pipeline that are known to cause and support continued SCC for the stressing conditions and steels typically encountered in transmission pipeline systems. One of these is termed high-pH SCC because the pH for this environment is high – around 9.3 – as compared to the second environment that is near-neutral – with pH slightly less than 7 – such that this cracking is termed near-neutral SCC (NNSCC).

References 104 and 108 are excellent resources detailing the SCC process as it develops on pipelines. These references detail the environments known to produce SCC, and provide features to distinguish between high pH SCC and NNSCC. Reference 106 defines the mechanism for high pH SCC as anodic dissolution, which is elaborated in regard to slip-dissolution and other basic phenomenological models (109, 110). A mechanism for NNSCC has been recently postulated (111), which relates the process to non-electrochemically generated hydrogen, although other mechanisms are likely involved (112).

While NNSCC was once considered a problem for northern climates, the recently developed mechanism for this process indicates conditions supporting such cracking can occur even in the Southern US (111). Of the above-listed factors, only maximum pressure, pressure cycles, and product temperature can be simply changed or controlled – the rest are fixed for existing pipelines. How these factors affect SCC kinetics and pipeline integrity is reasonably understood and characterized for high-pH SCC, but still somewhat undeveloped for near-neutral SCC. For this reason, kinetics are presented only in reference to high pH SCC. Suffice it for NNSCC to note that evidence based on trending cracking kinetics for field incidents discussed at the Canadian National Energy Board (NEB) hearing on SCC (104) indicates the kinetics underlying field failures led to similar cracking rates for high pH SCC (113).

**SCC Kinetics**

To date, virtually all line-pipe steels exposed to typical ground water environments under sufficient stress have been found to be susceptible to SCC to some degree. Differences in susceptibility depend on the extent of microplastic strain that develops under the stressing conditions of typical pipeline operation. The nominally elastic response of line pipe steels at all regulatory-accepted operating stress levels limits the extent of this microplastic straining as compared to the conditions developed in the laboratory. For example, the slow-strain-rate test (114) (SSRT) practice involves loading that while initially elastic eventually exceeds the yield stress and continues through stress levels that can reach the UTS. This is illustrated in Figure 24a, which presents a trace of the stress versus strain (time) in two typical SSRTs. One result marked “ambient” in this figure represents the stress-strain curve of the steel, while the second noted “SCC” indicates the response under environmental conditions that promote SCC. Results of similar testing interrupted part of the way through this straining history indicate that cracking, whose effects are evident in Figure 24a in the reduced elongation to failure, occurs
well after the yield stress is achieved. On this basis, the SSRT is highly accelerated in contrast to the nominally elastic response in a pipeline.

Experiments involving similar tensile loading, with instrumentation designed to detect electrochemical response to freshly exposed surface, indicate pre-yield microplastic strain develops. This pre-yield microplasticity is enhanced on the surface of such test specimens because grain-to-grain compatibility is limited there. The effects of microplasticity on SCC nucleation as well as the more extensive flow that occurs with yielding are evident in Figure 24b. This figure illustrates the pattern of cracking that develops in a tapered-tension test (TTT) specimen. As shown in Reference 118, the depth and frequency of the cracking increase as the stress increases along the TTT specimen, which indicates the spacing between the cracking decreases. Such results indicate a threshold stress exists below which SCC does not occur. More on thresholds follows later.

Laboratory data characterizing SCC kinetics as an analog to fatigue and Figure 22 are presented here for high pH SCC in Figure 24. These results reflect conditions that maximize cracking, as the temperature, the cracking environment, and the electrochemical potential used for this testing reflect circumstances much more severe than occur in the field. This results in accelerated kinetics, although it is unlikely to appreciably affect the thresholds for crack nucleation or for propagation. The accelerated conditions used are the so-called “standard test conditions” for the high pH environment. This involves a 1N carbonate - 1N bicarbonate aqueous solution at 75°C (167°F) with the potential controlled at -0.65V SCE, which leads to a current density the order of 5 to 10 mA/cm². According to Faraday’s second law, this corresponds to a penetration (cracking) rate of 2 to 4 x 10⁻⁶ mm-second⁻¹, or ~7.9 to 15.8 x 10⁻⁸ inch-sec⁻¹).

Figure 25a presents cracking speed as a function of straining speed based on SSRT results. These data, which reflect upper-bound speeds because they represent the deepest of the many cracks observed, indicate speeds that at the highest value are comparable to the above noted rates due to Faraday’s second law. It is apparent from this figure that thresholds exist for cracking at either very low strain rates, where repassivation limits penetration, and at very high strain rates,
where ductile tearing moves faster than dissolution occurs. Theoretically, such thresholds could be used to identify operating conditions to avoid or limit cracking. Unfortunately, operation under such conditions is impractical, as the stress levels are quite low in comparison to that for Class 1 Locations.

The maximum cracking rate evident in smooth specimens is often faster than that observed in pre-cracked specimens, which is evident in Figure 25b. This figure presents the cracking speed developed from tension loading of surface-cracked plates, which more closely simulates a pipeline scenario than do the SSRT results. These results reflect the standard testing environment of Reference 120. Results are shown for cracking that occurred at the bottom of the crack (denoted root) and at the point where the crack reached the surface (denoted surface). Differences in speed between the pre-cracked and smooth specimens are anticipated even though the testing conditions in both cases were identical, because the smooth specimen generates many

Figure 25. SCC resistance of several grades of line pipe steel
cracks while the pre-cracked geometry generates one or two dominant cracks.

The kinetics evident in Figure 25a and 25b indicate that if the process characterized by these figures were continuously active in service, failure would occur within weeks of the onset of SCC. Service data, where in SCC speed can be identified between the ductile tearing marked by hydrostatic testing indicates in-service speeds orders of magnitude less than the kinetics in these figures imply. Obviously, a key to using these data is knowledge of the acceleration factor in these tests as compared to field scenarios. This aspect is addressed later in the section dealing with MTBF and pipeline revalidation intervals.

**SCC Thresholds**

Earlier discussion involving the phenomenology of SCC indicated that microplastic straining was required for SCC to occur, which implies that stress levels less than those that develop such microplasticity will not support SCC. This points to the existence of a threshold stress for SCC – as at low enough stresses microplastic strain ceases to develop to a practically significant level.

Figure 25c\(^{(31)}\) presents results from TTT specimens that likewise were developed using the standard testing conditions for the high pH environment\(^{(120)}\). These data are typical of the response for a broad spectrum of steel grades typical of vintage construction. Two important trends are evident in these data. First, the results at lower stresses give rise to a band of data representing “cracks” whose depth is no greater than is typically observed with the grain-boundary etching that occurs in this environment in stress-free specimens. As such, this band of data is not associated only with stress-induced cracking, but rather is the anticipated effect of grain-boundary etching. The left-most diagonal trend brackets the lowest stress associated with evidence of crack-like features at all stresses. The second trend involves the development of deeper cracking as the stress increases along the TTT specimen, whose plan-form was illustrated in Figure 24b. These data can be seen toward the right margin of this figure, and bracketed by the right-most trend, which runs from the top right down toward the middle of the figure. Continuing this trend to the x-axis indicates the threshold for cracking for this test is the order of 70-percent of the actual yield stress for these specimens. Recognizing these data reflect testing that lasts for seven days, whereas pipelines operate for decades, consideration should be given to the possible effects of in-service growth. Evaluation of tests run up to four times longer than the typical short-term week-long test indicate little difference in this threshold. Likewise, analytical models of SCC do not point to significantly lower thresholds for in-service pipelines\(^{(121-123)}\). Field data that support these model predictions\(^{(124,125)}\) likewise indicate a threshold exists at a stress level the order of 60 percent of SMYS, possibly higher. Finally, limited experience with significant SCC on pipelines other than those in Class 1 Locations supports such threshold levels.

Finally, consider the comparison of the thresholds evident in Figures 25a and 25b, as plotted in Figure 25d. As for fatigue, the y-axis reflects the stress for the smooth specimen threshold plotted on a logarithmic scale as a function of the crack depth at these conditions plotted on the y-axis on a logarithmic scale. Again, the form of Equation 6a indicates the LEFM threshold in Figure 25b whose value is about 14.7 ksi-inch\(^{0.5}\) lies along a line whose slope is minus one-half. This trend and the corresponding data pair are shown along with the smooth specimen threshold stress level whose values are projected on a horizontal line from the y-axis. Crack sizes below that for the intersection of the lines representing crack nucleation and propagation thresholds
indicate crack nucleation controls the structural response, whereas at larger crack sizes LEFM propagation controls.

**Hydrogen Stress Cracking Kinetics and Thresholds**

**Controlling Factors**

Three conditions must be mutually satisfied for HIC to occur:

- Hardness above a critical level (20 $R_c$ or 230 BHN),
- Tensile stress above the threshold level, and
- A source of atomic hydrogen and a gradient to drive it into the steel to a critical level.

Failure of a pipeline due to HIC occurs following a time period over which conditions develop at the surface of the line pipe that lead to the generation of atomic hydrogen. The ensuing ingress of atomic hydrogen is also time dependent. Continued exposure to atomic hydrogen can lead to a reduction in the apparent ductility of the steel, known as hydrogen embrittlement (HE). It can also lead to the initiation of cracks, that with time can grow until a critical size is reached, either for growth from a single crack origin, or by the coalescence of cracking from several adjacent origins.

Parameters with a first-order significance in terms of HIC include:

- Hardness of the line pipe, and presence of hard spots due to steel making,
- Areas of cold work, and the presence of cracking due to re-rounding, and
- Pressure and pressure cycles.

Second-order parameters include:

- Pipe diameter and wall thickness and
- Pipe steel strength and toughness.

Because the availability and diffusion of atomic hydrogen are both first-order factors and are very situation specific, it is very difficult to assess where and at what rate this process is active, which complicates generalizing trends for this mechanism.

**Susceptibility to Hydrogen-Related Mechanisms**

Upsets in the CP system used to avoid corrosion on pipelines can induce hydrogen-related cracking or embrittlement. The severity of the resulting problem depends on the strength level and hardness for the early steels that were strengthened by alloying along with quench-and-temper (Q&T) processing. The pipeline industry recognized the potential problem associated with hydrogen-related mechanisms and chose steel making and strengthening practices to avoid or limit this mechanism. In general, steels not susceptible to hydrogen cracking have been employed.

Figure 26\(^{(51)}\) presents a plot that provides practical perspective for some of the key factors that control hydrogen-related susceptibility and cracking, which helps identify circumstances where
cracking could be problematic in pipelines. The format of Figure 26a presents yield strength on the y-axis and the ultimate tensile stress on the x-axis, along with correlations between hardness and the UTS. Literature data (e.g., 30) are added to this, where the curved trend represents the threshold for hydrogen cracking in Q&T 4340 steel over a range of hardness levels and the data (triangular symbols) represent hard-spots in pipelines. It is evident from this figure that the data for the hard spots correspond to the trend for the Q&T steel used to infer the threshold for cracking in reference to the UTS of the steel. Such is expected, as the microstructure of Q&T alloyed steels depends strongly on hardness, such that steels of similar hardness would behave in like manner.

Also shown in Figure 26a is a trend that reflects the usual correlation between the yield stress on the y-axis and the UTS on the x-axis. The Y versus T trend used follows from Reference 39, being shown in the figure as a dashed trend labeled accordingly. Finally, offset to the right of this Y versus T trend is another dashed trend developed by multiplying the yield stress from the Y versus T trend by 0.72, which is the maximum design factor allowed for pipelines in the US. The intersection of the curved threshold representing hardened steels as a function of hardness and the trend for the maximum design factor of 0.72 lies at 60 ksi. Thus, these trends point to Grade X60 as the upper bound on SMYS to avoid cracking due to hydrogen-related mechanisms. This observation is reinforced by a number of pipeline company line-pipe specifications that limit sour service applications for conventionally processed steels to X60 and below.

![Figure 26a](image1.png)

**Figure 26. Aspects of hydrogen-related cracking behavior of line-pipe steel**

Figure 26b contrasts behavior of a range of data for the early line pipe steels, such as those representing the hard spot data in Figure 26a, with the current approach to strengthen steels that relies on thermo-mechanical-controlled-processing (TMCP). The y-axis here is hardness whereas the x-axis is grade expressed as SMYS. The trend between hardness and strength for the early grades is indicated in this figure as the dashed line, which is projected to the bound on hardness established by NACE RP0472(126) to avoid such cracking. The intersection of this trend and the NACE limit comes at SMYS of 60 ksi. In contrast to the trend for the early steels,
literature results for TMCP steels, shown as the circular symbols, fall on an independent trend. Significantly, these data for higher strength TMCP steels fall below the NACE limit. Thus, modern processing facilitates use of higher-strength grades in reference to their inherent hardness and the related NACE limit on hardness. Accordingly, such higher-strength grades can be anticipated to remain free of hydrogen-related cracking and concerns for effects of CP so long as pipeline design and operation continue as has been historical practice.

Thresholds and Kinetics

Because the industry reacted to the threat posed by hydrogen-related mechanisms through an avoidance approach, there are few instances where this mechanism is a concern, aside from hard spots due to an upset in steel making or arc burns introduced in pipeline construction. This fact, coupled with Table 2 that indicates the grades involved in vintage pipeline system are not inherently susceptible to this mechanism, suggests this mechanism is a secondary concern for the vintage system. The kinetics of hydrogen-related mechanisms are complicated for reasons that involve the evolution of atomic hydrogen on the pipeline’s surface, the ingress (adsorption) of this hydrogen, and the microstructure’s response to the hydrogen. The microstructure’s response dictates the integrity implications. In some cases blisters form, which as their size increases relaxes the blister pressure, which lessens the integrity threat – but is often followed by further hydrogen ingress. In other scenarios the ingress of hydrogen focuses at microstructural stress raisers leading to embrittlement, and depending on the stress level, cracking. In this context, some forms of ingress are more benign than others.

As detailed in the literature (e.g., 127, 128), the complexity of hydrogen-related mechanisms is case specific in regard to each of the formation of atomic hydrogen, its ingress, and its interaction with the microstructure. Case-specific factors drive the kinetics and control the integrity threat to an extent well beyond the present scope. It is because of this complexity that data generic quantifying the kinetics for hydrogen-related mechanisms from formation of hydrogen, through its ingress and influence on integrity are sparse.

Given this complexity it is fortunate that the pipeline industry reacted to the threat posed by hydrogen-related mechanisms through an avoidance approach, which means there are few instances where this mechanism is of concern, aside from hard spots due to an upset in steel making or arc burns introduced in pipeline construction. This fact, coupled with the observation that the grades involved in vintage pipeline system are not inherently susceptible to this mechanism (see Table 2) suggests this mechanism is a secondary concern for the vintage system.

Suffice it here to note that where hard spots or arc burns pose a potential problem, their management may be case-specific as anticipated in terms of the factors that control the formation of atomic hydrogen, its ingress, and its interaction with the microstructure. The approach of Reference 11 addresses this complexity in reference to thresholds relevant to pipelines. These thresholds reflect the earlier-noted factors controlling hydrogen-related mechanisms – no cracking absent a source of hydrogen and its likely ingress, and no cracking absent steel that had hardness beyond critical levels. Accordingly, screening in Reference 11 occurred first in terms of sources of hydrogen that can embrittle the steel or promote blistering. If a source was present, assessed in reference to coating condition, and the steel was susceptible steel based on a hardness threshold level that depends on the severity of the hydrogen source, Reference 11 considered “activation” of the threat in reference to Figure 2a. As little can be added here because of the
case-specific nature beyond the approach taken there, this report hereafter focuses on corrosion, fatigue, and SCC.

**Service Loadings and Operating Environment**

The last data input needed to facilitate analysis of MTBF and pipeline revalidation intervals as outlined earlier in Figure 2b is the loadings experienced in normal service and under the action of outside forces. Because design provides adequate pipe wall thickness to function safely under normal service conditions, failures during normal operation occur at defects. In contrast, because the magnitude of outside forces can be extreme, failure can occur due to outside forces at sites that are otherwise defect-free as designed. Regardless of the cause, even unusual loadings develop nominally quasi-static conditions. Thus, the usual quasi-static material mechanical properties discussed earlier are appropriate, as are the usual mechanics analysis that relates the loading to the local conditions where failures occur.

The primary stress on buried pipelines is pressure induced. For a given pressure, hoop stresses in the pipe wall are a function of the diameter and wall thickness of the pipeline. Unanticipated loads and the secondary stresses that they develop are most commonly due to earth movement (i.e., landslide, earthquake), heavy rains, or floods (see Table 1), although these are beyond the present scope. Unintended events that could increase the pressure beyond the normal operating pressure can in theory also occur, but such are of little practical consequence because of redundant pressure controls and the compressibility of the gas.

For present purposes, information is needed to characterize the temperature and pressure in the pipeline segment of concern. Gas-transmission pipelines operate over long distances. Because of the compressibility of natural gas and frictional losses along the pipeline’s length, compressor stations are distributed as demand requires along the length of the pipeline to maintain gas-flow. The heat of compression increases the gas temperature, the extent to which depends on the amount of compression. It follows that the gas at discharge is warmer than at suction at the next compressor station, as is shown for typical behavior in Figure 27. There is an associated pressure drop, which also reflects frictional losses in-route, as is apparent for typical operation in Figure 27. It follows that the average pressure and gas temperature along a typical natural-gas transmission line varies appreciably.

---

14 Dynamic loading, from the perspective of pipeline failures, refers to loading that occurs on the order of milliseconds. Because of the compressibility of gas, pressure always is a quasi-static load. Loading due to weather and outside forces also typically develop slow loading rates.

15 These trends reflect cross-country operation where compression adds significant heat to the gas, which warms the pipe wall to roughly the gas temperature. This added heat is a negative factor in regard to SCC. However, it is a potentially positive factor in terms of fracture behavior, as it promotes ductile response. For steels with high fracture-appearance-transition temperatures, it also can increase the apparent fracture resistance. For this reason, the behavior considered here is not indicative of lines fed from liquid natural gas, or some intrastate lines downstream of pressure regulators where temperatures can be much reduced as compared to this example.
Before SCC was recognized as a potential problem and the role of temperature understood for high pH SCC, discharge temperatures are known to exceed 150 F\(^{123}\). However, since the early 1970s when the role of temperature in high pH SCC became apparent (e.g., 106), gas-compression practices have changed, and some companies have installed after-coolers to reduce discharge temperatures. This has led to a marked reduction in discharge temperature on pipelines susceptible to SCC. On this basis, a temperature on the order of 110°F is taken as representative of typical operations for major companies with pipelines known to suffer SCC.

Because the minimum burial depth per regulatory requirements places pipelines well below the surface, thermal swings due to changes in ambient diurnal changes are not anticipated nor is the related heat capacity sufficient to overcome the metal temperature induced by the steady flow of compressed gas. For purposes of SCC analysis consideration should be given to the maximum discharge temperature, whereas from a fracture perspective the minimum temperature is relevant. As both pressure and temperature diminish along the pipeline as indicated above, risk-related analysis along a pipeline segment would logically address this decay.

**Pressure and Temperature Histories**

Pressure and temperature histories have been documented for a variety of pipelines, some of which are discussed in the literature (e.g., 108, 129), others for which have been sanitized and published in summary form (e.g., 123). Typically, such data is gathered as input to SCC sensitivity studies, or related analyses. As not all lines run at maximum pressure, pressure data tend to be analyzed using cycle-counting algorithms, whose development began in the aircraft industry in the 1960s and before\(^{130}\), and were further developed in the 1970s\(^{131}\), and now have been standardized\(^{132}\). For the present a matrix of pressure, pressure range expressed as the pressure or stress ratio, \(R_\sigma = \text{minimum value} / \text{maximum value}\), and temperature are evaluated in reference to fatigue and SCC, with temperature also considered in reference to SCC. Regulatory limits bound wall stress at 72-percent of SMYS, while literature data noted indicate stress ratios of concern in gas-transmission pipelines are in the range \(0.70 \leq R_\sigma \leq 1\), while temperatures are in

---

![Figure 27. Typical pressure and temperature gradients between compressor stations](image.png)
the range \(90 \leq ^\circ\text{F} \leq 140\) when dealing with SCC. This range of parameters has been investigated in reference to the growth of axial defects due to fatigue and SCC. Failure at constant wall stress (pressure) up to and beyond hydrostatic test levels has been previously considered in reference to Figures 20 and 21.

**Axial Poisson-Induced Stresses**

Because pressure-induced tension creates uniform axial stress remote to the defect in an earth anchored pipeline, it is appropriate to consider its effect on circumferentially oriented defects. For this reason, fracture controlled failure at circumferential defects has been evaluated in terms of the pressure-induced tension stress as it develops in earth-anchored pipelines at a pressure of 72-percent of SMYS. However, the general effect of outside forces are not addressed, as this threat is outside the scope of this project. While the UTS due to outside force has the same effect on defects, results that follow for pressure-induced tension should not be used to infer defect response under the action of axial stress due to outside forces tension as these results cannot be simply scaled or interpolated.

**MTBF and Revalidation Intervals**

Where evaluation of the company files in reference to Figure 2a indicates a threat can be activated, Figure 2b points to comparison of pipeline’s operation in contrast to critical defect sizes quantified in Figures 20 and 21 and the threshold levels quantified in Figures 21 to 24. If the operation-induced wall stress exceeds the threshold indicated in these figures, then Figure 2b indicates consideration of MTBF. The resulting MTBF becomes a consideration in assessing the revalidation interval for the pipeline, along with the consequences of a failure and other issues such as the absolute factor of safety or risk that underlies related decisions.

Where blunt defects like corrosion are present, the kinetics of Figure 22 implies a gradual decrease in the remaining wall thickness, as illustrated in reference to revalidation intervals elsewhere\(^{(7,8)}\). Where crack-like defects are anticipated and operation-induced wall stress exceeds the relevant threshold, Figure 2b indicates MTBF becomes a consideration in assessing the revalidation interval for the pipeline, along with the consequences of a failure and other issues such as the absolute factor of safety or risk that underlies related decisions. Finally, where hydrogen-related mechanisms are involved, the process indicated herein in Figure 2 defaults to Figure 13 and the guidance of Reference 11.

Realizing that pipelines are not redundant in their design the question to be answered is whether defects potentially present in the pipeline can grow and if so at what rate and certainty.

Where defects are small in comparison to the transition to LEFM controlled growth as presented in Figures 23d and 25d, or their growth rates are near or below the thresholds for growth shown in Figures 23b and 25b, consideration should be given to MTBF. In contrast, where the size of the defect leads to values of crack driving force that point to high rates of growth, MTBF is not a practical concern as the resulting interval will be too short. For such cases, safety dictates repair on a timeline commensurate with the indicated kinetics, which in many cases will require immediate response. The results that follow address this full range of scenarios. Prudence must dictate how the results are used in regard to whether the defect can grow and if so at what rate and certainty.
The ensuing sections present the model formulation and the format used to present the results, for each of corrosion, fatigue, and SCC. Finally, the results are presented as contours of MTBF and related measures useful in assessing defect severity as part of a pipeline IMP.

Model Formulation

Model formulation relies on the observation that pipeline integrity is controlled by the formation and growth of features that can be considered either blunt as for corrosion or sharp as for fatigue or SCC. The difference between one sharp defect and another reflects the kinetics used to characterize its growth. On this basis, failing defect sizes reflect the nature of the defect (length, depth, orientation) and the properties of the line pipe (grade, UTS, diameter, wall thickness, and toughness). This generic framework facilitates use of failing defect size or stable penetration of the wall thickness as the limiting condition for MTBF, and permits characterizing safe operation as a function of parameters that can be measured in the field, and understood in reference to pipeline operation.

Regardless of the kinetics, MTBF represents the time required for the through-wall ligament to be breached, or for the defect to grow in length until failure occurs at the corresponding depth or the length for rupture is reached. The time before the defect becomes critical depends on the kinetics, and on the least of the absolute distances over which growth occurs. The absolute distance in the through-wall direction is the difference between the current depth, \(d_c\), and the failing depth, \(d_f\), which in the limit is the net wall thickness, \(t_n\). The absolute distance in the length direction is the least of the difference the current length, \(L_c\), and the failing length is a leak, \(L_f\), or the rupture length, \(L_r\). An algorithm is used to interpolate between adjacent failure boundaries like those in Figure 20 for blunt defects and those in Figure 21 for initially sharp defects, with leak versus rupture determined for both in reference to the bounds shown in Figures 20 and 21. This interpolation is done in two dimensions as a function of the operating pressure. Thereafter, another algorithm calculates the lesser of the length increments, \(\Delta L\), between \(L_c\) and \(L_f\) or \(L_r\), which defines the controlling growth increment in the length direction. Likewise, the smallest difference in depth, \(\Delta d\), between \(d_c\) and \(d_f\) or \(t_n\) defines the controlling growth increment in the depth direction. Thereafter, MTBF is determined as presented next in reference to the lesser of \(\Delta L\) or \(\Delta d\). The algorithm used to complete this analysis involves integrating the results from several software packages developed previously at Battelle.

As the relative amount of pipe wall thickness available for in-service growth decreases as the wall thickness decreases, either with increasing grade or increasing diameter for a constant design pressure, much different values of MTBF can be anticipated for applications with highly contrasted wall thickness when the increment of growth in the through-wall direction controls leak or rupture. This tendency will be clearly evident for cases where the wall thickness available to support in-service growth is rapidly traversed by a high-rate degradation process, as is evident shortly for SCC in the thinner-wall designs.

Because of differences evident in the kinetics as discussed in the section on presentation format, different mathematical models are formulated specific to the kinetics. Corrosion as represented in Figure 22 involves constant kinetics – so long as the factors controlling corrosion remain unchanged, the corrosion rate is a constant. In contrast, fatigue as represented in Figure 23 exhibits a rate of damage or crack propagation kinetics that is a function of stress, which for crack propagation also depends on the depth and shape of the crack. SCC as characterized in
Figure 25 is unlike corrosion or fatigue, but does show traits of both – thresholds are evident as in fatigue, but rather than being stress or crack length dependent, its kinetics once active are constant as evident for corrosion. Formulations follow that reflect the kinetics for each of these mechanisms.

**Corrosion**

The trends in Figure 20 define sizes and shapes of defects that fail. The MTBF for corrosion is the least of the times for corrosion to traverse the remaining wall as indicated in Figure 20, or for its length to reach that for rupture as indicated in Figure 21. These times are determined in regard to \( \Delta L \), between \( L_c \) and \( L_f \) or \( L_r \), and \( \Delta d \), between \( d_c \) and \( d_f \) or \( t_n \), as indicated above. The MTBF that limits life is the lesser of \( \Delta L \) or \( \Delta d \) divided by the corrosion rate.

MTBF based on this analysis and corrosion kinetics derived from the OPS incident database\(^\text{16}\) means the kinetics reflect worst-case field corrosion conditions as compared to circumstances elsewhere in transmission pipeline systems. As discussed in reference to Figure 22, these kinetics reflect the leading edge of the population of corrosion rates, which generates values of MTBF that reflect a worst-case as compared to all of the incidents on bare, protected pipe. Other kinetics can be used, which simply scale MTBF in direct proportion to the ratio of the corrosion rate. As indicated earlier, analysis of the OPS database for all corrosion incidents leads to a maximum corrosion rate that is comparable to the upper bound for the bare, protected pipelines, with the average corrosion rate for all corrosion data is about a factor of three slower. As these kinetics are otherwise independent of pipeline operation, there is no need to address operational parameters when dealing with MTBF for corrosion.

**Fatigue**

In parallel to the formulation for corrosion, the trends in Figure 21 determine failing defect sizes to assess the remaining life of crack-like defects, which again are coupled with the kinetics and thresholds of Figures 24 and 25, and consideration of the leak versus rupture boundaries evident in Figure 21. As for corrosion, MTBF is determined by the lesser of the difference in length, \( \Delta L \), and the difference in depth.

Because corrosion kinetics were invariant of defect size or stress, the ensuing calculation of MTBF is quite simple. However, as evident from Equations 6, 8, and 9, the damage done or the increment of crack advance depend at least on the wall stress (pressure), and for crack propagation also depend on the instantaneous crack depth and length. As MTBF here involves a known or estimated defect size based on field measurements or ILI data for some scenarios, the MTBF is determined in reference to fracture mechanics and Equations 6 and 9. The number of cycles to traverse the lesser of \( \Delta L \) or \( \Delta d \) is determined by integrating Equation 9 (or a similar equation) expressed in differential form, with integration done between the limits of \( L_c \) and \( L_f \) or \( L_r \) or \( d_c \) and \( d_f \) or \( t_n \) as indicated by the lesser of \( \Delta L \) or \( \Delta d \). Because this result depends on

\(^{\text{16}}\) As noted earlier, the OPS database reflects mainly first-to-occur incidents for the pipeline segments involved, and covers lines put into service over more than a 50-year interval, that are operated and maintained differently. Because it represents primarily first-to-occur incidents, it reflects corrosion “hot-spots” along those pipelines, and provides a reasonable worst-case estimate of corrosion rate.
operating history through the pressure cycling experienced, results for MTBF are presented subsequently for a worst-case operational scenario, results for which are later generalized as a function of the pressure ratio. Equation 8 can be used to scale such results to estimate MTBF for pressure histories other than those considered.

MTBF based on the kinetics in Figure 23 reflect typical results for line pipe steels, which in turn have kinetics comparable to most construction grades of steel. In this context, textbooks note little difference in crack propagation kinetics, although the threshold can vary as a function of microstructure and other factors\(^{(15-17)}\). The present analysis has used “average” kinetics, so MTBF does indeed represent a mean in regard to these kinetics. Other kinetics could be used, but unlike the simple linear scaling for corrosion, rates scale nonlinearly in the manner indicated by Equation 8. Finally, note that MTBF for fatigue leads to results expressed in cycles. Central to translating a cycle-based measure of MTBF into units of time is the frequency of cycling, which is specific to each pipelines operation, the same way the pressure history is specific. For this reason, users should gather and analyze pressure histories, processing cycles in accordance with published standard cycle-counting algorithms\(^{(132)}\). Note that typical gas pipelines are considered to experience one large cycle per day based on an evening pack and day-time demand, such that 50 years of service corresponds to just 18,250 cycles.

### SCC

In the introduction to this section, SCC as characterized in Figure 25 was noted to differ from both corrosion and fatigue, although SCC was also noted to show traits of each. For example, thresholds are evident for SCC as they are for fatigue. But rather than being stress or crack length dependent, once cracking becomes active as occurs for fatigue, the kinetics for SCC indicate a constant rate as was the case for corrosion. Because of these differences, MTBF has been evaluated with constant kinetics as was done for corrosion. Likewise, it has been evaluated in reference to trends calculated for SCC from nucleation through failure.

In parallel to the formulation for fatigue, the trends in Figure 21 determine failing defect sizes as input to calculating the remaining life of crack-like defects, which are coupled with the kinetics and thresholds of Figures 24 and 25 and the leak versus rupture boundary from Figure 21. MTBF is again determined by the least difference in length, \(\Delta L\), between \(L_c\) and \(L_r\) or \(L_t\), and the least difference in depth, \(\Delta d\), between \(d_c\) and \(d_r\) or \(d_n\). As above, these crack increments and MTBF, which reflects the lesser of \(\Delta L\) or \(\Delta d\), have been calculated.

Because the kinetics in reference to Figure 25b are invariant of defect size or stress, the ensuing calculation of MTBF could be done using the same “time = rate/distance” approach used for corrosion. The key question in evaluating MTBF for SCC lies in the value of the “rate” to use in the simple calculation of time = rate/distance. Comparing the rates evident for corrosion in Figure 22 with kinetics for SCC shows high-end corrosion rates at \(-0.022\) inch-year\(^{-1}\), whereas the kinetics for SCC in Figure 25b lead to \(-2.5\) inch-year\(^{-1}\) when SCC is “turned on.” On this basis, SCC can occur about 100 times faster than worst-case corrosion rates. SCC at such rates penetrates the thickest of plausible vintage pipelines in a matter of months, but requires only weeks for more typical values of wall thickness. MTBF so calculated is impractical because the indicated lives reflect weeks to months, while such is not observed in the field\(^{e.g., 104}\). Two choices exist to address the acceleration embedded in laboratory kinetics:
the maximum theoretical rate in Figure 25b can be replaced by the kinetics typical of pipeline service, and
MTBF can be estimated in reference to the SCC kinetics associated with the process from crack nucleation through failure, which involves the kinetics in Figures 25a and 25b and addresses directly the embedded acceleration.

The first of these options was formulated in parallel to the approach for corrosion, with the maximum theoretical rate in Figure 25b replaced by kinetics typical of pipeline service. Kinetics for this option were based on trending cracking evident in field incidents, as discussed at the Canadian NEB hearing on SCC(104). That work indicated the kinetics underlying field failures leads to similar cracking rates for both NNSCC and high pH SCC. This trending assumed steady cracking that reflects the continuous presence of cracking environment, and steady-state environmental drivers, neither of which is considered realistic. Rates so calculated indicated crack advance of ~0.024 inch-year\(^{-1}\), which implies an acceleration factor the order of 100 for pre-cracked test geometries subject to the suggested standard high pH laboratory test conditions in Reference 120. Other kinetics could be used, which simply scale MTBF in direct proportion to the ratio of the rates. As these kinetics are otherwise independent of pipeline operation, there is no need to address operational parameters when dealing with MTBF for SCC determined in this fashion. However, care should be taken to ensure results developed with this measure of MTBF are consistent with the service experience for each pipeline. This approach is best implemented in reference to empirically determined kinetics based on data gathered from hydrostatic retest failures for pipelines that experience recurrent cracking. Examples of such analyses can be found in Reference 113. Once the service-based empirical kinetics are established, MTBF follows in reference to the initial defect size just as was done for corrosion.

Trends on MTBF have been evaluated by the second option in reference to the SCC kinetics shown in Figures 25a and 25b. This was done through analysis that continues from SCC nucleation and early growth through eventual failure. This analysis builds on the observation that high pH SCC is controlled by anodic dissolution, as characterized by Faraday’s second law, which indicates the penetration rate due to this mechanism is proportional to the local peak current density, \(i_0\). Where the cracking environment remains fixed, the value of \(i_0\) remains constant. Such penetration requires fresh (unfilmed) surface otherwise penetration ceases as the surface passivates. The surface or crack-tip strain and strain-rate are critical parameters determining the time interval over which the conditions for dissolution at the Faradaic rate are satisfied. It is for this reason that the kinetics in Figure 25a show thresholds at low strain rates, whereas the threshold above reflects cracking faster than driven by dissolution. It is also for this reason that the kinetics in Figure 25b show a threshold at low values of \(K\), and thereafter a constant rate above that threshold. On this basis, still higher rates and a return to \(K\) dependent cracking are expected at still higher \(K\) levels, as is observed for line pipe steels(134). It follows that the kinetics in Figure 25a could be used to predict the range of rates evident in Figure 25b, whether they occur in a pre-cracked laboratory test or pipeline, which has been done as follows.

Fundamental models evolved to relate “free-surface” enhanced microplastic strain\(^{115}\) and strain rate to the nominally elastic deformation that occurs in smooth laboratory test specimens, or on the surface of a pipeline. These models were developed first for smooth laboratory SSRT\(^{135}\) and TTT\(^{121}\) specimens, whose blind validation led to its adaptation for pipeline applications\(^{122,124}\). Similar models were developed to relate nominally elastic loadings to the strain and strain rate at crack tips. Again, this was done first for pre-cracked laboratory test
specimens$^{(136)}$, whose validation led to its adaptation to crack growth in pipelines$^{(122,124)}$. These crack nucleation and growth models were subsequently coupled to represent the SCC process in pipelines, from nucleation through final failure, addressing such complexities as dormancy and reactivation$^{(134)}$, as well as crack coalescence$^{(137)}$. MTBF so derived is used later to trend the effects of pipeline operation on SCC, as opposed to presenting absolute life – as this aspect is obtained from the first of the above-two options.

**Presentation Format**

Presentation format is driven by several factors, which include the range of defect sizes and shapes to be addressed and the nature of the kinetics evident in Figures 22, 23b, and 25b. The presentation format for MTBF must illustrate the role of these, subject to the design and operating parameters typical of vintage pipelines. Because MTBF depends on crack or defect size and shape as a function of pipe design and operating parameters, the presentation format reflects crack or defect size and shape. For the present, the crack or defect length is presented on the y-axis, normalized by the diameter of the pipeline with a view to facilitate comparison between results for different pipeline designs. The crack or defect depth is presented on the x-axis, normalized by the wall thickness of the pipeline, again with a view to facilitate comparison between results for different pipeline designs. Crack or defect shape is thus a consequence of selecting a value of length and depth from the y-axis and x-axis, respectively. As pipeline operation can affect significantly different values of MTBF, it is necessary to create results as a function on pipeline operation. As the kinetics and thresholds differ for fatigue, SCC, and corrosion, results must be developed for each degradation mechanism, for each pipeline design and operating condition. It follows that this report could embody a wide range of plots, each representing a specific degradation mechanism, operating condition, and pipeline design. As operation can differ significantly from pipeline to pipeline, there potentially are an endless number of plots characterizing MTBF for each of fatigue, SCC, and corrosion as a function of pipeline design and operating conditions. As noted much earlier, this scenario has been addressed herein by evaluating the vintage pipeline system as typified by the three pipeline designs in Table 3, subject to the property combinations in Table 4.

**Calculated Crack-Growth Intervals and Trends**

Results generated in reference to the kinetics shown in Figures 22, 23b, and 25b are presented as contours of MTBF as a function of the defect size and the shape in Figures 28, 29, and 30 for degradation at axial cracks or defects due respectively to corrosion, fatigue, and SCC for kinetics representing typical field kinetics. Corresponding results for circumferential cracks are presented in Figure 31. Finally, results also have been developed to trend SCC response as a function of operating pressure and temperature history, and life as a function of probability of failure in reference to specific temperature histories, so these results are presented in related formats. Likewise, results have been developed to trend fatigue response as a function of the pressure cycle. These results are presented in Figures 32 and 33 for SCC and Figure 34 for fatigue.

Subparts are included for each figure to address the vintage pipeline system in reference to the pipeline geometries presented in Table 3, for the combinations of pipeline design and line-pipe
steel properties presented in Table 4, for pipeline operation at MAOP = 72-percent of SMYS. On this basis, subparts a, b, and c for each figure consider the 24-inch, 12-inch, and 4-inch diameter pipeline designs. Letter-numbered subparts (i.e., i, ii, iii) to each of these figures address each of Gr B, X42, and X52 for toughness represented by a CVN FSE-USE equal to 15 ft-lbs. A fourth letter-numbered subpart (i.e., iv) presents results for FSE-USE at 30 ft-lb for the X52 design.

The results in the figures can be applied directly for the specific parameters considered in that figure, or be used to illustrate the effects of parameters such as operation or design by comparing or contrasting the results between each figure. As noted previously, such results reflect the critical crack sizes discussed previously in reference to Figures 20 and 21.

**Axial Defects**

Figure 28 presents contours of MTBF for pipelines suffering corrosion in operation at 72-percent of SMYS. Consistent with the above discussion, part (a) of this figure represents the 24-inch diameter design in Table 3, while parts (b) and (c), respectively represent the 12-inch and the 4-inch diameter designs. Part (i) of each lettered subpart reflects GrB for which SMYS is 35 ksi with a corresponding wall thickness, while parts (ii) and (iii) correspond respectively to X42 and X52, for which SMYS is 42 ksi and 52 ksi, respectively. Consequently, Figure 28(a)(i) presents results for the 24-inch diameter Gr B design in Table 3 whereas Figures 28(b)(i) and 28(c)(i) respectively present results for the 12-inch diameter Gr B design and the 4-inch diameter Gr B design in Table 3, for which the wall thicknesses reflect operation at 750 psig. Likewise, Figure 28(a)(ii) presents results for the 24-inch diameter X42 design in Table 3 whereas Figures 28(b)(ii) and 28(c)(ii) respectively present results for the 12-inch diameter and the 4-inch diameter X42 designs in Table 3, where again the wall thicknesses reflect operation at 750 psig. Finally, Figure 28(a)(iii), 28(b)(iii), and 28(c)(iii) respectively present results for the 24-inch, 12-inch, and 4-inch diameter designs in Table 3 for X52, for which the wall thicknesses again reflect operation at 750 psig. For each of these scenarios, results for the same design except that the FSE-USE is 30 ft-lb are presented in part (iv) for each of Figure 28a, 28b, and 28c.

A similar numbering scheme is used in Figure 29, which presents contours of MTBF for pipelines operating with pressure cycling that can lead to fatigue crack initiation, growth, and possible failure. Likewise, a similar scheme is used for Figure 30, which addresses degradation due to SCC. As for Figure 28, these results represent operation at MAOP of 72-percent of SMYS. For all cases involving fatigue pressure cycling the minimum pressure is taken as 70-percent of MAOP, which for operation at 72-percent of SMYS is close to the worst-case maximum pressure cycle, namely R= 0.7. In accordance with earlier discussion, the kinetics for the SCC results in Figure 30 reflect typical high pH field cracking considered to represent typical operation with pressure cycling the order of 7.2-percent of SMYS at a temperature of ~125 ºF, for which cracking is taken to occur at a rate of 0.024 inch-year⁻¹.

Cracking is taken to be external as is typical of pipelines. If internal cracking is a concern, the corresponding MTBF will be reduced because the pressure acting on the crack faces shortens the life somewhat in comparison to external cracking. Calculations indicate internal cracking rates are on a worst-case basis for typical pipeline scenarios the order of 3 times faster than those for cracking independent of the effects of pressure.
The results in Figure 28 indicate the MTBF for corrosion occurring at a quite conservative rate of 0.009 inch per year at defects with depth 20-percent of the wall thickness (minimum depth requiring maintenance based on ASME B31G(58) is more than 10 years at defects 24 inches long (length = diameter). Shorter-length corrosion leads to lives the order of 20 years. In spite of this conservative corrosion rate, even deep defects have a MTBF the order of years. In all cases the tolerance for corrosion reflects the heavy wall thickness for this Gr B design. Of course, corrosion at lower rates more typical of service conditions would lead to proportionally longer lives. In all cases evaluated the failures occur as ruptures.

Comparing the results in the corresponding subparts of Figures 28a, 28b, and 28c shows that designs in higher strength grades lead to proportionally smaller MTBF, which reflects the decreased wall thickness needed as the grade increases. In all cases evaluated the failures occur as ruptures. Thus, the economic benefits that accrue in some applications associated with the use of a stronger grade lead to a diminished tolerance for corrosion. Comparing these figures also indicates that thinner-walled smaller-diameter designs have much shorter MTBF as compared to the heavier wall designs that result for larger-diameter pipelines, all else being equal. This reflects the fact that a thinner wall is required to achieve the same stress level relative to SMYS in designs that involve the same maximum pressure, which in these cases is 750 psig.

Comparing results in subparts (iii) with those in subparts (iv), which reflect respectively 15 and 30 ft-lb FSE-USE, indicate no difference in corrosion response, which is anticipated in that corrosion failure occurs via plastic collapse, which leads to failure boundaries that in Figure 20 are independent of toughness.

The results in Figure 28 indicate that re-inspection intervals for corrosion targeted at the order of seven to ten years appear to be viable. It is apparent in comparing the many parts of Figure 28 that where plastic-collapse controls failure the MTBF does follow simple consistent pattern as a function of grade and wall thickness. The many parts of Figure 28 indicate this occurs for all nine vintage pipeline designs outlined in Table 3. This simple consistency reflects the corresponding simple consistent pattern evident in the failure boundaries presented earlier in Figure 20.

Comparing the results in Figure 29 with the corresponding subparts of Figure 28 indicate that similar trends develop in reference to the role of diameter and wall thickness for fatigue as were evident for corrosion. Where this similarity develops for fatigue it does so because diameter and wall thickness had a comparable influence on critical crack size derived from the failure boundaries in Figure 21. While similar in reference to the effects of diameter and wall thickness, the trends for fatigue differ from corrosion in two essential ways. First, MTBF for fatigue is expressed in reference to cycles, while it is expressed in terms of years for corrosion, which reflects the dependence on fatigue life on the nature of the cycling (frequency and magnitude), while corrosion is independent of these parameters. This shift from MTBF in years to cycles leads to values of MTBF that now lie between the threshold for fatigue, which is approached by trends for MTBF at a very high number of cycles to failure, and the critical crack size, which is approached by trends for MTBF at a very low life. Second, while the corrosion results were independent of toughness because failure was controlled by plastic collapse, there are scenarios where fatigue failure is or can be controlled by fracture toughness. This is evident in comparing the results in subparts (iii) with those in subparts (iv), which reflect respectively 15 and 30 ft-lb FSE-USE, wherein higher toughness leads to longer MTBF, all else being equal. That is, pipelines made of tougher line-pipe steel will show larger critical sizes and longer MTBF. In
cases where MTBF shows an influence of toughness, the fatigue life was controlled by fracture mechanics. Recall that where toughness controls the critical crack size the failure boundaries in Figure 21 lost the consistent simple pattern evident clearly in Figure 20 for plastic collapse. In spite of this added complexity, trends in MTBF show reasonable consistency across the nine vintage pipeline designs.

The present results indicate that re-inspection intervals involving fatigue will depend on the pipelines operating pressure history. For the high-stress ratio infrequent cycling that is typical of most gas-transmission pipeline service fatigue is an unlikely cause of failure, such that fatigue is not a viable threat for such gas-transmission pipelines. However, where the stress ratio falls below about 0.7 fatigue does become a concern. Re-inspection intervals for such pipelines should be evaluated as a function of the current condition of the pipeline and its operating pressure history.

Consider now the results for SCC in Figure 30. Comparing the results in Figure 30 with the corresponding subparts of Figures 28 and 29 indicates SCC shows many of the same tendencies evident for fatigue. For several of the vintage pipeline designs the results for SCC show a similar role of diameter and wall thickness as was apparent for both corrosion and for fatigue. This is particularly true for the 24-inch and 12-inch diameter cases, and marginally so for the 4-inch diameter results. However, because the larger threshold stress intensity for SCC as compared to fatigue triggered propagation at much larger initial crack sizes, and cases where the critical sizes were fracture controlled, a rather small increment of wall remains for some designs. This coupled with the much higher kinetics for SCC means that the MTBF can be quite short, or occur over rather small wall segments. Slightly different design parameters could promote such response for smaller diameter designs, whereas the nature of the failure boundaries for the larger diameter pipelines makes them less prone to such behavior.

As for fatigue, diameter and wall thickness have an influence on the critical crack size that parallels that for fatigue cracking, which in turn determines when failure as either a leak (through-wall penetration) or rupture (critical length) occurs. As for fatigue, the trends for SCC differ from corrosion in two essential ways. First, like fatigue MTBF can be expressed in reference to the number of cycles to failure multiplied by the period of the cycle to compute MTBF in units of time, while corrosion is otherwise independent of cycling. (SCC can in some ways be viewed as a time at stress phenomenon) As will be shown later in reference to Figure 33, SCC does depend on the nature of the cycling (frequency and magnitude), while corrosion is independent of these parameters. Second, as for fatigue, failure can be controlled by fracture mechanics for which toughness controls the critical crack size, while for corrosion the results were independent of toughness because failure was controlled by plastic collapse. Thus, as for fatigue, comparing the results in subparts (iii) with those in subparts (iv), which reflect respectively 15 and 30 ft-lb FSE-USE, show higher toughness leads to longer MTBF, all else being equal. That is, pipelines made of tougher line-pipe steel will show larger critical sizes and longer MTBF for SCC.

Comparing the kinetics for SCC typical of field observations indicates rates slightly faster that those for corrosion. As such, values of MTBF for SCC kinetics are comparable to that observed for corrosion, as evident in comparing Figure 28 with Figure 30. The exception to this is due to scenarios driven by the significantly different thresholds for fatigue and SCC, coupled with differences in critical crack size. As for fatigue, the present results indicate that re-inspection intervals involving high pH SCC depend on the pipelines current condition, past experience with
SCC, the pipelines RoW, and its operating pressure history in reference to pressure as it affects temperature and pressure cycles. For Class 1 Locations, the wall stress at MAOP is above typical high pH SCC thresholds such that this threat should be evaluated, whereas where the pressure or RoW-induced stresses are well below apparent thresholds this threat is diminished.

Contrasting Faradaic SCC kinetics with SCC for kinetics typical of field observations indicates the values of MTBF at Faradaic rates will be orders of magnitude shorter than evident when typical field kinetics are used. Because the Faradaic rate of cracking is so high, much less time is predicted between the onset of SCC and the time taken to grow the crack to a critical size if this rate is considered to be continuously active. Thus, use of the Faradaic rate would lead to tightly compressed trends for MTBF and quite short periods for stable crack growth.

While acceleration of test time in the laboratory is useful and essential to evaluate factors controlling SCC, care must be used where such data are considered to guide integrity management decisions. RoW and operational factors have a first-order effect on SCC kinetics and must be addressed when making integrity management decisions. Consideration of threshold crack sizes for current or developing ILI crack tools coupled with growth rates typical of Faradaic kinetics suggests that once SCC begins it would be difficult to control unless the conditions that drive cracking are changed as compared to laboratory conditions. Such occurs in reality, as field cracking does not occur continuously at the rate seen under accelerated laboratory conditions, because the mechanical loading in the field and the environment do not support continuous cracking.

Control of SCC kinetics for high pH SCC can be achieved in practice by reducing the wall stress below the threshold, or by altering the cracking environment in reference to temperature of potential. It also can be accomplished by hydrotesting, with the added benefit that the increased wall stress serves to blunt cracks, or exhaust available microplasticity that underlies SCC nucleation. Where growth rates are high, ILI will have diminished value, while hydrotesting remains effective with the just-noted benefit of blunting deeper cracks and diminishing the microplastic strain essential for SCC nucleation.

Circumferential Defects

Figure 31 presents results for circumferential cracking driven by the axial stresses developed in a soil-anchored pipeline due to the Poisson-induced tensile stress developed under the same worst-case pressure cycling considered for axial defects, which used a maximum pressure corresponding to 72-percent of SMYS and $R_p = 0.7$. The presentation format is the same as that used for axial defects. As with the axial defects, the same pipe geometries considered typical of vintage pipelines have been evaluated over the same range of line-pipe property combinations.

As is evident from Figure 31, quite large PTW circumferential cracks can be tolerated without failure for quite large numbers of cycles, indicating fatigue growth is unlikely a problem for circumferential defects under such circumstances. As such, where circumferential cracks exist, due for example to the presence of vintage girth-welds or SCC activated by axial loading, pressure cycling can cause crack growth but only to a limited extent unless other externally applied axial loads are present.
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs
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a) 24-inch diameter design

Figure 28. MTBF in years for axial corrosion(continued)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs
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b) 12-inch diameter design

Figure 28. MTBF in years for axial corrosion (continued)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs
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iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

c) 4-inch diameter design

Figure 28. MTBF in years for axial corrosion (concluded)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

a) 24-inch diameter design

Figure 29. MTBF in cycles for axial fatigue cracking (continued)
b) 12-inch diameter design

Figure 29. MTBF in cycles for axial fatigue cracking (continued)
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iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

c) 4-inch diameter design

Figure 29. MTBF in cycles for axial fatigue cracking (concluded)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

a) 24-inch diameter design

Figure 30. MTBF in years for axial cracking with typical high pH SCC kinetics (continued)
b) 12-inch diameter design

Figure 30. MTBF in years for axial cracking with typical high pH SCC kinetics (continued)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

c) 4-inch diameter design

Figure 30. MTBF in years for axial cracking with typical high pH SCC kinetics (concluded)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

a) 24-inch diameter design

Figure 31. MTBF in cycles for circumferential cracking for Poisson-induced axial stress corresponding to pressure at 72-percent of SMYS (continued)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

b) 12-inch diameter design

Figure 31. MTBF in cycles for circumferential cracking for Poisson-induced axial stress corresponding to pressure at 72-percent of SMYS (continued)
i) Gr B, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

ii) X42, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iii) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 15 ft-lbs

iv) X52, Charpy Full-Size Toughness = 30 ft-lb

c) 4-inch diameter design

Figure 31. MTBF in cycles for circumferential cracking for Poisson-induced axial stress corresponding to pressure at 72-percent of SMYS (concluded)
Discussion

Effects of Operating Conditions on SCC

Guidance concerning the effects of pipeline operation on SCC kinetics can be developed using predictions from the above-noted field-validated model\(^{122,124-126}\), which here is done in reference to its probabilistic reformulation\(^{123}\). This formulation addresses the effects of operation in terms of temperature, maximum pressure, and pressure range. Through repeated analyses that consider variability in line-pipe steel mechanical and fracture properties and other probabilistic inputs, this formulation develops the likelihood of SCC leading to leak or rupture over a pipeline whose length scales analytically to 1,000 miles. Raw data from this model lead to plots in the format of Figure 32, which presents probability of failure on the y-axis and years of service on the x-axis and illustrates the potential value of after-coolers in control of high pH SCC. No provision is included in these results for the time required for the pipeline coating to fail (disbond) or the cracking environment to develop under that disbond, nor do these results include the effects of mitigative action such as hydrostatic retesting. The trends in Figure 32 indicate that potential concerns for such SCC are delayed the order of 15 years if discharge temperatures are reduced by 10°F from 130°F to 120°F, and much more if discharge is reduced to 110°F.

Results in the format of Figure 32 can be analyzed to trend the relative effects of operational factors, typical results for which are shown in Figures 33a, 33b, and 33c. These results reflect parametric analysis or relative trending, and so represent situations where other parameters have been held constant.

Figure 32 shows the well-known influence of temperature on SCC kinetics\(^{106}\), where higher temperature operation is indicated to appreciably shorten the period before which cracking has a significant impact, as well as accelerate cracking all else being equal. However, what was not equally apparent then is the fact that MAOP exerts an equally significant effect on the onset of cracking and the kinetics, which affects the SCC process from two perspectives. In reference to the threshold evident in Figure 25c note that higher relative stress motivates the frequency of cracking and also drives increased depth. On this basis, SCC is more likely in more highly

![Figure 32. Failure probability for pipelines where SCC is controlled by after-coolers, for mean discharge temperatures at 130°F, 120°F, and 110°F – note that the results for 110°F at these lives fall well below 10^-5](image-url)
stressed pipelines, suggesting it is more likely in Class 1 Locations than in Class 3 or 4 Locations.

The relative role of temperature is isolated in Figures 33a and 33b with a view to assess its significance in regard to MTBF. Figure 33a presents life in years associated with a given probability of failure, as a function of temperature shown as contours of constant temperature from 100 to 140°F. In contrast to discharge temperatures as high as 170°F on pipelines that experienced the earliest SCC ruptures, temperatures as low as 100°F should defer cracking and result in much longer lives. As Figure 33a indicates such is projected, with a four-fold benefit evident in regard to a decrease from 140 to 100°F at low failure probabilities. However, the trend in benefit changes appreciably at higher likelihood of failure, with higher temperature operation appearing in this format to become more detrimental as the likelihood of failure increases.

Figure 33b presents the relative dependence of life on gas temperature, under the reasonable assumption that the steady-state temperature of the steel in the pipe wall during operation is very

---

**Figure 33. Trends in pipeline resistance to SCC involving the temperature and pressure service history**

a) life beyond onset of SCC vs failure probability  
b) relative life vs discharge temperature  
c) relative life as a function of pressure cycling
close to this temperature. As can be seen from the labels for the temperature contours, this figure covers a much broader range of temperature, and includes values that reflect liquid natural gas operation as well as operation more typical of liquid petroleum pipelines. All trends shown in this figure have been normalized relative to the behavior for Class I gas transmission operation at 110°F at a 50 percent failure probability. This point appears as the solid circle in the lower-right corner of the figure, at the end of the dashed line. This dashed line reflects operation at 110°F. Its value diminishes from unity at 50 percent failure probability to about half that at 10^-3. This relative shift in life reflects the changing life with probability alluded to in discussion of Figure 33a. Whereas the format of that figure conveyed the view that higher temperature operation appeared to become increasingly detrimental as the likelihood of failure increased, such is not the case as is evident here. The about 50-percent reduction in life evident for 110°F for 0.5 versus 10^-3 can be seen here to apply for all data. Thus, regardless of the failure probability, the relative effect of temperature is the same, all else being equal.

In keeping with the well known effect of temperature, the results in Figure 33b indicate the kinetics decrease as temperature decreases. These results show that pipelines experiencing recurrent SCC problems can achieve control of SCC through operating temperature reduction – either through changes in compression ratio, or through use of after-coolers. Field data are consistent with this, the data showing that the incidence of SCC tends to diminish sharply as a function of distance downstream of compressor stations – all else being equal. On this basis, MTBF established by experience for operation close to a given temperature can be scaled to reflect operation of other pipelines as a function of their typical discharge temperature. Significantly, the results in Figure 33b imply that liquid transmission pipelines will eventually experience SCC, with the time delay reflecting the relative effect evident in this figure.

Figure 33c presents the relative mean-life-to-failure on the y-axis as a function of the pressure loading presented in terms of the magnitude of the pressure cycle on the x-axis, the last of the operating parameters. Data are included for three values of the MAOP in the cycle, 72, 65, or 60 percent of SMYS at stress ratios (i.e., R values) from near zero through 0.7. These results present the relative dependence of SCC kinetics referenced to service lives corresponding to operation at MAOP with a near-zero pressure cycle. With this normalized format, the results for each of value of MAOP show similar trends. This does not mean that operation at 72 percent of SMYS leads to the same kinetics as operation at 60 percent of SMYS, as the absolute lives for each of these differs significantly, consistent with the trends of Figure 33 and Figure 25c. In absolute terms, the maximum spread between results at 72 percent and 60 percent of SMYS is on the order of a factor of two. Thus, the near coincidence of these relative trends indicates that the relative effect of pressure cycling on the kinetics is largely independent of the maximum pressure – at least for these finite-life conditions.

Figure 33c shows that little difference in kinetics develops for cycles up to about five percent of MAOP. Thereafter, increasing the range of pressure cycling increases SCC kinetics, through pressure cycling on the order of 20 percent of MAOP. Over this interval, the kinetics show an increase of about a factor of two. For cycling at larger pressure ranges, there is no further effect on SCC kinetics, although there is an increase in corrosion-fatigue kinetics, which is beyond the scope of this project. While these results indicate that a change in operation could affect control of SCC, its effect is less than what could be achieved through temperature control.
Effects of Operating Conditions on Fatigue

As pointed out earlier, the fatigue resistance is a function of the ratio of the minimum to maximum pressure in the pressure cycle, which herein has been denoted $R_\sigma$, consistent with the usual conventions in the fatigue literature. Figure 29 presented a wide range of results for pressure cycling under near worst-case conditions, for which the value of $R_\sigma = \sim 0.7$. While one cannot simply generalize the effects of $R_\sigma$ on fatigue in pipelines beyond the earlier discussion involving Equations 7 through 9, one can develop an indication of the dependence of MTBF for pressure cycling by analyzing cases such as those considered in Figure 29 as a function of stress ratio, and thereafter trending MTBF normalized in reference to the life at a given value of $R_\sigma$.

Figure 34 presents results typical of analyses for pipelines, which here shows MTBF on the y-axis normalized in reference to $R_\sigma = 0$, as a function of $R_\sigma$ plotted on the x-axis. It can be seen from Figure 34 that for $R_\sigma < 0.6$, the effect of pressure ratio on fatigue-initiation life is quite modest, however, above this value the life increases sharply. At $R_\sigma = \sim 0.6$ the life is about 10 times longer than for $R_\sigma = 0$, whereas at $R_\sigma = \sim 0.83$ the life is about 100 times that for $R_\sigma = 0$. As the pressure range continues to decrease, the life becomes about 600 times longer at $R_\sigma = 0.9$ as compared to $R_\sigma = 0$, tending to infinity at $R_\sigma = 1.0$. It is apparent from Figure 34 that for operations involving pressure cycling much below $R_\sigma = 0.7$, fatigue becomes an increasingly important consideration. Whether or not it becomes problematic depends on design details and operational factors beyond the present scope. Data such as that in Figure 23 provide the basis for such analyses, details and examples of which can be found in References 19, and 138 - 140.

The calculations that underlie Figure 34 reflect “finite lives,” which means that eventually fatigue-induced failure occurs because the cycles are large or frequent enough. Thus, where cycling is frequent, design to avoid fatigue must rely on reducing the range of the stress cycles. The literature indicates that the fatigue mechanism exhibits a threshold stress level below which the kinetics slow to the point they no longer are a practically significant concern.\(^{(e.g., \text{see 15-17})}\) As is evident in Figure 23, such thresholds are evident for smooth-bar data for line-pipe steels, which reflect the fatigue resistance to crack initiation\(^{(e.g., \text{see 19})}\), as well as for pre-cracked...
specimens that reflect fatigue crack propagation behavior (e.g., see 15-17). Care must be taken to ensure that periodic large cycles do not occur, as such occurrences can eliminate or reduce these thresholds. Readers interested in details on practices to avoid fatigue should consult the references cited above.

Validation

Throughout, the results presented to evaluate MTBF as a function of defect size and shape and the service conditions are based on models that simulate the mechanics and physics of these failure processes. Such simulations have been made for decades now in applications such as airframes, ground vehicles, and structures such as offshore platforms. For pipelines such simulations have been validated in direct reference to the technologies used in this report in reference to full-scale testing for the fatigue and fracture models (e.g., see 82). Validation of the models used herein for corrosion assessment and its failure by plastic collapse likewise have validation in reference to full-scale testing as well as coupon testing, which data are consistent with observed field failures (65,104) and field trends (7). Finally, models used to simulate SCC have extensive validation in reference to failure criteria, which includes successful blind predictions (104) as well as consistent prediction of trends observed in field failures, full-scale tests, and related failure analyses (e.g., 82). Consequently, while the MTBF results reflect simulations, the basis for all elements of the underlying models have been directly validated, which in some cases involve blind predictions. As such, these trends can be considered viable indicators of field performance or trends.

Flow Chart for Integrity Assessment

Figure 35 presents a flow chart that can be used to guide integrity assessment when the sequence
of steps in Figure 2a indicates that Step Three must be taken. Figure 35 is developed in light of the slightly higher-level version presented earlier as Figure 2b. The essential difference is that Figure 35 incorporates the analysis and threshold / kinetics results presented herein to quantify the decision points.

**Summary and Conclusions**

Recent changes in the US Department of Transportation Office of Pipeline Safety regulatory requirements mandate transmission pipeline operators develop formal integrity management plans for portions of their system that run through high consequence areas. Pipeline operators must establish and demonstrate the safe condition of their pipeline system passing through high-consequence areas, with the requirement to periodically revalidate that safe condition. One aspect of demonstrating the safe condition of a pipeline is evaluating the many factors that affect pipeline degradation over time, potentially leading to incidents and/or affecting their consequences. As the vintage pipeline system reflects the oldest of the systems in operation in the US, it is logically the focus of concern for such time-dependent degradation. The objective was to develop a quantitative basis for evaluating the significance of specific time-dependent threats on steel pipelines, which could guide evaluating the effectiveness of mitigative measures proposed in integrity management plans. By virtue of its gas-transmission-based cost-share, the scope embraced onshore gas transmission pipelines.

This report first establishes the characteristics of the vintage pipeline system in reference to historical data and recent work that serves as the cost-share for this project that has evaluated the integrity characteristics of this system. For the purposes of this report, pipe making and construction practices that are no longer used, including some early variations of current practices, were considered “historic,” with “vintage” pipelines defined as lines built using historic steel and pipe making pipe technology and related construction practices. On this basis, previous work as part of the cost-share for this project indicated the vintage pipeline system comprises lines constructed prior to about 1970\(^{1(1)}\). Pipeline designs considered typical of the vintage system in terms of diameters, wall thickness, service conditions, grade, and toughness were then identified for subsequent evaluation.

Thereafter, this report formulated an analytical approach to quantify the effects of factors that contribute to the time-dependent degradation of pipelines. Results developed were used to analyze causes of pipeline failure and their consequences, which can change along a pipeline’s right-of-way. Such results were presented in terms of the mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) as a function of the sizes of defects that have caused incidents in pipeline systems. Causes of time-dependent degradation and possible failure that have been quantified in terms of MTBF include corrosion, fatigue, and stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Hydrogen embrittlement also has been considered, although not in regard to mean-time-between-failure.

This report develops tools and technology that were used to generate results and trends useful in assessing the severity of threats due to anomalies introduced by historic steel-making, pipe-making, construction, and fabrication. Such information can provide guidance in developing and implementing an integrity management plan, as an aid to managing the integrity of the vintage pipeline system. Pipeline designs considered typical of vintage pipeline system were evaluated subject to typical gas-transmission operating conditions to determine case-specific mean-time-between-failure data, which were then trended. Such results reflect degradation due to corrosion,
fatigue, and SCC. This report uses technology to trend the time-dependent growth of defects to help operators develop rational integrity management plans in reference to the potential for defect growth and the revalidation of lines that might involve such defects.

Important conclusions regarding re-inspection intervals that can be derived from this work and the MTBF results generated include:

- Re-inspection intervals for corrosion targeted at the order of seven to ten years appear to be viable based on the present results.
- Re-inspection intervals involving fatigue will depend on the pipeline’s operating pressure history. For the high-stress ratio, $R = \text{minimum stress/maximum stress}$, infrequent cycling that is typical of most gas-transmission pipeline service fatigue is an unlikely cause of failure, such that fatigue is not a viable threat for such gas-transmission pipelines. However, where the stress ratio falls below about 0.7 fatigue does become a concern. Re-inspection intervals for such pipelines should be evaluated as a function of the current condition of the pipeline and its operating pressure history.
- Re-inspection intervals involving high pH SCC will depend on the pipeline’s current condition, past experience with SCC, the pipelines right-of-way, and its operating pressure history in reference to pressure as it affects temperature and pressure cycles. For Class 1 scenarios the wall stress at MAOP is above typical high pH SCC thresholds such that this threat should be evaluated, whereas where the pressure or right-of-way-induced stresses are well below apparent thresholds this threat is diminished. Typical laboratory test conditions used to study high pH SCC under accelerated conditions produce growth rates orders of magnitude faster than often observed in the field. While acceleration is useful and essential to evaluate factors controlling SCC, care must be used where such data are considered to guide integrity management decisions. Right-of-way and operational factors have a first-order effect on SCC kinetics and must be addressed when making integrity management decisions. Where growth rates are high, in-line inspection will have diminished value, while hydrotesting remains effective with the added benefit of blunting deeper cracks and diminishing the microplastic strain essential for SCC nucleation.
- Re-validation intervals where there is significant potential for circumferential defects, due for example to the presence of vintage girth-welds or SCC activated by axial loading, and there is a continued threat of axial stresses in the pipe wall, due for example to Poisson pressure induced axial tension, are dependent on the magnitude of the stresses and the size and shape of the defect(s). Pressure cycling does aggravate the situation in areas adjacent to where the pipeline is earth-anchored, but the effect is small in the absence of externally applied axial loading.

**Recommendations**

Because the degradation processes leading to pipeline failure are complex, which makes results developed for MTBF and related implications for re-inspection specific to the pipeline design and its mechanical and toughness properties, as well as the operational conditions for the line. As such, validated models have been used to simulate MTBF – in a process that involves feeding results from pressure history analysis models and numerical failure criteria that determine critical defect sizes into models of failure kinetics all of which are complex and so presently exist as
“specialists” tools. Yet, with the advent of powerful personal computers and user-friendly graphical user interfaces such tools could be integrated into a single processor and provided, along with essential training, to the industry to develop pipeline-specific integrity management.

Consideration should be given to the integration of such tools and their delivery along with appropriate training. For those not prone to use computer-based tools, a compendium of results covering a broad yet practical range of pipeline scenarios could be developed. Finally, while comprehensive in many ways, the present work has focused on only a portion of the important threats to pipeline safety, and done so in reference to gas pipelines by virtue of its cost-share basis. Consideration should be given to the remaining threats, and potentially important differences between liquids/products pipelines and gas transmission pipelines in reference to product properties and operational histories.
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Appendix A: Experience with Historic Line Pipe

The following sections present incident data, pipe manufacturing processes, and pipe manufacturers for line pipe built into vintage pipelines. Incidents attributed to a defect in the pipe body and those due to a problem in the seam weld are included in each section. Note that only one of the datasets (the Office of Pipeline Safety data from 1970 through mid 1984) includes incidents that occurred during pre-service and subsequent pressure testing. Neither of the other two datasets includes detailed test data. The data on pre-service testing and retesting are included because, while not directly related to service failures, they provide an indication of time periods during which line pipe with anomalies were made.

The data are grouped by year for each manufacturer when the incidents occurred in periods separated by one year or less. The data should be taken as an indication of the time periods when anomalies were periodically introduced into production. Other relevant data can be found in the several appendices of Reference 11.

Butt-Welded Pipe

Butt-welded pipe is prone to anomalies related to weld strength and reliability. When anomalies are present, the weld seam may be weaker than the pipe body. 49CFR192 includes a longitudinal joint factor (described earlier) of 0.6 for butt-welded pipe to account for the potential that defective welds can be weaker than the body of the pipe. Very little, if any, butt-welded pipe has been used for high pressure transmission lines since about 1940.

Reference 9 lists 19 manufacturers of furnace or continuous butt-welded pipe from 1911 through present. These 19 manufacturers operated 40 mills, producing pipe diameters from ¼ inch to 4.5 inches. Of these, the incident data identify five manufacturers for which incidents are attributed to anomalies in the pipe body or seam weld.

Reference 9 summarizes reported pipe-body and seam-weld incidents. A total of seven pipe body incidents have been reported for butt-welded pipe, six of which occurred in service. A much larger number of seam-weld incidents were reported, but none of these occurred in service.18

Reference 9 shows that relatively few pipe-body incidents have occurred in butt-welded pipe. There is no apparent trend in terms of year of production. Pipe produced by Youngstown Sheet & Tube may be somewhat more prone to pipe-body problems, but the data are too sparse to make a definitive conclusion. The small number of service incidents attributed to defects in the body of butt-welded pipe may reflect the amount of pipe in service: butt-welded pipe is produced in small diameters, which is not widely used in transmission pipelines. The number may also reflect that most incidents may have occurred well before the dates for which incident reporting began (1950) and that much of the potentially defective pipe has since been replaced or retired.

17 Reference 9 lists manufacturers of API-stamped pipe. These lists are necessarily incomplete, especially for earlier pipe-making processes. Butt-welded pipe was available well before 1911.
18 The occurrence of failures in-service is distinguished from those when not in service because the latter occur during pressure testing that are done at much higher pressure, or under other circumstances designed to expose potentially deleterious anomalies prior to their causing problems during operations.
A much larger number of seam-weld incidents have been reported. Both Armco and Republic Steel show many retest failures due to seam-weld anomalies. In each case, the incidents are on a single pipeline and from pipe made during a single year, suggesting a lapse in quality assurance. The relatively large number of incidents raises questions about the effectiveness of quality assurance programs for these suppliers. Armco (in 1949) and Republic Steel (in 1931) account for over 90 percent of the reported incidents on vintage natural-gas pipelines based on the data assembled in this appendix, which are summarized in Table A-1.

Table A-1. Incidents attributed to butt welded pipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year Made</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. O. Smith</td>
<td>'50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armco</td>
<td>'49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethlehem</td>
<td>'42</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>'31</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown Sheet &amp;</td>
<td>'28-30</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube</td>
<td>'53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lap- and Hammer-Welded Pipe

Lap- and hammer-welded pipe were prone to weld defects resulting from slag or oxides present on the welding surfaces or because the weld was “burnt” (overheated). Proper welding temperatures and weld quality depend on the process controls used during welding. Like butt-welded pipe, 49CFR192 accounts for lap- and hammer-weld defects with a longitudinal joint factor or through the use of an effective yield stress determined by full-scale burst tests.

Reference 9 lists 12 manufacturers of lap- or hammer-welded pipe from around 1920 through 1969. These 12 manufacturers operated 23 mills, producing pipe from 1-¼ to 36 inches in diameter. Of these, the incident data identify two manufacturers for which incidents are attributed to anomalies in the pipe body or seam weld.

Table A-2 summarizes reported pipe-body and seam-weld incidents. A total of 26 pipe-body incidents have been reported for lap- and hammer-welded pipe, four of which occurred in

---

19 There are a number of apparent errors in the published incident datasets used in this study. For example, A. O. Smith is listed as the manufacturer of butt-welded pipe that failed during a retest, but Reference 9 does not include A. O. Smith as a producer of butt-welded pipe. The data in the tables in this appendix include the pipe manufacturers identified in the incident datasets, regardless of whether the manufacturers are listed in Reference 9.

20 Reference 9 states that Republic Steel stopped producing butt-welded pipe in 1964.
service. A total of 58 seam-weld incidents were reported, of which 17 occurred in service. Only two manufacturers are included in the list, with U. S. Steel accounting for the vast majority of the reported incidents. The predominance of U. S. Steel in Table A-2 suggests recurrent quality control problems with that mill.

**Table A-2. Incidents attributed to lap and hammer welded pipe**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year Made</th>
<th>Pipe Body</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Seam Weld</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Service</td>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Pre-Service</td>
<td>Retest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Steel (National Tube, National Supply)</td>
<td>’29-31</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown Sheet &amp; Tube</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Electric Resistance and Flash Welded Pipe**

Regardless of when or how electric resistance weld (ERW) pipe was (is) made, good quality welds can be (are) made with proper process controls. Nonetheless, historic ERW welds can be more prone to the following types of anomalies:

1. Lack of fusion and presence of oxides along the bond line, generally due to poor process controls,
2. Stitched welds (alternating complete and incompletely fused or partially fused areas) due to uneven heating (generally associated with low-frequency ERW processes),
3. Hook-cracks near the bond line caused by inclusions in the plane of the wall thickness at the edge of the skelp that are upset or turned toward the pipe surface in the forging process,
4. Excessive trim or grooving (wall thickness reduction), and
5. Arc burns resulting from poor or intermittent welding electrode contact adjacent to the weld.

As the ERW process evolved in conjunction with mill inspections and quality controls, the likelihood of ERW seam defects decreased. For example, ERW pipe manufacturers began converting from low to high frequency (alternating current) welding in the early 1960s. This modification essentially eliminated “stitched welds” as a quality concern. During this same period, pipe steel quality also improved, reducing the incidence of hook cracks. The anomalies in flash welded seam are the same as found in low frequency ERW seams.

Reference 9 lists 72 manufacturers of ERW pipe from 1929 through present. Of these, 25 continue to produce ERW pipe. These manufacturers operated 86 mills (per Reference 9, 42 are currently in operation), producing pipe from 1/2 to 36 inches in diameter (per Reference 9, the current range is 1/2 to 24 inches). Of these, the incident data identify 12 manufacturers – one out
of six manufacturers – for which incidents are attributed to anomalies in the pipe body or seam weld.

Table A-3 summarizes the reported low frequency ERW pipe-body and seam-weld incidents, while Table A-4 summarizes the comparable results for high frequency ERW pipe. The incident datasets did not identify low versus high frequency pipe. Consequently, data separated in these tables reflects the use of Reference 9 and personal experience to cull data from the incident databases. Nine out of the 12 manufacturers have incidents reported for both low frequency and high frequency ERW pipe; two have reports for low frequency only, and one has reports for high frequency only.

Table A-3. Incidents attributed to low frequency ERW pipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year(s) Made</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acero Del Pacifica</td>
<td>'51-52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Steel Pipe</td>
<td>'37(^{21})</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethlehem</td>
<td>'57-58 \ '69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal Metal</td>
<td>'57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones &amp; Laughlin</td>
<td>'57-64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser</td>
<td>'51-56 \ '60-63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lone Star</td>
<td>'59-65</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>'31-32 \ '38-62</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stupp</td>
<td>'40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Steel</td>
<td>'31 \ '61 \ '65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youngstown Sheet &amp; Tube</td>
<td>'19 \ '31 \ '40-59 \ '66-67 \ '71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of incidents listed for low frequency ERW pipe is significantly larger than that for high frequency ERW pipe\(^{22}\). Given the amount of ERW produced, the numbers of pipe-body

\(^{21}\) According to Reference 9, ACIPCO did not begin producing ERW pipe until 1963.
incidents are reasonably consistent with those for the other pipe manufacturing methods discussed above and with improvements in steel-making practices and in American Petroleum Institute (API) inspection specifications.

Both low and high frequency ERW show test and retest incidents. The retest data are typically from programs aimed at removing potentially weak ERW seams from service. The low frequency pipe shows significantly more in-service seam-weld incidents, which is expected.

Several pipe manufacturers dominate the number of reported incidents for both low and high frequency pipe. For low frequency pipe, Republic and Youngstown Sheet & Tube account for 70 percent of the reported incidents, while Acero del Pacífica, Jones & Laughlin, Kaiser, and Lone Star account for over 20 percent more.

Table A-4. Incidents attributed to high frequency ERW pipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year Made</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Steel Pipe</td>
<td>'70-'78</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethlehem</td>
<td>'73</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cal Metal</td>
<td>'70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones &amp; Laughlin</td>
<td>'70-'73</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'79-'80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser</td>
<td>'71-'75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lone Star</td>
<td>'70-'76</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>'70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stupp</td>
<td>'70-'77</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'81-'82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tex Tube</td>
<td>'70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Steel</td>
<td>'68-'82</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the high frequency pipe, American Steel Pipe, Stupp, and U. S. Steel dominate, accounting for nearly 75 percent of the total. Nearly all of the incidents attributed to Stupp pipe occurred.

\[\text{Production practices in high-frequency ERW have evolved since this process was first introduced, as have mill inspection practices, which has led to much improved pipe quality. Nevertheless, pre-service hydrotesting periodically expose seam defects in this product, even from so-called quality mills.}\]
during a relatively short period – from 1970 to 1977. Kaiser (~4 percent), Jones & Laughlin (~7 percent), and Lone Star (~6 percent) are also notable.

Table A-5 summarizes reported pipe-body and seam-weld incidents for flash-welded pipe. Only one manufacturer, A. O. Smith, produced flash-welded pipe. A total of 276 incidents are evident in this table, with most being attributed to the weld. Problematic pipe appears to have been made in nearly every year for which flash-welded pipe was produced. One of the problems with flash-welded pipe is that the weld seam was not heat treated.

A number of retest failures in A. O. Smith flash-welded pipe have occurred after 1984, as the pipeline industry instituted programs to excise defective flash-welded pipe from their systems. Pressure testing above the maximum allowable operating pressure is an effective way of removing defective flash-welded (and ERW) pipe. However, in mid 1984, OPS stopped collected data on pre-service and retest failures such that this retest data is generally unavailable.

Table A-5. Incidents attributed to flash welded pipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year Made</th>
<th>Pipe Body Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Seam Weld Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.O Smith</td>
<td>’28-31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’40-43</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’46-65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>’69-71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single-Sided Arc and Double Submerged-Arc Welded Pipe

Single arc and double submerged-arc welds are not particularly prone to anomalies. There have been isolated occurrences of the following anomalies:

1) weld metal cracks,
2) toe cracks at the edge of the weld reinforcement,
3) lack of sidewall or inter-run fusion,
4) inclusions,
5) weld metal porosity,
6) offset welds, and
7) undercut.

These anomalies are much more prevalent in vintage single arc and double submerged-arc welded pipe than they are in modern production.

Reference 9 lists 22 manufacturers of arc welded or double submerged-arc welded pipe from 1940 through present. Of these, eight manufacturers continue to produce double submerged-arc
welded pipe. These manufacturers operated 30 mills, 11 of which are still in operation, currently producing pipe from 16 to 120 inches in diameter. Of these, the incident data identify eight manufacturers – roughly one out of three manufacturers – for which incidents are attributed to anomalies in the pipe body or seam weld.

Table A-6 summarizes the reported arc welded and double submerged-arc welded pipe-body and seam-weld incidents. Again, several manufacturers dominate the reported incidents, with Kaiser accounting for nearly half and U. S. Steel accounting for nearly 20 percent of the total.

### Table A-6. Incidents attributed to arc welded and double submerged-arc welded pipe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year Made</th>
<th>Pipe Body</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Seam Weld</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Service</td>
<td>Retest</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Pre-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acero Del Paci</td>
<td>'52-'53</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMCO</td>
<td>'52</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'73-'74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethlehem</td>
<td>'52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'57-'62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'71-'72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claymont</td>
<td>'51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidated Western</td>
<td>'47</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'54-'56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser</td>
<td>'49-'56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'70-'73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'79-'81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>'48-'50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'73</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Steel</td>
<td>'31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'49-'51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'54-'62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'65-'66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'69-'71</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'77-'82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A more detailed examination of the incident data for double submerged-arc welded pipe shows a strong dependence on age. Over 44 percent of the incidents are attributed to pipe produced in 1950, with another 17 percent in 1949, 1951, or 1952. These years represent the time period in which double submerged-arc welded pipe was gaining widespread acceptance in the United States.

**Spiral-Welded Pipe**

There are two basic processes by which spiral-welded pipe can be made. Small amounts of vintage spiral-welded pipe were made by hammer welding and ERW processes, mostly for the water industry. Later, several foreign manufacturers produced spiral-welded pipe using double submerged-arc welding. None of the incident records examined by the authors identify spiral-welded pipe as the type of pipe that led to incidents.

**Seamless Pipe**

Irregularities that have occurred in seamless pipe include scabs, blisters, slivers, seams, laps, laminations, pits, roll-ins, hot tears, and plug scores. Surface imperfections, such as blisters, slivers, seams, pits, plug scores and laps, arise from the twisting, upsetting, and abrading of the surface during pipe formation. Hot tears result from the working of the metal with an insufficient temperature for rewelding of torn material. Laminations typically result from imperfections and insufficient ingot cropping.

Reference 9 lists 18 manufacturers of seamless pipe operating 30 pipe mills from 1895 through present. These manufacturers produced pipe in diameters from 1/4 to 26 inches. Of these, the incident data identify only one manufacturer – U. S. Steel – for which incidents are attributed. Table A-7 summarizes the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year Made</th>
<th>Pre-Service</th>
<th>Retest</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>US Steel</td>
<td>‘30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘33</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘38</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘43-53</td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘56</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘59</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘64-65</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘70-74</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘77-78</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Upsets in Pipe Making and Pipeline Construction**

This section considers the occurrence of problems that occurred during the process of pipe making or pipeline construction that created anomalies prevalent across a range of product types.
or suppliers. There are two generic categories of such anomalies – arc burns and hard-spots that are a potential source for hydrogen stress cracking, and transportation-induced fatigue cracking.

**Hydrogen Stress Cracking - Arc Burns and Hard Spots**

Hydrogen stress cracking (HSC) on gas transmission pipelines transporting sweet dry gas is nearly always associated with arc burns, hard spots, with such cracking also possible in high-hardness ERW seams.

The presence of arc burns and hard spots is not, by itself, sufficient to indicate cracking will occur. In order for cracking to occur several other conditions must co-exist. First, the hard spot or arc burn must be exposed to the environment where diffusion of atomic hydrogen into steel can occur. On pipelines, such conditions can be created in the presence of higher than normal cathodic protection potentials that liberate hydrogen at the exposed metal surfaces. A second condition for HSC requires that the hard spot be exposed, typically as a result of coating degradation. While coating degradation is not uncommon, the amount of bare steel in a poorly coated line is typically small. Last, the hard spot must be sufficiently hard. Hydrogen stress cracking occurs at hardness at or above about Rockwell C22\(^{(43,44)}\), with lower hardness levels being associated with strong sources of hydrogen, such as can occur with sour service.\(^{23}\)

---

**Table A-8. Hard spot incident summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Seam Type</th>
<th>Pipe Manufacturer</th>
<th>Pipe Production Year</th>
<th>No. Of Incidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flash weld</td>
<td>A.O. Smith</td>
<td>1952</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1954</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSAW</td>
<td>Bethlehem</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaiser</td>
<td>1955</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Republic</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERW</td>
<td>Youngstown Sheet &amp; Tube (YS&amp;T)</td>
<td>1947</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transportation Damage**

Line pipe with weld seam reinforcement that protrudes above the pipe surface (i.e., FW, DSAW) has experienced shipping fatigue cracks due to the seams contacting rail car bottoms or other pipes, with cracks forming at the edge of the weld reinforcement bead\(^{(e.g., se 70)}\). Fatigue cracks

---

\(^{23}\) It is also possible for the stress fields due to pipe forming and service pressure to nucleate and grow cracks in hard spots. While this is plausible, such cracking would either be severe enough to be exposed early in service, or otherwise exposed in pressure testing. Remaining cracks would lie dormant unless changes in service due to pressure increase activated them.
have also formed in all types of line pipe due to rivet heads, projections in rail cars contacting the pipe body or pipe ends, foreign objects in a rail car, bearing strip misalignment, or insufficient support (e.g., see 70). In these cases, the conditions necessary to promote fatigue cracking result from vibration during shipment.

Transportation fatigue often occurred in pipe with high diameter/thickness ratios in the period prior to 1970. Between 1957 and 1962, 32 field failures were recorded. This included pipe with diameter/thickness (D/t) ratios that ranged from 54 to 91. Full-scale tests to measure actual pipe stress (D/t range: 88-128) were conducted during this same period. Field failures and test data prompted development of a pipe loading Recommended Practice for rail transportation by the API first issued in 1965 as API RP 5L. This was followed by similar recommended practices for pipe shipment in vessels (API RP 5L5, 1975) and inland waterways (API RP 5L6, 1979). The requirements contained in these documents have reduced the frequency of transportation related damage.

Requirements for pipe transportation by rail have been included 49CFR192 since 1973. Any pipe with a D/t ratio of 70 or higher to be operated at a hoop stress of 20 percent SMYS or greater must be transported in accordance with API 5L1. For pipe transported prior to November, 1970, a proof test commensurate with the class location must be conducted.

Quality Requirements

A number of specifications were developed to establish minimum requirements for pipe used in transmission pipelines. Commonly used pipe specifications are API Specifications 5L and 5LX. These specifications provide requirements on composition, mechanical properties, pressure testing, dimensions, weights, end preparation, inspection, and other quality components with toughness recently being included. The requirements on pressure (hydrostatic) testing and inspection have the largest effects on pipeline integrity.

It should be noted that not all pipelines were constructed from pipe manufactured in accordance with API specifications. Prior to the introduction of API specifications, quality requirements were established by each purchaser. Methods included company pipe specifications, manufacturing inspections by company personnel, and third party inspections by contractors, individually or in combination. Additional measures included defined pipe production procedures established by a pipe manufacturer, as amended and/or agreed to by the purchaser to suit particular requirements.

The API specifications provided an industry-wide basis for pipe specifications and standardized many of the pipe making practices. In time, they largely replaced the requirements developed by individual purchasers. Nonetheless, many pipeline operators chose (and continue to choose) to add requirements in proprietary specifications. These additions are typically predicated on the intended pipeline service environment and/or the fluids to be transported.

The evolution of pipe quality control requirements contained in the API specifications provides useful insight into pipe characteristics and quality. From their first editions through the present, yield and tensile strength requirements have increased on a regular basis, reflecting improvements in steel- and pipe-making processes. For example, one of the original pipe grades (Grade A) has a minimum yield strength of 25 ksi, while the most recently added grade (X80) calls for a yield strength of 80 ksi. In addition, requirements for 100 ksi (X100) and 120 ksi
steels are actively being developed for future API Specifications. In addition, mechanical testing requirements have been added. Typical destructive testing requirements include bend and strength tests of production welds to ensure they are at least as strong as the pipe body.

Pressure testing and inspections are important quality assurance methods used in the API specifications. In the earliest versions of API 5L, pressure tests were largely used to ensure leak tightness, not strength, with minimum hydrostatic pressures of 40 to 50 percent SMYS. By 1970, the API 5L pressure requirements had increased to 60 to 75 percent SMYS — comparable to the maximum stress levels in Class 1 and 2 locations.

The API 5LX pressure requirements are generally higher (60 to 75 percent pipe diameters below 8 inches and 85 to 90 percent for larger diameters). For pipe diameters greater than 8 inches, the mill hydrostatic tests produce stresses well above operating stress levels.

From the earliest API specifications, destructive tests were required on pipe and weld samples (typically one set of tests per 100 or 200 pipe joints). Typically tests were used to demonstrate the pipe body met the strength and elongation requirements while bending tests were used to demonstrate the weld seam could withstand high strain levels without cracking. Early workmanship requirements stated that the pipe should be free of “injurious defects”, including defective welds, pits, blisters, slivers, and laminations. Injurious defects were further defined as those defects greater than 12.5 percent of the wall thickness. Additional visual inspections to identify injurious defects were at the discretion of the purchaser.

By the early 1960s, more destructive tests were required, including weld tensile and ductility tests. Fracture toughness testing was at the discretion of the purchaser. The list of workmanship defects had been expanded to address a wide variety of conditions, including dents, offset of plate edges, out-of-line weld beads, excessive weld reinforcement, improper trimming of flash, and hard spots. Other defect types were identified, including cracks and leaks, surface breaking laminations and inclusions, arc burns, weld undercut, arc burns, and any other imperfection having a depth greater than 12.5 percent of the wall thickness.

Non-destructive inspections of welds were also added in the 1960s. Depending on the weld type, the entire weld was required to be inspected using radiological, ultrasonic, or electromagnetic techniques. In addition, magnetic particle inspection of each pipe end was required to locate open welds, partial or incomplete welds, intermittent welds, cracks, seams, and slivers.

In summary, since 1928, API specifications have evolved to ensure minimum pipe quality, with their evolution reflecting changes in steel- and pipe-making practices, and the expanding capabilities of real-time nondestructive inspection. By the early 1960s, the specifications began to significantly reduce the historic pipe body and weld seam anomalies discussed above. Because of this impact, quality control and quality assurance have become central to the pipe production and supply specifications in use throughout the industry.

(X120) steels are actively being developed for future API Specifications. In addition, mechanical testing requirements have been added. Typical destructive testing requirements include bend and strength tests of production welds to ensure they are at least as strong as the pipe body.
Relative Significance of Anomalies

Tables A-9 and A-10 summarize these process and production anomalies and their characteristics, while the ensuing paragraphs consider their potential impact on integrity. These tables and the following discussion rely on the author’s personal experience and/or published data to identify the most significant anomalies, where possible. This approach is necessary for two reasons. First, as compared to other incident causes, pipe body and seam weld anomalies are a much less frequent cause, as was evident in the introduction to this report. Thus, the potential database available for trending or statistical analysis is limited. Second, the reporting requirements for OPS data did not motivate reporting details of the type of pipe-body or weld-seam defect that led to an incident, which precludes conclusively determining anomalies of greatest concern. The same was true for the FPC database. In spite of this, there is significant literature that can be used to better understand the cause – effect relationship between defects and incidents.

Important information sources include the five-page tabulation and analysis of historical defects causing pre-service and hydrostatic retest failures that comprises Table A1-3 in Appendix A of Reference 83. Those tables reflect input from Europe via Mr. Peter Peters, then retired but recently manager of Mannesmann Mulheim Works, and the U.S. and elsewhere via Dr. Malcolm Gray, a principal of MicroAlloying International. This information was supplemented by results in archived Battelle failure reports developed to assess and characterize defects that caused failures in hydrotesting during the era such failures were reported but not as in-service incidents. Another key source was the quite extensive evaluation of failure causes documented on behalf of the PRCI as Reference 141. Finally, the extensive literature selected in regard to historic pipelines and organized here as Reference 142 was useful, although somewhat more topical than is typically needed to meet the needs here.

Table A-9. Weld-seam anomalies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe-Making Process</th>
<th>Defect or Characteristic</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Furnace Butt Welded, Continuous Butt Welded Pipe, Lap Welded and Hammer Welded Pipe</td>
<td>Oxides trapped between weld surfaces; inconsistent quality welds</td>
<td>Addressed in 49CFR192 with longitudinal joint factor, or by use of an effective yield stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Resistance Welded (ERW) and Flash Welded Pipe</td>
<td>Oxides trapped in weld, inconsistent quality welds</td>
<td>Welding controls and inspection practices have largely eliminated these types of anomalies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stitched welds</td>
<td>More common in low-frequency ERW pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hook cracks</td>
<td>More common in earlier steels with higher levels of impurities and inclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excessive trim</td>
<td>Rare in modern line pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Arc Welded and Double Submerged-Arc Welded Pipe</td>
<td>Weld metal cracks, toe cracks, lack of sidewall or inter-run fusion, undercut inclusions, porosity, offset welds,..</td>
<td>Rare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When the process of assembling the data and evaluating causes was completed, the data from failure analyses, the authors’ experience, and the literature indicate that incidents originating at a defect in the weld seam are most commonly due to cracks in or around the weld, inconsistent quality welds, or preferential corrosion in or near the weld. Other causes are much less important as compared to this to this one.

Table A-10. Summary of pipe-body and weld-seam anomalies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Criteria</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Most Frequently Reported Manufacturer(s)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pipe Specific</td>
<td></td>
<td>Armco, Republic</td>
<td>Use of a longitudinal joint factor reduces loading on weld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butt/Lap weld</td>
<td>Pre 1960</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSAW, SSAW, and other welded seams</td>
<td>Pre 1960</td>
<td>Kaiser, U. S. Steel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low frequency ERW</td>
<td>Pre 1971</td>
<td>Republic, Youngstown Sheet &amp; Tube</td>
<td>Acero del Pacifica, Jones &amp; Laughlin, Kaiser, and Lone Star also have higher incident rates than others manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Frequency ERW</td>
<td>Pre 1980</td>
<td>Stupp</td>
<td>Kaiser, Jones &amp; Laughlin, and Lone State also have higher incident rates than others manufacturers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash weld</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. O. Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seamless</td>
<td>1940s and early 50s; 1970s</td>
<td>U. S. Steel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect Specific</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cracking in Hard Spots or Arc Burns</td>
<td>1950s</td>
<td>A. O. Smith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Fatigue</td>
<td>Pre 1970</td>
<td></td>
<td>Double submerged-arc and flash welded pipe are more susceptible than other types of pipe; High diameter-to-thickness ratios are more prone to damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Damage</td>
<td>Vintage pipe is more likely to have experienced mechanical damage due to handling than later pipe</td>
<td>Thin walled pipe and pipe with high diameter-to-thickness ratios are more prone to some forms of cracking in mechanical damage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cracking
The most common form of cracking in seam welds is hook cracks associated with ERW or flash-welded pipe. Hook cracks are most likely in pipe made from earlier steels. Hook cracks are generally stable up to the maximum pressure to which the pipe has been exposed, unless the pipe is exposed to large pressure cycles.

Inconsistent Quality Seam Welds
Inconsistent quality seam welds are potential anomalies for all of the earlier pipe-making processes. While most pipe manufacturers succeeded in making pipe of consistent quality, there are several notable exceptions:

- Acero del Pacifica (low frequency ERW pipe),
- American Steel Pipe (high-frequency ERW pipe),
- A. O. Smith (flash-welded pipe),
- Armco (butt-welded pipe),
- Jones & Laughlin (low- and high-frequency ERW pipe),
- Kaiser (low- and high- frequency ERW pipe, arc or double submerged-arc welded pipe),
- Lone Star (low- and high- frequency ERW pipe),
- Republic (butt-welded pipe, low-frequency ERW pipe),
- Stupp (high-frequency ERW pipe),
- U. S. Steel (lap welded pipe, high-frequency ERW pipe, arc or double submerged-arc welded pipe, seamless pipe), and
- Youngstown Sheet & Tube (low-frequency ERW pipe).

Inconsistent quality welds are considered stable up to the maximum pressure to which the pipe has been exposed in prior service. Pressure testing of pipelines with seam defects opens the door to pressure reversals.